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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis, we have considered the vehicle routing problem with pickup and 

delivery which is a generalization of the capacitated vehicle routing problem (CVRP). 

The vehicle routing problem with pickup and delivery (VRPPD) arises whenever pickup 

demand and delivery demand is to be satisfied by the same vehicle. The problem is 

encountered in many real life situations including reverse logistics. We consider three 

variants of VRPPD, namely, the vehicle routing problem with back-hauls (VRPB), the 

vehicle routing problem with back-hauls and mixed-load (VRPBM) and the vehicle 

routing problem with simultaneous pickup and delivery (VRPSPD). 

The inherent complexity of VRPPD makes it an N'P -hard problem. It is not 

possible to solve an N'P-hard problem in polynomial time unless 'P = N'P. Therefore, 

heuristics and metaheuristics are used to produce a good quality solution within 

reasonable CPU time. We develop ant colony algorithms for VRPB, VRPBM and 

VRPSPD. We have improved the existing ant-colony algorithms by applying better local 

search schemes and by adding new features such as construction rule and the trail 

updating criteria. We also develop saving based heuristics for single and multi-depot 

versions of VRPSPD. Checking feasibility of a given route is an important issue in 

VRPSPD because of the fluctuating load on the vehicle. We have proposed the 

cumulative net-pickup approach for this purpose. One important feature of this approach 

is that it checks the feasibility of an altered route in constant time. 

The proposed heuristics and metaheuristics are evaluated by solving benchmark problem 

instances available in literature and then comparing the solutions with the solutions 
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produced by the existing algorithms. Our computational experiment has shown that the 

proposed heuristics and metaheuristics give better or equally good results in comparison 

to the existing solution procedures. 
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CHAPTERl 

Introduction 

One of the important problems in logistics and supply chain management is the 

routing of a set of vehicles that move goods from a warehouse to retailers and/or 

customers. Transportation is a key element in supply chain management because goods 

are rarely produced and consumed at the same place. The growth of e-commerce and the 

increased trade liberalization has fueled business across the globe and has made the world 

economies increasingly interdependent. The transportation cost in a distribution network 

contributes typically 10% to 20% of the final cost of goods [Toth and Vigo (2001)] and 

more than 45% of the total logistic costs [Osman and Laporte (1996)]. In order to control 

the transportation cost, the dispatcher must route and schedule vehicles to serve customer 

demands in an efficient way. The underlying combinatorial problem is often called 

vehicle routing problem (VRP). Given its inherent complexity, VRP has received 

attention from many researchers, academics, and practitioners in the last 50 years. 

VRP is encountered in industries such as courier services, supply of industrial goods, 

supply of food and beverages, public transport, urban solid waste collection, etc. In real 

word applications of VRP in North America, it has been shown that the efficient planning 

and scheduling of vehicles can reduce the transportation cost by 5% to 20% [ Toth and 

Vigo (2001)]. 

The most basic vehicle routing problem is the classical capacitated vehicle routing 

problem (CVRP). Under CVRP a set of customers are served by a fleet of identical 
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vehicles each having limited capacity. Each vehicle starts from the depot/warehouse and 

after serving a set of customers it returns back to the depot/warehouse. CVRP entails 

determining the route for each vehicle so that the total tour length (i.e., the total distance 

traveled by all vehicles) is minimized. The total demand of any vehicle must not exceed 

the vehicle capacity. Also, the total route duration (travel time and service time) for a 

vehicle may not exceed the specified upper bound. In this thesis, we use the abbreviations 

CVRP and VRP interchangeably. 

The classical CVRP arises in supply chain management when the focus is mainly 

on the forward flow of material. In recent years, environmental regulations and the 

increased incentives for returning and reusing products have led to reverse flows of 

materials. The management of return flows has opened a new field in supply chain 

management called reverse logistics. Reverse logistics generates additional revenue by 

recapturing the value otherwise lost or underutilized in the supply chain. 

The design of supply chain for forward and reverse logistics is often carried out 

independently. There is thus a need for integrating the forward and reverse flows in a 

supply chain. The vehicle planner and dispatcher in reverse logistics need to consider the 

delivery and pickup of products from a customer by a single vehicle. The vehicle routing 

problem with pickup and delivery (VRPPD) arises in many real life situations whenever 

the pickup demand and the delivery demand is to be satisfied by the same vehicle. In 

VRPPD, delivery demand of a customer is fulfilled by the product originating from the 

depot and all pickups are dropped back to the depot. In this thesis, we will focus upon the 

vehicle routing problem with pickup and delivery. 
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1.1 Classification of vehicle routing problem with pickup and delivery 

The vehicle routing problem with pickup and delivery (VRPPD) is an :NP -hard 

problem because when we set all pickup or all delivery amounts to zero, the problem 

becomes the CVRP, which is a known NP-hard problem. See Papadimitriou and 

Steiglitz (1998) to know more about .'.NP -hard problem. The vehicle routing problem 

with pickup and delivery (VRPPD) can be classified in three categories: (i) vehicle 

routing problem with backhauls; (ii) vehicle routing problem with backhauls and mixed

load; (iii) vehicle routing problem with simultaneous pickup and delivery. 

Vehicle routing problem with backhauls (VRPB) consists of two groups of 

customers: linehaul or delivery customers and backhaul or pickup customers. A linehaul 

customer requires a given quantity of product to be delivered while a backhaul customer 

requires a given quantity of product to be picked up. In VRPB, all deliveries for linehaul 

customers must be made before any pickup from a backhaul customer. This restriction is 

imposed when arranging goods is difficult if goods are picked up before all deliveries are 

made. The objective is to design a set of minimum cost routes ensuring that the total 

delivery demand of linehaul customers and the total pickup demand of backhaul 

customers served by the vehicle does not exceed vehicle capacity. 

Similar to VRPB, vehicle routing problem with backhauls and mixed-load 

(VRPBM) consists of linehaul and backhaul customers. However, the restriction of 

serving all linehaul customers before serving any backhaul customer is relaxed. In other 

words deliveries and pickups are allowed in any order of sequence in VRPBM. One 

consequence of relaxing the sequencing restriction is that there is fluctuating load on the 

3 
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vehicle during the trip. Thus in VRPBM, the objective is to design a set of minimum cost 

routes so that the capacity of the vehicle is not violated anywhere in the route. 

In vehicle routing problem with simultaneous pickup and delivery (VRPSPD), 

each customer is a linehaul as well as a backhaul customer. In VRPSPD each customer 

not only requires a given quantity of products to be delivered but also requires a given 

quantity of products to be picked up. A complete service (i.e., delivery and pickup) to the 

customer is provided by a vehicle in a single visit. One reason for simultaneous pickup 

and delivery can be the high handling cost. The objective is to design a set of minimum 

cost routes so that the load on the vehicle is below its capacity anywhere in the route. 

VRPBM is a special case of VRPSPD because when we set either delivery or pickup 

demand of each customer to zero, VRPSPD reduces to VRPBM. 

1.2 Solution Method 

Solution methods for an NP-hard problem can be divided in four categories. We 

give a brief introduction to the four methods in the next subsections. 

1.2.1 Exact methods 

An exact method refers to a method that computes the optimal solution to the 

problem if there is sufficient computer time. Let Q be the vehicle capacity. VRP can be 

solved exactly in polynomial time when Q = 2 by transforming it to a minimum weight 

matching problem. However, the problem is :NP -hard when Q ~ 3 (see Bompadre et al. 

(2006)). It is not possible to solve an NP -hard problem exactly in polynomial time 

unless 'P =:NP (Garey and Johnson (1979)). 

4 
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The branch and bound is the widely used exact algorithm for solving VRP (e.g., 

Laporte et al. (1986), Ralphs (2003) and Fukasawa et al. (2006)). Dynamic programming 

(e.g., Magnanti (1981) and Kolen et al. (1987)) and Lagrangean relaxation procedures 

(e.g., Magnanti (1981) and Stewart and Golden (1984)) are other exact approaches that 

have been used to solve VRP and its variants. 

A branch and bound method for VRPB has been designed by Toth and Vigo 

(1997) and Mingozzi et al. (1999). They used the branch-and-bound algorithm to solve 

the problem exactly for up to 40 customers. Dell'Amico et al. (2006) developed a branch

and-price approach for VRPSPD. They used the approach to solve the problem exactly 

for up to 40 customers. 

1.2.2 Approximation Algorithm 

It is not possible to solve an NP -hard problem in polynomial time unless P = 

JV'P. A polynomial time approximation algorithm can find a feasible solution in 

polynomial time for the problem whose value is within factor a of the unknown optimal 

solution (a~ 1 for minimization problem and a ~ 1 for maximization problem). The 

factor a is called the performance guarantee/ratio or the approximation ratio of the 

algorithm. An approximation algorithm is evaluated by the worst case over all possible 

instances of the problem. There are two classes of approximation algorithms which return 

a solution within the desired precision: polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) 

and fully polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS). PTAS is defined as a family 

of polynomial time approximation algorithms A,., t: > 0, such that algorithm A,. provides a 

5 
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solution with performance guarantee of a = l + E . The running time of the PT AS 

depends upon E and is polynomial in the input size of the problem. This means that the 

error can be as small as possible but computational time will increase with decreasing 

error. If the running time of algorithm Ac is bounded by a polynomial in the input size 

and by l IE, then it is called a fully polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS). 

FPTAS is stronger than PTAS because FPTAS ~ PTAS. A strong .J\l'.P-hard problem 

can not have an FPTAS unless 'P=.J\l'.P (Garey and Johnson (1979)). 

The first PTAS for the capacitated vehicle routing problem with equal demand 

(ECVRP) was proposed by Haimovich and Kan ( 1985) and later modified by Altinkemer 

and Gavish (1990). The iterated tour partitioning (ITP) heuristic of Altinkemer and 

Gavish (1990) can produce a solution at most l + (1-1/ Q)a times the optimal solution, 

assuming that the approximation ratio of the traveling salesman tour is 1 +a. Here Q is 

the vehicle capacity. Altinkemer and Gavish (1987) proposed unequal iterated tour 

partitioning (UITP) heuristic for CVRP. UITP has a performance guarantee of 

2+ (1- 2/ Q)a, given that Q is even. The worst case bounds of ITP and UITP heuristics 

depend on the approximation ratio of the input TSP tour. Recently Bompadre et al. 

(2006) have presented the quadratic iterated tour partitioning (QITP) heuristic which 

improves the approximation ratio of ITP for ECVRP and of UITP for CVRP. They were 

able to reduce the performance ratio by amount b(a, Q), where b(a, Q) is a function of 

a and vehicle capacity Q. In our knowledge, there are no approximation algorithms for 

other variants of VRP. Given the complexity, it is very difficult to design an 

approximation algorithm for a variant of VRP. 

6 
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1.2.3 Heuristic 

A heuristic is an algorithm that provides a good quality feasible solution within 

reasonable computer time but there is no guarantee on finding the optimal solution. One 

may able to design a special instance for which the heuristic provides a poor solution 

and/or runs slowly. Since the special instances usually are not likely in real life, the 

heuristic may work well in real life applications. Laporte and Semet (200 I) classify 

heuristics for VRP in three classes. In the first class, the heuristic is characterized by a 

constructive method that iteratively builds vehicle routes until all customers are served by 

one of the vehicles ( Clarke and Wright ( 1964 ), Mole and Jameson (1976), Nelson et al. 

(1985), Paessens (1988) and Altinkemer and Gavish (1991)). In the second class the 

heuristic is characterized by a two-step method. A two-step method uses either route

first-cluster-second strategy or cluster-first-route-second strategy. In a route first-cluster 

second strategy, customers are first ordered to form a TSP (i.e., traveling salesman 

problem) tour and then this order is partitioned to produce feasible routes for individual 

vehicles ( Beasley (1983), Haimovich and Kan (1985)). In a cluster first-route second 

strategy, the group of customers to be served by a vehicle is identified as a cluster and 

then an efficient route is designed for the cluster (Gillett and Miller (1974), Fisher and 

Jaikumar (1981) ). In the third class, the heuristic uses improvement schemes based upon 

local search techniques (Stewart and Golden (1984)). 

1.2.4 Metaheuristics 

Metaheuristcs are widely used for solving vehicle routing problems in practice. A 

metaheuristic is a general algorithmic framework which explores the solution space in an 

7 
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intelligent way. According to Dorigo (2004), a metaheuristic can be seen as a general

purpose heuristic method designed to guide a problem-specific heuristic. A metaheuristic 

is a general algorithmic framework, which can be applied to different optimization 

problems. There are five types of metaheuristics applied to VRP: Simulated Annealing 

(SA), Deterministic Annealing (DA), Tahu search (TS), Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Ant 

colony optimization (ACO). These metaheuristics are briefly described below. 

Simulated annealing 

Simulated annealing was introduced by Kirkpatrick et al. (1983). Simulated 

annealing is a randomized improvement algorithm. As its name implies, Simulated 

Annealing (SA) exploits the analogy between the way metal cools and freezes into the 

minimum energy crystalline structure (the annealing process) and the search for the 

minimum solution to a combinatorial problem. Solids are annealed by raising the 

temperature level at which particles randomly arrange in liquid phase and then are 

cooled so that the particles fall into a low-energy state of the regular lattice. At high 

temperatures, all possible crystalline states are attainable with some probability. 

Lowering the temperature decreases the number of accessible states and puts the system 

into its ground state. 

In a combinatorial problem, each configuration has a cost level associated with it. 

Similar to the annealing of a solid, one can statistically model the evolution of the system 

into the state that corresponds to the minimum value of the cost function. SA's major 

advantage over other heuristic methods is its ability to avoid a local minimum. The 

algorithm employs random search, which may accept an increase in the cost. The inferior 

8 
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solutions are accepted with probability p = exp(-5 f IT) where 5 f the increase in the 

objective function value and T is is a control parameter representing the system 

temperature. The search thus avoids the local minimum by jumping out of it early in the 

computation. Towards the end of the computation, the temperature is low and the 

probability of accepting an inferior solution is nearly zero. The slower the cooling, the 

higher the chance of finding the optimal solution, but the longer the run time. Thus 

effective use of this technique depends on finding a cooling schedule that finds good 

solutions without using excessive CPU time. 

Deterministic Annealing 

Deterministic Annealing (DA) is similar to simulated annealing but DA uses a 

deterministic rule instead of a probabilistic rule to accept the new solution. There are two 

types of deterministic rules used in DA: threshold accepting and record-to-travel. 

Threshold accepting leaves out the stochastic element in accepting an inferior solution by 

introducing a deterministic threshold, T;, . Let the current solution at iteration t be x
1 

and 

the solution at the next iteration be x,+1 • The inferior solution is accepted if f (xt+ 1) < 

f (x) + T,,. Threshold parameter Th is gradually lowered similar to lowering the 

temperature in SA. Record-to-travel is similar to threshold accepting but here an inferior 

solution is accepted if f(x,+ 1) <T,, * f(x
1
). See Golden et al. (1998) for an application of 

DA to VRP. 

9 
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Tahu search 

The basic concept of tabu search was proposed by Glover (1986) and Hansen 

(1986) independently. Tabu search is a neighborhood search method which uses memory 

to avoid cycling and thus escape a local minimum. In each iteration it moves from the 

current solution x, to a new solution x!+1 by searching the neighborhood N(x,) of x,. In 

moving from one iteration to the next, tabu search looks for the neighborhood solution 

that improves the solution most. If there is no improved solution in the neighborhood, it 

chooses the solution, which gives the least deterioration. To avoid visiting the same 

solution again or in a cyclic manner, recently visited solutions are forbidden or discarded. 

The set of forbidden (tabu) solutions is temporarily stored in the list called "tabu list". 

Usually it is not possible to store a complete solution in the list, hence only some 

attributes of the solution are stored. The duration for which a particular solution is stored 

in the tabu list is called tabu-tenure. Tabu tenure can be varied over time. 

Other sophisticated features used in tabu search are aspiration criteria, 

diversification approach and intensification procedure. An aspiration criterion is used to 

override the status of an attribute stored in the tabu list. Intensification is used to intensify 

the search in the region that is likely to contain acceptable solutions. Intensification is 

carried out by giving a higher priority to solutions that share common features with the 

current solution. In contrast to intensification, diversification is used to direct the search 

towards a region not yet explored. The diversification and intensification are used 

alternately during the search. 
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Genetic Algorithm 

Genetic Algorithm (GA) was first introduced by Holland (1975). GA is a 

population-based algorithm that simulates the evolutionary process observed in nature. 

Unlike other metaheuristics, GA explores a population of solutions to produce a better 

solution. Individual solutions which constitute the population are called chromosomes. 

GA uses the survival of the fittest chromosome to select different solutions in the 

population. The good solutions are used to reproduce new solutions and form a pool of 

better solutions, while the bad solutions are discarded. The basic steps of GA are 

described below: 

1. Select Mates: Select two solutions called parent chromosomes from the population 

either randomly or by using a fitness performance criterion. 

2. Recombine parents: Each selected pair is combined using a crossover operator to 

produce two new solutions called offsprings or child chromosomes. 

3. Mutation: Few solutions are randomly selected and a small random modification is 

carried out in each solution to avoid the stagnation of the population. 

4. New population: The new population is created by replacing some of the solutions 

in the current population with the new solutions produced during crossover. 

Ant colony system 

Ant colony system (ACS) is a memory based algorithmic approach derived from 

the foraging behavior of real ants. ACS algorithm makes use of simple agents called ants 

which construct solutions to the combinatorial optimization problem. The generation (or 

construction) of a solution by an ant is guided by the artificial pheromone trails and by 
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the problem-specific information. An individual ant constructs a complete solution by 

starting with the null solution and by iteratively adding solution components. After the 

construction of the solution, the ant gives feedback by depositing pheromone (i.e., 

updating trail intensity) for each solution component. Typically, solution components that 

are part of better solutions or solution components that have been used by ants over many 

iterations receive higher amounts of pheromone. These solution components in turn are 

more likely to be used in future iterations. ACS uses evaporation factor or persistence of 

trail in updating the trail intensity. See Stuetzle and Hoos (2000) for details on the 

application of ACS to combinatorial optimization problems. Bullnheimer et al. (1999) 

were the first to construct an ACS algorithm for VRP. The algorithm is further improved 

by Doerner et al. (2002) by combining it with the saving heuristic. Basic steps of the ant 

colony system are as follows. 

Step 1. Initialize the trail intensities and parameters and generate an initial solution either 

randomly or using the problem specific heuristic. 

Step 2. While (the termination condition is not met) do the following: 

• Generate an ant-solution for each ant using the trail intensities. 

• Improve each ant-solution by carrying out a local search. 

• Update the trail intensities. 

Step 3. Return the best solution found so far. 
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1.3 Motivation 

In this thesis, we will apply ant colony optimization metaheuristic to the vehicle 

routing problem with pickup and delivery (VRPPD). Some real word applications of 

VRPPD are: 

1. Grocery Industry where supermarkets and shops are demand customers and 

grocery suppliers or production sites are pick up customers. 

2. Bottles from a blood bank are taken to the hospitals and blood collected from blood 

donation camps is taken to the blood bank. 

3. Soft drink industry where new bottles have to be delivered and empty bottles have 

to be picked up. 

4. In foundries, the sand used to form moulds usually contains toxic materials. The 

sand needs to be recycled. Collecting used sand is serving a pickup customer and 

delivering purified sand is serving a demand customer. 

Apart from the above applications, VRPPD is also possible in industries in which 

dairy products, agriculture items, pharmaceuticals goods, dry cleaning supplies, 

electronic appliances, hardware items, etc. are distributed (Min et al. (1992)). 

Technology has affected the logistics function more than any other business 

function. The increased use of computers and information technology requires the 

logistics manager to take decisions in a short span of time. Given the complexity, 

generally it is not possible to solve VRPPD optimally in reasonable CPU time. A simple 

heuristic procedure may produce a solution in reasonable CPU time but without adequate 

quality. A metaheuristic can generate a solution with sufficient quality. The only 
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drawback of a metaheuristic is the increased CPU time. However, the recent evolution of 

IT has made it possible to produce high quality solutions within reasonable CPU time 

using a metaheuristic. It is not surprising that most commercial software for solving VRP 

problems are based on metaheuristics. Metaheuristics provide a general framework which 

can handle a family of problems. In order to make the general framework work for a 

particular problem, one has to design problem specific routines such as feasibility check, 

local search technique, etc. 

Tabu search (TS) is a widely used metaheuristic approach for solving vehicle 

routing problems. To date, it has proven to be the best approach for some variants of 

vehicle routing problems. There are many applications of tabu search to CVRP. Each 

uses a different move to generate a neighborhood solution (e.g., Osman (1993), Taillard 

(1993 ), Gendreau et al. (1994 ), Rochat and Taillard (l 995b ), Xu and Kelly (1996) and 

Rego (2001) ). Tabu search has also been used to solve variants of VRP (e.g., Osman and 

Wassan (2002), Wassan (2004), Brandao (2006), Crispim and Brandao (2005), Chen and 

Wu (2006) and Montane and Galvao (2005)). 

In recent times, attempts have been made to solve CVRP using ant colony system 

(e.g., Bullnheimer et al. (1999), Doerner et al. (2002), Reimann et al. (2002) and 

Reimann et al. (2004)). Although the solution quality reported in the above studies is not 

as good as other metaheuristics, ACS seems to have potential. Gendreau et al. (2001) 

consider the results obtained by ACS to be quite encouraging given the limited 

applications of ACS to VRP. The local search is an important part of an ant colony 
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system and we believe that it has not been fully exploited yet. An ant colony system can 

be improved by applying better local search techniques and by adding newer features. 

1.4 Overview of the thesis 

The rest of the thesis consists of seven chapters. Chapter 2 presents a survey of 

literature on vehicle routing problem with pickup and delivery (VRPPD). Chapters 3 to 7 

are the main body of this thesis. Each of these chapters is focused on a specific topic 

and/or the methodology used to solve the particular version of the pickup and delivery 

problem. In each chapter, we start with a brief introduction of the problem. We then 

describe the methodology used to solve the problem, the numerical results, and a 

concluding summary for the chapter. 

Chapter 3 presents the multi-ant colony system (MACS) for solving VRPB. Ant 

colony system (ACS) is an algorithmic approach inspired by the foraging behavior of real 

ants. Artificial ants are used to construct a solution by using pheromone information 

generated in the previous iterations. In MACS, we use two types of ants to construct a 

solution. The first type of ant is used to assign customers to vehicles and the second type 

of ant is used to construct a route for a vehicle given the assigned customers; i.e., to solve 

the underlying traveling salesman problem. An interesting property of MACS is the 

correlation between the CPU time and the solution quality. An extensive numerical 

experiment is performed on benchmark problem instances available in the literature. 

Chapter 4 presents cumulative net-pickup approach for checking the feasibility of a given 

route in VRPSPD. This chapter also presents two multi-route local search schemes for 

VRPSPD. The existing approach to check feasibility of a given route while performing 
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the local search requires linear time. The cumulative net-pickup approach does the check 

in constant time. The local search schemes and the cumulative net-pickup approach 

presented in this chapter are used in an ant-colony system (ACS) algorithm presented in 

chapter 5. We provide several lemmas associated with the cumulative net-pickup 

approach for each local search scheme. 

The proposed ACS algorithm in chapter 5 uses a construction rule as well as two 

multi-route local search schemes described in chapter 4. The ACS algorithm can also 

solve the vehicle routing problem with backhaul and mixed-load (VRPBM). An extensive 

numerical experiment is performed on benchmark problem instances available in 

literature. 

In Chapter 6, we present saving based heuristics for VRPSPD. The saving 

heuristic of Clarke and Wright (1964) has been successfully used in solving CVRP and 

its variants. The parallel saving heuristic of Altinkemer and Gavish (1991) for CVRP 

combines the saving approach with a matching based procedure. Although the saving 

heuristic of Clarke and Wright (1964) is used widely to solve CVRP, no such heuristics 

exist for VRPSPD. In this Chapter, we fill this gap and design saving based as well as 

parallel saving heuristics for VRPSPD. The heuristics involve creating a new route by 

merging two existing routes. We have used the cumulative net-pickup approach for 

checking the feasibility of such a route. 

Chapter 7 presents saving based heuristics for the multi-depot version of 

VRPSPD. We developed four algorithms for the problem. These algorithms are as 

follows: 1) partition based algorithm, 2) nearest depot algorithm, 3) saving algorithm and 
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4) Tillman's saving algorithm. In the partition based algorithm, customers are divided 

into borderline and non-borderline customers. Non-borderline customers are first 

assigned to their nearest depot and the problem is then solved as a single depot VRPSPD 

for each depot. Borderline customers are then inserted into the vehicle routes. In the 

nearest depot algorithm, customers are first assigned to their nearest depot. Then a single 

depot VRPSPD is solved for each depot using the saving based heuristic described in 

chapter 6. In the saving algorithm, we modify the saving algorithm of Clarke and Wright 

(1964) to make it suitable for multi-depot VRPSPD. In Tillman's saving algorithm, we 

extend the saving algorithm of Tillman (1969) designed for the multi-depot capacitated 

vehicle routing problem (CVRP) to the multi-depot version of VRPSPD. 

In chapter 8, we present the conclusions of this thesis and highlight the scope for future 

work. 
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CHAPTER2 

Literature Survey 

We survey the literature in six parts. The first part is the capacitated vehicle 

routing problem (CVRP). The second part is the vehicle routing problem with backhaul 

(VRPB) where all linehaul customers are served before serving a backhaul customer. The 

third part is the vehicle routing problem with backhaul and mixed load (VRPBM) where 

the linehaul and backhaul customers are served in any sequence. The fourth part is the 

vehicle routing problem with simultaneous pickup and delivery (VRPSPD) in which a 

customer requires some quantity of materials to be delivered as well as a load to be 

picked up during the same visit. The fifth part is the multi-depot version of the 

capacitated vehicle routing problem where vehicles are situated in more than one depot. 

The sixth part is the multi-depot version of the vehicle routing problem with 

simultaneous pickup and delivery. 

2.1 Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP) 

The Capacitated vehicle routing problem (CVRP) is an NP -hard problem and 

polynomial time algorithms for finding the optimal solution are unlikely to exist. Hence 

exact solution techniques (see e.g., Christofides et al. (1981), Laporte et al. (1985), 

Agarwal et al. (1989)) are limited to solving small size problem in terms of the number of 

customers. 
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Limited success with exact algorithms has led to approximate and heuristic 

solution procedures. The heuristic solutions described in the literature on VRP can be 

categorized in three classes. The first class of heuristic solutions is characterized by a 

constructive method that iteratively builds vehicle routes until all customers are served by 

one of the vehicles (Clarke and Wright (1964); Mole and Jameson (1976); Nelson et al. 

(1985); Paessens (1988); Altinkemer and Gavish (1991)). The second class of heuristic 

solutions is characterized by two-step methods. The two-step methods use either a route 

first-cluster second method or a cluster first-route second method. In a route first-cluster 

second method, the n customers are first ordered to form a TSP (i.e., traveling salesman 

problem) tour and then this order is partitioned to produce the feasible routes for 

individual vehicles (Beasley (1983); Haimovich and Kan (1985)). In a cluster first-route 

second method, the group of customers to be served by each vehicle is identified to form 

a cluster and then an efficient route is designed for each cluster (Gillet and Miller (1976); 

Fisher and Jaikumar (1981)). The third class uses improvement schemes based upon the 

local search technique which improves the given solution (Stewart and Golden (1984)). 

The exact algorithms have limitations in solving large size problems whereas 

simple greedy heuristic approaches have limitations in terms of solution quality. A 

metaheuristic attempts to improve upon exact as well as simple heuristics by relaxing the 

computing time restriction. A metaheuristic procedure is a guided local search technique 

which explores neighborhood solutions in a systematic way. The search should overcome 

local optimality. A metaheuristic may take longer CPU time but would produce a good 

quality solution. Tabu search (TS) is a widely used metaheuristic procedure in vehicle 
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routing problem and until now it has proven to be the best approach for many variants of 

vehicle routing problems. There are numerous attempts in literature on successful 

application of Tabu search to CVRP each one using different type of moves to generate 

neighborhood solutions (see Osman (1993); Taillard (1993); Gendreau et al. (1994); 

Rochat and Taillard (1995a); Xu and Kelly (1996); Rego (2001)). 

In recent times, attempts have been made to solve CVRP by using ant colony 

system (ACS). For an introduction to ACS approach see Dorigo et al. ((1996)). 

Bullenheimer, Hartl and Strauss ((1999)) designed for the first time an ant colony system 

for the vehicle routing problem. This ant colony system is further improved by Doerner et 

al. ((2002)) by combining it with a problem based savings heuristic. Recently Reimann et 

al. ((2004)) proposed decomposition based approach (D-Ants) for CVRP. In the D-Ants 

system, the problem is decomposed into several small sub-problems. Each sub-problem is 

then solved using the saving based ant colony system. 

2.2 Vehicle Routing Problem with Backhauls (VRPB) 

Many exact and heuristic methods are proposed in literature to solve VRPB with 

the objective of minimizing the total distance traveled by the vehicles. Goetschalckx and 

Jacobsblecha (1989) propose a two phase approach for VRPB. In the first phase, an initial 

solution is generated based upon space filling curves for linehaul and backhaul 

customers. In the second phase, these solutions are merged to get a final set of vehicle 

routes. This algorithm is not able to handle the case where the number of available 

vehicles is fixed. Goetschalckx and Jacobsblecha (1993) extend the generalized 

assignment heuristic of VRP to VRPB. Toth and Vigo (1996) developed a "cluster first 
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and route second" algorithm based upon the generalized assignment approach of VRP. 

Further, Toth and Vigo (1999) proposed a new cluster method which exploits the 

information associated with the lower bound based on Lagrangian relaxation. This 

heuristic is used for both the symmetric as well as asymmetric versions of the problem (in 

the symmetric version of the problem, the distance from customer 1 to customer 2 is the 

same as distance from customer 2 to customer 1 whereas in asymmetric version, the two 

distances are not equal). Apart from the above, few studies have investigated mixed 

service and other variations of VRPB (e.g., Thangiah et al. (1996), Anily (1996), Wade 

and Salhi (2002)). 

Yano et al. (1987) developed an exact procedure for VRPB using the set covering 

approach based upon Lagrangian relaxation and branch and bound framework. They 

applied the procedure to the routing problem for retail chain stores where the number of 

customers served was small. Toth and Vigo (1997) and Mingozzi et al. (1999) used a 

branch and bound algorithm to solve the problem exactly for up to 100 customers. Toth 

and Vigo ( 1997) used Lagrangian relaxation of the underlying integer programming 

formulation to obtain a lower bound whereas Mingozzi et al. ( 1999) used a heuristic to 

obtain a lower bound in their branch and bound algorithm. 

Recently several attempts have been made to solve VRPB using Tabu search. 

Osman and Wassan (2002) proposed Reactive Tabu Search (RTS) for VRPB. Further 

Wassan (2004) combined adaptive memory programming with tabu search and proposed 

Reactive Tabu Adaptive Memory Programming search (RTS-AMP). Both tabu search 

heuristics use A-interchange of customers as proposed by Osman (1993). RTS-AMP 
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maintains a set of solutions called elitist solutions and uses these solutions to turn the 

direction of search towards an unexplored region of the solution space. Recently, 

Brandao (2006) has proposed a new tabu search algorithm where the initial solution is 

obtained from a pseudo lower bound based upon the K-tree approach. Other attempts of 

metaheuristics are based on different variants of VRPB (e.g. Potvin et al. (1996), 

Thangiah et al. (1996), Duhamel et al. (1997), Reimann et al. (2002), Wade and Salhi 

(2004)). Reimann and Ulrich (2006) designed an ant colony algorithm for the vehicle 

routing problem with backhauls and time windows. Although there are several studies on 

using tabu search in VRPB, to our knowledge, there have been no published studies on 

using the ant colony system in VRPB in which all linehaul customers are to be served 

before any backhaul customers. 

2.3 Vehicle Routing Problem with Backhauls and mixed load (VRPBM) 

There are relatively few papers which deal with VRPBM. Deif and Bodin (1984) 

extended the classical saving heuristic of Clarke and Wright to solve VRPBM. They 

calculate the saving between the linehaul and backhaul customer by adding a penalty 

term to postpone the insertion of the backhaul customer in the route. Casco et al. ( 1988) 

combined the saving method with load based insertion method to solve VRPBM. Golden 

et al. (1985), Casco et al. (1988) and Salhi and Nagy (1999) combined Clarke and Wright 

saving heuristic with an insertion based heuristic. These papers first solve CVRP 

consisting only of the linehaul customers and then insert backhaul customers in the route. 

They differ in the way a backhaul customer is inserted in the existing route. Golden et al. 

(1985) consider the number of linehaul customers left on the route after the insertion of a 
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backhaul customer whereas Casco et al. (1988) consider the remaining load to be 

delivered after the insertion of a backhaul customer. Salhi and Nagy (1999) adopted a 

similar approach but they insert two backhaul customers at a time in the route. Mosheiov 

(1998) proposed a heuristic based upon the tour partitioning approach. Wade and Salhi 

(2004) designed an ant colony system algorithm for VRPBM. Recently Bianchessi and 

Righini (2007) have proposed a tabu search algorithm using complex and variable 

neighborhood approach. 

2.4 Vehicle routing problem with simultaneous pickup and delivery (VRPSPD) 

The problem of VRPSPD was first defined by Min (1989) when he formulated a 

real life problem of transporting books between libraries. He used a two-phase approach 

to solve the problem. In the first phase, customers are clustered into groups in such a way 

that the total delivery demand or total pickup load for each cluster is below vehicle 

capacity Q. In the second phase, a traveling salesman problem (TSP) is solved exactly 

and if the TSP route violates the vehicle capacity constraint then the TSP route is 

resolved by penalizing the arcs that violate the vehicle capacity constraint. Salhi and 

Nagy (1999) used the saving and insertion based heuristic to solve VRPSPD. They first 

solve the CVRP problem consisting only the linehaul customers and then insert the 

backhaul customers in the route. Dethloff (2001) was first to highlight the application of 

VRPSPD to reverse logistics. He proposed heuristics based on three different insertion 

criteria: 1) the extra travel distance if a customer is inserted between two customers, 2) 

the residual capacity which represents the extra amount that can be delivered or picked up 

after the insertion of a given customer, 3) the surcharge due to the late and unfavorable 
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insertion of a remotely located customer. Finally, Nagy and Salhi (2005) have developed 

a heuristic that treats pickups and deliveries in an integrated manner. First, the problem is 

solved as a CVRP in such a way that the total delivery demand or the total pickup amount 

is less than the vehicle capacity. Hence the initial solution is weakly feasible. In a weakly 

feasible solution, the load of vehicle may not be necessarily below its capacity at each 

point in the route however, the total delivery demand or the total pickup amount is less 

than the vehicle capacity Q. In a strongly feasible solution, the load on vehicle is below 

its capacity at each point in the route. The initial weakly feasible solution is then 

modified to make it strongly feasible which in tum is improved using different routines. 

Recent attempts to solve VRPSPD are based upon metaheuristic approaches (e.g., 

Crispim and Brandao (2005), Chen and Wu (2006), Montane and Galvao (2005) , and 

Bianchessi and Righini (2007) ). An exact method based upon the branch and price 

method is proposed by Dell'Amico et al. (2006). 

2.5 Multi depot version of Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP) 

The first heuristic for multi-depot CVRP was proposed by Tillman (1969) using 

the saving algorithm of Clarke and Wright (1964). The heuristic constructs an initial 

solution by assigning each customer to the nearest depot and by using a separate truck to 

serve each customer. Two customers are combined and are served by a single truck only 

if they are assigned to the same depot. Tillman and Hering (1971) modified this heuristic 

further by incorporating a look-ahead criterion which considers some additional options 

before selecting the customer and assigning him permanently to a particular depot. 

Tillman and Cain (1972) present an upper bound algorithm where the criteria for joining 
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two routes is the maximum saving. Golden et al. (1977) improve the algorithm of Tillman 

and Cain (1972) by providing an efficient data structure and by adding a penalty function. 

Wren and Holliday (1972) develop an algorithm which allows construction of multiple 

routes starting from several depots simultaneously. A customer is added iteratively to an 

existing route or placed on a new route to build an initial solution. The initial solution is 

then refined using several improvement heuristics. Gillet and Miller (1976) solve multi

depot VRP in two stages. In the first stage each customer is assigned to a depot. In the 

second stage, each sub problem is solved as a single-depot problem using the sweep 

algorithm of Gillett and Miller (1974). Raft (1982) uses a five-phase approach for the 

problem. The five phases are: 1) the route assignment, 2) the depot assignment, 3) the 

vehicle assignment, 4) the delivery period and 5) the detailed route design period. Each 

phase is considered and solved separately and then combined using an iterative 

procedure. 

Cassidy and Bennett (1972) solve a real life catering service problem which is 

closely related to multi-depot CVRP. They consider the problem of transporting meals 

between different schools in the Inner London Education Authority. An exact branch and 

bound algorithm for multi-depot CVRP is proposed by Laporte et al. (1984) for the 

symmetric case and by Laporte et al. (1988) for the asymmetric case. Laporte et al. 

(1984) were able to solve a problem with up to 40 customers while Laporte et al. (1988) 

were able to solve a problem with up to 80 customers. Chao et al. (1993) use record-to

record metaheuristic of Dueck (1993) to solve multi-depot CVRP. Renaud et al. (1996) 

and Cordeau et al. (1997) designed a tabu search procedure for multi-depot CVRP. 
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Thangiah (2001) presents a generalized clustering method based on genetic algorithm for 

solving multi-depot CVRP. 

2.6 Multi depot version of vehicle routing problem with simultaneous pickup and 

delivery 

Multi-depot VRPSPD has not received much attention in literature. Salhi and 

Nagy ( 1999) and Nagy and Salhi (2005) extend the heuristic developed for single-depot 

VRPSPD to multi-depot VRPSPD. To our knowledge, there is no independent study in 

the literature for multi-depot VRPSPD although multi-depot VRPB has been studied by 

Min et al. (1992). Min et al. (1992) developed a heuristic solution by decomposing the 

problem in three phases: 1) forming clusters of customers, 2) assigning a cluster to a 

depot and 3) building a TSP route for each cluster and the assigned depot. 
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CHAPTER3 

Multi-ant colony system (MACS) for a vehicle routing problem 

with backhauls 

3.1 Introduction 

In vehicle routing problem with backhaul (VRPB), there are two groups of 

customers: linehaul or delivery customers and backhaul or pickup customers. A linehaul 

customer requires a given quantity of product to be delivered while a backhaul customer 

requires a given quantity of product to be picked up. The problem can be defined using 

graph theory as follows. Consider a complete undirected graph G = ( N, A ) where N = 

{O} uL uB is a set of l+b+l vertices and subsets L = { !, ..... .,/}and B = { l+l, l + 2 

,. ...... , l+b} correspond to the linehaul and backhaul customers, respectively. Set A = { (i 

, j), i , j E N } is a set of arcs. In VRPB, arc (i, }) represents the distance between the 

customer i and the customer j. Associated with arc (i, }), there is a nonnegative cost ciJ 

and associated with vertex i there is a non-negative quantity d1• Vertex 0 represents the 

depot (with fictitious demand 0) where v identical vehicles, each with capacity Q are 

located. In order to make the problem feasible, it is assumed that the number of available 

vehicles v ~ max (vL, v8), where VL and vs are the minimum number of vehicles needed 

to serve all linehaul and all backhaul customers, separately. The values of VL and vs can 

be calculated by solving the Bin Packing Problems (BPP) associated with the subsets of 

linehaul and backhaul customers. Although BPP is an N'P -hard problem in strong 
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sense, it can be solved optimally within reasonable CPU time even when the problem 

involves hundreds of items/customers (see Silvano and Paolo (1990)). 

In this chapter, we do not deal with mixed service; i.e., we assume that each 

vehicle is unloaded first by satisfying the demands of linehaul customers and later it is 

loaded by collecting the loads from backhaul customers. Also a route consisting entirely 

of backhaul customers generally is not allowed (Toth and Vigo (2001)). If this restriction 

is not imposed, we may get a solution where all linehaul customers are served by one set 

of vehicles and all backhaul customers are served by another set of vehicles. In VRPB, 

the objective is to design a set of minimum cost routes so that the total load of linehaul or 

the total load of backhaul customers does not exceed the vehicle capacity on each route. 

VRPB is an NP -hard problem in a strong sense since by setting B ::: ¢, the problem 

becomes CVRP, which is known to be an :NT-hard problem. 

3.2 Ant Colony System for the CVRP 

An ACS algorithm makes use of simple agents called ants that iteratively 

construct solutions to the combinatorial optimization problem. The generation (or 

construction) of a solution by an ant is guided by (artificial) pheromone trails and 

problem-specific heuristic information. An individual ant constructs a complete solution 

by starting with the null solution and by iteratively adding solution components. After the 

construction of the solution, each ant gives feedback by depositing pheromone (i.e., 

updating trail intensity) for each solution component. Typically, solution components that 

are part of better solutions or solution components that are used by ants over many 

iterations receive higher amounts of pheromone. These solution components in turn are 
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more likely to be used in future iterations. This is achieved by using the 'evaporation 

factor' or 'persistence of trail' while updating the trail intensities. See Stuetzle and Hoos 

(2000) for details on an application of ACS to combinatorial optimization problems. 

Bullnheimer et al. (1999) have first constructed an ACS algorithm for VRP. The 

algorithm is further improved by Doerner et al. (2002) by combining it with the saving 

heuristic. Basic steps of the saving based ant colony system are 

Step I: Initialize the trail intensities and parameters. 

Step2: While (termination condition is not met) do the following: 

Generate an ant-solution for each ant using the trail intensities. 

Improve each ant-solution by carrying out local search. 

Update trail intensities. 

Step3: Return the best solution found so far. 

The main component of this algorithm, step 2, is described in detail below. 

3.2.1 Generation of a solution by an ant 

An artificial ant constructs a solution by successively serving customers until all 

customers are served. The choice of the next customer is affected by two factors: I) the 

trail intensity which stores the information on the selection of this customer in previous 

iterations, 2) the saving value su which represents the saving (in terms of the distance 

traveled) when customers i and) are served jointly by one vehicle instead of two separate 

vehicles. The next customer to visit is chosen from m best candidates in terms of the 

attractiveness value ~iJ which is calculated as 
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¢' .. 
lj (3.1) 

Here, 'C;j is the trail intensity of visiting customer j immediately after customer i and 

parameters a and ~ determine the relative biases for the trail intensity and the saving 

value, respectively. Let .Q'" denote the set of m best feasible customers based upon the 

attractiveness value. Then the next customer to be served is generated randomly using the 

following random proportional rule: 

r; ij 
if j E .Q 

I c; if m 

[E Q 

Pij = m 
(3.2) 

0 otherwise 

A complete solution is built by choosing customers one by one without exceeding the 

capacity of the vehicle. Once a vehicle is filled, another one is used. The construction 

process stops when all customers are served. The random proportional rule used to select 

the next customer is explained below with a numerical example. 

Suppose set Q.m consists of three customers 1, 2 and 3. Let the probability of 

visiting customer 1 after customer i be 0.2, i.e., pu == 0.20. Similarly let p 12 == 0.30 and PiJ 

== 0.50. The cumulative probabilities for visiting customers 1, 2 and 3 are 0.20, 0.50 and 

1, respectively. We generate a uniform random number u in the range of [O, 1) and use 

the following table to select the next customer. 
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Next Customer ={~ 

3.2.2 Local search 

if 0 <u:::; 0.2 

if 0.2<u$0.5 

if 0.5 < u $ l 

McMaster - Management Science 

After a solution is constructed by an ant, the solution is improved using the 2-opt 

local search scheme. This scheme was originally proposed by Lin (1965) for improving 

the route in a traveling salesman problem (TSP). The 2-opt scheme is one of the best 

known local search scheme for TSP and it is based on the arc exchange approach. In 

CVRP, each vehicle route is a traveling salesman problem. The 2-opt scheme starts with 

a given route and breaks it at two places to generate three segments. The route is then 

reconstructed by reversing the middle segment (the segment which does not contain the 

depot). A given route is broken at each combination of two places and is updated 

whenever there is an improvement. The process is repeated until there is no further 

improvement in the solution (i.e., until there is no improvement in the solution in one 

complete cycle of the search). In VRPB, we would need to treat the Iinehaul and 

backhaul customers separately while using the 2-opt scheme. 

3.2.3 Updating trail intensities 

After all ants construct their solutions, trail intensities are updated using the solutions of 

y elitist ants. Elitist ants are defined as u best ant-solutions found so far. Given the y 

elitist ant-solutions, the trail intensity of visiting customer j immediately after customer i 

is updated as follows: 
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id y-l µ * 
prf!. + :L ~r .. +r~r .. 

lj µ=l lj lj 
i=l,2,. .... ,n; j=l,2, ... ,n; i1:-j. (3.3) 

Here p is the trail persistence (with 0 < p < 1). The first term in (3.3) represents the 

information carried out from previous iterations. The second term is the deposition of 

pheromones laid by r -1 elitist ants excluding the best elitist ant and is defined as: 

if arc ( i, j) is traversed by the µth elitist ant 

(3.4) 

otherwise 

Here Lµ is the total tour length of the µ1
h elitist ant. The third term m (3.4) 1s the 

deposition of pheromone by the best elitist ant. This term is defined as: 

LH~- = { II L* 
I) 

0 

if arc ( i, j) is traversed by the best elitist ant 
(3 .5) 

otherwise 

Here L *is the total tour length in the best elitist ant solution found so far. 

3.3 Multi-ant colony system (MACS) for VRPB 

The ant colony system for CVRP described in section 3.2 is not suitable when the number 

of vehicles is fixed. It can generate an infeasible solution in terms of the number of 

vehicles required. We use multi-ant colony system (MACS) to deal with the infeasibility. 

The concept of multiple types of ants was first proposed by Gambardella et al. (1999) 

who designed an ant colony system to solve the vehicle routing problem with time 

windows. They used two types of ants to minimize the two different objective functions: 

the first type of ant minimizes the number of vehicles used while the second type of ant 
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minimizes the total tour length. Our multi-ant approach is inspired by "cluster first and 

route second" procedure of VRP. We also use two types of ants to construct a solution. 

The first type of ant is used to assign customers to vehicles and the second type of ant is 

used to construct a route for a vehicle given the assigned customers; i.e., to solve the 

underlying traveling salesman problem. An outline of the algorithm is given below and a 

more detailed description of the algorithm is provided in the next sub-sections. 

Step!: Initialize the trail intensities and parameters by generating an initial solution. Set 

COUNT= 1. 

Step2: While COUNT$5 do the following: 

Generate an ant-solution for each ant using the trail intensities. 

Improve each ant-solution by carrying out the following local search: 

1. Use 2-opt local search once 

2. Use the following two local search schemes until there is no further 

improvement: 

i. Customer insertion/interchange multi-route scheme, 

ii. Sub-path exchange multi-route scheme. 

Update elitist ants. 

If there is no change in the elitist ant solutions in the last 10 iterations, 

Then 

Reinitialize the trail intensity and destroy all elitist ant solutions. Increase 

COUNT by 1, i.e., set COUNT = COUNT + 1. 

Else 
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Update trail intensities. 

Step3: Return the best solution found so far. 

In MACS, we have added the feature of reinitialization of trail intensities and destroying 

the elitist ant solutions. This feature is similar to the re-start feature of Genetic Algorithm 

used by Prins (2004). When the solution quality varies significantly from run to run, the 

restart feature is helpful. Instead of executing the algorithm just once for a long time 

period, it is better to re-start the algorithm multiple times and execute it for short time 

periods. 

3.3.1 The initial solution and the reinitialization of trail intensities 

The trail intensities are initialized using an initial solution, which is generated using a 

two-phase procedure. In the first phase, customers are randomly assigned one by one to v 

vehicles ignoring the capacity restriction. In the second phase, a route is constructed for 

each vehicle by iteratively adding the assigned customers. The initial solution plays an 

important role in many metaheuristic approaches such as simulated annealing (Johnson et 

al. (1989)). However, the initial solution does not play a significant role in ant colony 

system because the ant-solutions generated in each iteration are almost independent of the 

initial solution. Hence, we avoid using an elaborate time-consuming procedure for 

constructing a feasible initial solution. 

We use two types of ants: vehicle-ants and route-ants. The trail intensity of a vehicle-ant 

rlik, represents the intensity of customer i being served by vehicle k. The trail intensity of 

a route-ant r211 , is the intensity of visiting customer j immediately after i. Suppose L is 
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the objective function value (i.e., the total tour length) in the initial solution. Initially, we 

set rlik = 1/ L; i = 1, .. .,n; k = l, .. .,v. and T2;j = 1/ L; i = 1, . .. ,n; j = 1,. . .,n; i-:;:. j. 

In step 2 of the algorithm, trail intensities are reinitialized 5 times. We use the objective 

function value of the best solution found to date to reinitialize the trail intensities. Thus, 

during re-initialization all rl1k and T2iJ are set to 1/Lbes1, where Lbes1 is the objective 

function value (i.e., the total tour length) in the best solution found to date. 

3.3.2 Generation of a solution by an ant 

The construction process used in ACS described in section 2 for solving CVRP 

can produce an infeasible solution in terms of the number of vehicles used. In MACS, we 

keep the number of vehicles fixed. We use a two phase approach based upon vehicle-ants 

and route-ants. The approach is described in detail below. 

Assigning customers to vehicles 

In this phase, we assign customers to vehicles insuring that the capacity of each vehicle is 

not exceeded. Let 

total number of linehaul customers. 

b total number of backhaul customers. 

n = l+b total number of customers which includes linehaul and backhaul customers. 

Q the set of customers not yet served. 

Ck the set of customers to be served by vehicle k. 

v the number of available vehicles. 

Q capacity of each vehicle. 
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Act available capacity of vehicle k for assigning a linehaul customer. 

AC% available capacity of vehicle k for assigning a backhaul customer. 

Note that as stated in section 3.1, v is known and its value is such that feasible solutions 

exist. The procedure given below should return a feasible solution as long as such a 

solution exists. 

The steps of assigning customers to vehicles are 

Step 1: Initialize the sets and the available capacities: 

0.= {1,2, 3, .... ,n }, 

k = 1,2, .. . ,v, 

Act = Ac: = Q; k = 1,2 .. .. ,v. 

Step2: Randomly choose a customer, say customer i, who is not yet assigned to a vehicle. 

Remove customer i from set Q. 

Step3: Let lJ' be the set of feasible vehicles. A vehicle is feasible for assigning customer i 

if available capacity ACk is greater than or equal to the demand for customer i 

and i is a linehaul customer, or if AC% is greater than the load for customer i and 

i is a backhaul customer. We use the following random-proportional rule for 

choosing the vehicle to serve customer i. 

if vehicle k E '¥ 

(3.6) 

0 otherwise 
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where 

if customer i is a linehaul customer 
Q 

17k = (3.7) 

if customer i is a backhaul customer 
Q 

Here 77k is called dummy visibility since it insures that a high probability is given 

to a vehicle that has high available capacity. The dummy visibility increases the 

chance of generating a feasible solution since it enhances the probability of 

assigning at least one linehaul customer to each vehicle. Parameters al and /Jl 

reflect the relative influence of trail intensity and dummy visibility. AC~ or 

AC% is updated once a vehicle is chosen for serving customer i. Customer i is 

then added to set ck. 

Step 4: if .Q = ¢ then stop else go to step 2 

There is a chance of getting an infeasible solution in step 3 because of the limited 

capacity of a vehicle. In particular, while assigning the last few customers, we may find 

that no vehicle can accommodate the customer; i.e., 'I'= <jJ. In this case, steps 1 to 4 are 

repeated wherein we set customers in .Q in non-increasing order of demand. We repeat 

cycles of steps 1 to 4 until a feasible solution is found. 

Arranging the customers in non-increasing order of demand increases the 

likelihood of obtaining a feasible solution in a given cycle. Since customers are assigned 

to vehicles according to the random proportion rule, the solution would vary from cycle 
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to cycle. Since we are assuming that feasible solutions exist, repeated cycles of steps 1 to 

4 would eventually lead to a feasible solution. For some hard and unfriendly problem 

instances, our algorithm may take excessive CPU time. However, this may happen with 

other solution techniques as well. 

A numerical example on assigning customers to vehicles. 

Consider a problem instance with 3 linehaul and 2 backhaul customers. There are 

two vehicles available to serve these five customers, each having a capacity of 50. The 

demand (delivery or pickup) for the five customers are given below. Customers 1, 2 and 

3 are linehaul whereas customers 4 and 5 are backhaul customers. The unit of 

measurement for delivery demand, pickup demand and capacity is assumed to be the 

same. Hence, we do not write it. 

Customer Demand (di) 

1 30 

2 15 

3 20 

4 40 

5 20 

Thus for the above problem, l = 3, b = 2, n = 3+2 = 5, v = 2 and Q = 50. Let the 

initial solution be S == { { 0-1-3-4-0}, ( 0-2-5-0}} and suppose the total tour length L of this 

solution is 1000. Then we set all rlk = 1IL=0.001 and all r-2 .. = 1 IL = 0.001. 
' 'J 
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Now we start the steps for assigning customers to vehicles. 

Step 1: Initialization 

The set of customers not yet served, .Q = { 1,2, 3 ,4,5}, 

The set of customer to be served by vehicle k, C1 = { ¢}; C2 = { ¢}, 

Available capacity of vehicle k, AC1L =50, Ac; =50, AC1
8 =50, and Ac: =50. 

Iteration 1: 

Step 2: Suppose the customer chosen randomly from .Q is customer 3. Update .Q to Q = 

{ 1,2, 4,5}. 

Step 3: Since AC1L > d3 and AC~> d3, I.Ji= { 1,2}. The dummy visibilities for vehicles 1 

ACL ACL 
and 2 are 771 = T = 50150 = 1 and 112 = T = 50150 = 1. Let al = /Jl = 3. 

The probability p 3k for choosing vehicle k to serve customer 3 is calculated as 

[0.001]3 [1]3 = 0 5 

[0.001]3 [1]3 + [0.001)3 [1)3 
. 

[0.001]
3 

[1]
3 = 0 5 

[0.001]3 [1)3 + [0.001]3 [1)3 . 

Suppose after using the random proportional rule, the vehicle chosen to serve 

customer 3 is vehicle 1. Hence, we update AC1L to AC1L = 50-20 = 30 and C 1 

Step 4: Since .Q * ¢, we go back to step 2. 

Iteration 2: 

Note, 
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Q ={1,2,4,5}, 

C1 = {3 }; C2 = { ¢ }, 

AC/' = 30; Ac; = 50, 

AC1
8 = 50; and Ac: = 50. 

Step 2: Suppose customer chosen randomly from Q is customer 4. Update Q to Q = 

{ 1,2,5}. 

Step 3: Note customer 4 is a backhaul customer and d4 =40. Since AC1
8 > d4 and Ac: > 

d4, 'P = { 1, 2}. The dummy visibilities for vehicles 1 and 2 are 771 

AC8 
= _l_ = 

Q 

AC8 

50150 = 1 and 772 = T = 50150 = 1. The probability P4k for choosing vehicle 

k to serve customer 4 is calculated as 

[0.001]3 [1)
3 = 0.5 

[0.001]3 [1]3 +[0.001]3 [1]3 

[0.001]3 [1]3 = 0 5 
[0.001]3 [1]3 +[0.001]3 [1]3 

• 

Suppose after using the random proportional rule, the vehicle chosen to serve 

customer 4 is vehicle 2. Hence we update Ac: to Ac: = 50-40 = 10 and C 2 

Step 4: Since Q * ¢, we go back to step 2. 

Iteration 3: 

At the beginning of iteration 3, 
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.Q = { 1,2,5}, 

Step 2: Suppose customer chosen randomly from .Q is customer 2. Update .Q to .Q = 

{ 1,5}. 

Step 3: Since A C1L > d2 and Ac; > d2 , 'I' = { 1, 2}. The dummy visibilities for vehicles 

1 and 2 are 771 = 30150 = 0.6 and 772 = 50150 = I. The probability P2k for 

choosing vehicle k to serve customer 2 is calculated as 

[0.001]
3 
[0.6]

3 = 0 17 
[0.001]3 [0.6]3 +[0.001]3 [1]3 

. 

[-rl22tl [7JJ,Bl = 
Pzz = r i-121 r1 r '71 t 1 + r i-122 r1 r '72 t 1 

[0.001]3 [1]3 = 0 83 
[0.001]3 [0.6]3 +(0.001]3 [1]3 

. 

Suppose after using the random proportional rule, the vehicle chosen to serve 

customer 2 is vehicle 2. Update Ac; to Ac;= 50 -15 = 35 and C 2 to C 2 = 

{ 4,2}. 

Step 4: Since Q i= rjJ, we go back to step 2. 

Iteration 4: 

At the beginning of iteration 4, 

.Q = { 1,5}, 

C1 = {3}; C2 = {4,2}, 
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AC/' = 30, AC~= 35, 

AC18 = 50, and Ac:= 10. 

Step 2: Suppose customer chosen randomly from Q is customer 1. Update Q to Q = { 5}. 

Step 3: Since AC1L ~ d1 and Ac; > d2 , '¥ = { 1, 2}. The dummy visibilities for 

vehicles 1 and 2 are 171 = 30/50 = 0.6 and Tj2 = 35/50 = 0.7. The probability p Jk 

for choosing vehicle k to serve customer 1 is calculated as 

(r111r1 [7J1lo1 - [o.oon3 [0.6J3 = o 39 

Pi l = [Tl11 r
1 (771)-131 +[rl

12
t 1 [77

2
)'61 [0.001)3 [0.6]3 +(0.001]3 (0.7]3 

. 

[rl12t1 (7J2i1 = 
P12= [r111r1 [TJ1t1 +[rl12r1 [7J2lB1 

[0.001]3 [0.7]3 = 0 61 
[0.001]3 [0.6]3 +[0.001]3 [0.7]3 

. 

Suppose after using the random proportional rule, the vehicle chosen to serve 

customer 1 is vehicle 1. Update AC1L to AC1L = 30 -30 = 0 and C 1 to C 1 = { 3, 1}. 

Step 4: Since Q * ¢,we go back to step 2. 

Iteration 5: 

At the beginning of iteration 5, 

Q = {5}, 

C1 = {3,1}; C2 = {4,2}, 

AC1
8 = 50, and Ac: = 10. 

Step 2 : Only customer 5 is available, hence we choose customer 5 for assignment and 

update Q to Q = { ¢ } . 
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Step 3: Since, AC1
8 ~ d5 but Ac: < d5 , 'I'= { 1 }. Thus, only vehicle 1 can be assigned 

tocustomer5. We update Act= 50-20=30and C 1 = {3,1,5}. 

Step 4: Since .Q = ¢', we stop. 

At the end of the algorithm, the assignments are C 1 = { 3, 1,5} and C 2 = { 4,2}. 

Construction of routes for individual vehicles 

Once customers are assigned to vehicles, a route is constructed for each vehicle 

by solving the underlying traveling salesman problem. First, all linehaul customers 

assigned to vehicle k are considered for visit. When all linehaul customers are visited, the 

backhaul customers assigned to vehicle k are considered. The ant starts from the depot 

and successively builds the solution by choosing the next customer j probabilistically 

from the set of feasible customers, 9\ . Initially 9\ is set to linehaul customers assigned to 

vehicle k and it is updated as linehaul customers are visited. When 9\ becomes empty, it 

is set to backhaul customers assigned to vehicle k. The attractiveness value of visiting 

customer j immediately after customer i, ~ij is defined as 

if i is a customer 

if i is a depot 
(3.8) 

Here parameter a2 represents the relative influence of the trail intensity and 

parameter p2 represents the relative influence of the saving value. The saving value su 

represents the savings (in terms of distance traveled) when customers i and j are served 
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jointly by one vehicle instead of two separate vehicles. The saving value siJ is calculated 

as follows: 

(3.9) 

Here c(i , j) is the distance between customer i and j. We use the following random 

proportional rule to select the next customer j to visit immediately after customer i 

_iL for jE 9\ 
L ~u 

IE 9l 

pi)= (3.10) 

0 otherwise 

The process is continued until the route for the vehicle is built. Then the procedure is 

repeated for other vehicles. 

A numerical example on construction of routes for individual vehicles 

We continue with the numerical example used to illustrate assigning customers to 

vehicles. Note that we have C 1 = { 3, 1,5} and C 2 = { 4,2}. Let a2 = 1 and /32 = 1. 

First consider the construction of the route for vehicle 1. Initially 9\ is set to linehaul 

customers assigned to vehicle 1, i.e., 9\ = { 3, 1}. The ant starts from the depot, hence our 

partial route so far is R1 = { 0}. 

The attractiveness values are calculated as 
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The probability to visit customer j immediately from the depot is: 

p - ;03 - 0.00001 =0.55 
03 ~03 + q01 0.00001+0.000008 

Poi - ;:: ;:: 
'03 + '01 

__ o_._oo_o_oo_s __ = 0.45 
0.00001+0.000008 

Suppose after using the random proportional rule, the customer chosen to visit next is 

customer 1. Update 9\ to 9\ = {3 }, and R1 to R1 = {0-1 }. 

After customer 1, there is only one linehaul customer left, namely customer 3. Thus we 

update R1 to R1 = {0-1-3} and set 9\ = ¢. 

Now fill 9\ with all backhaul customers who are assigned to vehicle 1, i.e., let 9\ = { 5}. 

Thus R1 = {0-1-3-5). The ant returns back to the depot after customer 5. The final route 

of vehicle 1 is R1 = { 0-1-3-5-0} 

The construction of the route for vehicle 2 is trivial since C2 = { 4,2}; i.e., we have just 

one linehaul and one backhaul customer assigned to vehicle 2. Hence, the ant starts the 

route from the depot, visits customer 2 and then customer 4, and finally returns back to 

the depot. Thus, R2 = {0-2-4-0} and the final solution is S = { {0-1-3-5-0}, {0-2-4-0} }. 

3.3.3 Local search 

After the construction of a solution by an ant, the solution is improved by local 

search. Three types of local search schemes are used including two multi-route schemes. 

We use 2-opt local search scheme described earlier to improve the solution generated. 

Other two local search schemes are the "customer insertion/interchange multi-route 
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scheme" and the "sub-path exchange multi-route scheme". These two local search 

schemes are described in detail in the next sub-sections. These two schemes are used 

iteratively until both are not able to improve the solution. The best solution obtained by 

the insertion/interchange multi-route scheme is used as an initial solution for the sub-path 

exchange multi-route scheme and the best solution obtained by the sub-path exchange 

multi-route scheme is used as an initial solution for the insertion/interchange multi-route 

scheme in the subsequent cycle. The process is repeated until both multi-route schemes 

are not able to improve the solution. During our experiment, we found that generally a 

local minimum is reached after three or four cycles. 

Customer insertion/interchange multi-route scheme 

This approach uses two types of operations for a given customer. These two 

operations are described below for customer i assigned to vehicle p: 

1. Insertion Operation: Customer i is removed from his original position and inserted in 

all vehicle routes (including the same vehicle route). Vehicle capacity is checked 

before the insertion of customer i to another vehicle. Our variant of VRPB requires 

that each vehicle should serve at least one linehaul customer and the linehaul 

customers on a route must be served before backhaul customers. In order to maintain 

this feasibility, the insertion operation for a linehaul customer is used only when the 

remaining number of linehaul customers assigned to vehicle p is more than 1. To 

insure feasibility, a linehaul customer is allowed to be inserted at the following 

positions in the route. 

• just after the depot 
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• between two linehaul customers 

• between the last linehaul customer and the first backhaul customer 

Similarly, a backhaul customer is allowed to be inserted at the following positions in 

the route. 

• between the last linehaul customer and the first backhaul customer 

• between two backhaul customers 

• just before the depot 

2. Interchange Operation: In this operation customer i (from vehicle p) is shifted to 

another vehicle q and customer j from vehicle q is shifted to vehicle p. We place 

customer i on vehicle q at its best insertion place in terms of total tour length and 

similarly we place customer j on vehicle p at his best insertion place. 

In order to reduce CPU time, the following neighborhood criterion is used before 

an insertion/interchange operation is performed. Let r be some fixed number and let Nr 

be the set of r nearest customers (in term of the distance) of customer i. The interchange 

operation between customer i and customer j is performed only if at least one of the r 

neighbors of customer i is served by vehicle q and at least one of the r neighbors of 

customer j is served by vehicle p. Similarly, the insertion of customer i on vehicle q is 

performed only if one of the r neighbors of customer i is served by vehicle q. 

The steps in the local search are: 

Step 1: Initialize Q = { 1,2, ... ,n } . 

Step 2: Randomly choose a customer, say customer i from vehicle p for evaluation, and 

remove this customer from set Q. 
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Step 3: Perform insertion of customer i to determine the best insertion position and 

evaluate the total tour length of the resulting solution. 

Step 4: Consider also the interchange of customer i and each customer j. Both customers i 

and j must be either linehaul customers or backhaul customers and the interchange 

should be feasible in terms of the vehicle capacity. Identify the best interchange 

customer j and the corresponding solution after performing the interchange 

operation. 

Step 5: Choose the best solution obtained from steps 3 and 4 and compare it with the 

current solution. If the best solution is better than the current solution then update 

the current solution. 

Step6: If .Q = </J then stop and report the current solution, else go to step 2. 

The customer insertion/interchange multi-route scheme is similar to the 

insertion/exchange schemes used by other researchers (e.g., Osman (1993), Van Breedam 

(1995), Kindervater and Savelsbergh (1997)). Our insertion operation is similar with 

previous work but our interchange operation differs in the way a customer is placed in the 

new route. In previous work, the positions of customer i from vehicle p and customer j 

from vehicle q are interchanged. In our approach, customer i from vehicle p is placed in 

the route of vehicle q at his best insertion place. Similarly, customer j from vehicle q is 

placed in the route of vehicle p at his best insertion place. 

The cost of the solution generated by the interchange as well as the insertion 

operation can be determined in constant time. In the absence of the customer 
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neighborhood criterion, the theoretical computational complexity of a single iteration of 

the insertion/interchange multi-route scheme can be calculated as follows. 

The insertion operation has complexity of O(l2 + b\ The interchange operation 

considers a customer on a given route for interchange with each customer from another 

route. Hence, for linehaul customers, the number of pairs for possible interchange are of 

order O(t2). Each customer from a given pair is placed at his/her best insertion place. 

Thus, each customer is evaluated at maximum of l places to find his/her best insertion 

place. In a given pair, finding the best insertion place for one customer is independent of 

finding the best insertion for the second customer. Therefore, the overall complexity of 

an interchange operation involving linehaul customers is: 

O(z2) x(O(l) + O(l)) = 0( z3 ). 

Similarly the overall complexity of an interchange operation involving backhaul 

customers is 0( b3 
). Hence, the overall complexity for the insertion/interchange multi-

route scheme is: 

The introduction of the customer neighborhood criterion should reduce CPU time 

in practice. However, in the worst case scenario, there may still be l2 pairs of Iinehaul 

customers and b2 pairs of backhaul customers for interchange even in the presence of the 

customer neighborhood criterion. Thus, the theoretical computational complexity of the 

scheme remains the same with or without the customer neighborhood criterion. 
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Sub-path exchange multi-route scheme 

The customer insertion/interchange multi-route scheme considers shifting a given 

customer to another vehicle route. The sub-path exchange multi-route scheme can shift 

more than one customer from one route to another. Suppose S = {R1• R2, .... , RP, 

... Rq , .. ., Rv-I, Rv} represents a solution to VRPB. Here RP denote the route of vehicle p. 

The sub-path exchange multi-route scheme considers two routes RP and Rq and 

combines them in two new routes R: and R; to produce a new solution S' = {R;, Rz, 

... , R; . ... ., R;, .... , Rv-J. Rv}. Consider sub-path (e,. .. J) belonging to route RP and sub

path (g, .. .,h) belonging toRq. To maintain feasibility, all customers in sub-path (e, ... J) 

and sub-path (g, ... ,h) are either linehaul or backhaul customers. Furthermore, the 

feasibility in terms of vehicle capacity is checked before an exchange is considered. The 

new route R; is obtained by replacing sub-path (e,. .. J) by either sub-path (g,. .. ,h) or 

reverse sub-path (h,. . .,g). Similarly, the new route R; is obtained by replacing sub-path 

(g, ... ,h) by either sub-path (e, .. .,j) or reverse sub-path (j, .. .,e). 

We again use the customer neighborhood criterion to reduce the CPU time. The 

exchange of sub-path (e, ... J) of vehicle p with sub-path (g,. . .,h) of vehicle q is 

considered only if customerfis among the 15 nearest neighbors of customer g. 

Each possible sub-path from route RP and from route Rq is considered for 

possible exchange and the best pair of sub-paths is used to produce new routes R; 

and R; . The calculation of the cost of the route produced by an exchange can be 
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performed in constant time. Let Y; represent the immediate predecessor of customer i and 

ff; represent the immediate successor of customer i. Then the cost (i.e., total tour length) 

of new solution S' is calculated as follows: 

Cost(S')= Cost(S)- c(ye, e) - c(f, ff1 )- c(y
8

, g) - c(h, ffh) 

+ min{ ( c(ye, g )+c(h,ff1 ) ), ( c(;v,,, h)+c(g, ff1 ))} 

+min {( c(y
8 
,e)+ c(j ,ff")),( c(y

8
, f)+c(e,Jrh))} 

(3.11) 

The number of sub-paths starting from a given linehaul customer is of order O(l). 

There are l linehaul customers. Hence, the total number of sub-paths containing linehaul 

customers is of order O(l2
). Any of these l2 sub-paths can be exchanged with other l2 

- I 

sub-paths. Thus, the overall complexity of the sub-path exchange multi-route scheme for 

linehaul customers in the absence of the neighborhood criterion is: 

oc t2) x oc t2 -1) = oc z4 ). 

Similarly, the overall complexity of the sub-path exchange multi-route scheme for 

backhaul customers is 0( b4 
). Therefore, the overall complexity of the sub-path exchange 

multi-route scheme in absence of the neighborhood criterion is 0( t4 + b4 
). 

With the customer neighborhood criterion, a given sub-path (containing linehaul 

customers) can be exchanged with a maximum of rx l sub-paths from the other vehicles, 

where r is constant. Thus, the overall complexity of the sub-path exchange multi-route 

scheme for linehaul customers with the neighborhood criterion is: 

0( 12
) x ocrxt) = 0( t3 ). 
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Similarly, the overall complexity of the sub-path exchange multi-route scheme for 

backhaul customers is 0( b3 
). Therefore, the overall complexity of the sub-path exchange 

multi-route scheme with the neighborhood criterion is O(z3 + b\ 

The sub-path exchange multi-route scheme is similar to CROSS exchange 

heuristic of Taillard et al. (1997) and ICROS heuristic of Braysy and Dullaert (2003). 

Our sub-path exchange multi-route scheme falls between the above two heuristics. 

Considering all possible sub-paths for possible exchange is similar to CROSS heuristic 

whereas connecting the reverse sub-paths is similar to !CROSS heuristic. 

3.3.4 Updating elitist ants 

We use elitist ants to update trail intensities. We use y elitist ants which are 

distinct from one another (See subsection 3 .4.1 for setting the value of y). Elitist ants are 

updated by comparing the present elitist ant solutions with the current ant solution. If the 

current ant solution is found to be better than the /h elitist ant solution, then the current 

ant solution becomes the new /h elitist ant solution. The ranks of the previous µ1h elitist 

ant and the elitist ants below it are lowered by one. All current solutions are considered 

for updating the elitist ants. In order to keep er elitist ants distinct from one another, the 

current solution is compared only if the total tour length in the current solution is not 

equal to the total tour length in any of the elitist ant solutions. The hashing function used 

by Osman and Wass an (2002) can be used instead of the total tour length for identifying 

the identical solutions, but calculation of the hashing function would require more CPU 

time. 
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3.3.5 Updating trail intensities 

Vehicle-trail intensities and route-trail intensities are updated using the elitist ant 

solutions. Vehicle-trail intensities are updated as follows: 

Inew 1otd " 1• {'., " 1µ 
-r t'k = p-r 'k + LJ. -r 'k + L. LJ. -r 'k 

1 1 µ=I 1 
i=I,2, ...... ,n; k=l,2, ....... ,v. (3.12) 

where 

{

I/ If 
th!~= 0 

if customer i is served by vehicle kin the µth elitist ant solution 
(3.13) 

otherwise 

if customer i is served by vehicle kin the best solution found to date 
(3.14) 

otherwise 

Here p is the trail persistence and If is the total tour length in the /h elitist ant solution 

and L * is the total tour length in the best solution found to date. 

Similarly, Route-trail intensities are updated as follows: 

new old * r µ -r2.. = p'f2.. + Li-r2 .. + I M2 .. 
lj l) l) µ=1 l) 

i=I,2, ....... ,n; J=I,2, ..... ,n (3.15) 

where 

if customer j is visited after customer i in the µth elitist ant solution 
(3 .16) 

otherwise 

if customer j is visited after customer i in the best solution found so far 
(3.17) 

otherwise 
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The scheme allows all elitist ants to lay trails with equal importance as opposed to 

the updating scheme used in an ant colony system algorithm for VRP by Bullnheimer et 

al. ( 1999). The strategy of giving more importance to the best elitist ant solution and less 

importance to the solutions of other elitist ants can divert the search towards the global 

minimum but it can also increase the risk of being trapped at a local minimum. 

The best solution found so far will be equivalent to the top elitist ant solution when 

COUNT=O but it may differ from the top elitist ant solution when COUNT >0. 

Numerical Example for updating trail intensity 

Consider the example used in the previous section. Suppose the number of elitist 

ants is equal to 2 and p = 0.95. Suppose the best solution found so far is: 

S(Best) = { {0-2-1-4-0}, {0-3-5-0}}, L* = 500 

Similarly, suppose the two elitist ant solutions are: 

S(Elitist 1) = { {0-3-1-5-0}, {0-2-4-0}}, L1 =700 

S( Elitist 2) = { {0-1-3-4-0}, {0-2-5-0}}, L2 = 1000 

In the above solutions, the first route is for vehicle 1 and the second route is for vehicle 2. 

Also assume that all trail intensities are initially set to 0.001 (i.e, all rl;k = 0.001 and all 

r2u = 0.001). The Vehicle-trail intensities for vehicle 1 are updated as follows. 

P * ""lo,·1/d + -r}' + • la ii 

0.95*0.001 + 11500 + 11700 + 1/1000 = 0.0053 

0.95*0.001 + 1/500 + O+ 0 = 0.0029 
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rl~~w = 0.95*0.001 + O+ 11700 + 111000 = 0.0034 

rl~~w = 0.95*0.001 + 11500 + O+ 111000 = 0.0039 

rl~~w = 0.95*0.001 + 0 + 1/700 + 0 = 0.0024 

Similarly, the Vehicle-trail intensities for vehicle 2 are updated as follows 

r1~;w = p*rl~~d + t:.rl;2 + t:.r1:2 + t:.Tl~2 = 

rI~;w = 0.95*0.001 + O+ O+ 0= 0.00095 

rl~~w = 0.95*0.001 + O+ 11700+ 111000 = 0.0034 

r1;;w = 0.95*0.001 + 1/500 + O+ 0 = 0.0029 

rl~~w = 0.95*0.001 + O+ 1/700+ 0 = 0.0024 

r1~;w = 0.95*0.001 + 1/500 + O+ 1/1000 = 0.0039 

The Route-trail intensities are updated in a similar way. The route-trail intensities for a 

route starting at customer 1 are updated as: 

r2new -
1j -

p*r201d + 
I J t:.r2;1 + t:.T2: 1 + t:.72~1 = 

r2;;w= 0.95*0.001 + O+ O+ 0= 0.00095 

r2~;w= 0.95*0.001 + O+ O+ 111000 = 0.00195 

r2~:w= 0.95*0.001 + 11500 + O+ 0 = 0.00295 

r2~;w= 0.95*0.001 + O+ 1/700+ 0= 0.00239 
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Updating trail intensities for the other customers will be similar to the calculations above. 

3.4 Numerical analysis 

This section presents the numerical results for MACS and compares MACS with 

the existing heuristic and metaheuristic approaches. 

3.4.1 Parameter settings 

The quality of the solution depends on the number of ants used which ultimately 

affects the CPU time of the algorithm. We use 25 artificial ants of each type in MACS, 

i.e., at each iteration, 25 solutions are generated and each solution is improved by local 

search. We reinitialize the trail intensities and destroy the elitist ants if there is no change 

in the elitist ant solutions in the last l 0 iterations. Our algorithm stops after the trail 

intensities are reinitialized 5 times. 

Parameters al, /Jl, a2, /]2, p and r are set by performing sensitivity analysis 

carried out within limited CPU time. See Dorigo (2004) for more insight on setting 

values for the parameters and the effect parameter values can have on solution quality. In 

our experiment we found that the solution is not sensitive with respect to parameters al, 

/Jl, a2, /]2, p and y. For computational purposes, we use al ::: /Jl ::: 3, a2::: fJ2 = 1, p = 

0.95, y::: 6. We thus use 6 elitist ants to update the pheromone. 

We found that the performance of MACS is sensitive to parameter r. Our 

customer interchange local search scheme uses r of size 10. We found that r of 10 gave 

us the best tradeoff between the CPU time and the solution quality. If none of the 10 

neighboring customers are served by the given vehicle, then the probability is low that 
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this customer is served by the same vehicle in the optimal solution. Similarly, our sub

path exchange multi-route scheme uses r of size 15. 

3.4.2. Benchmark problem 

The numerical experiment is performed using two sets of problem instances 

available in literature. The first set (set-1) was proposed by Goetschalckx and 

Jacobsblecha (1989). This data set includes 62 instances where the total number of 

customers ranges from 25 to 150 with backhaul customers being 25 to 50% of the 

linehaul customers. In problem instances for set-1, customer coordinates are uniformly 

distributed in interval [O, 24000] for the x coordinate, and in interval [O, 32000] for the y 

coordinate. The depot is located centrally at (x=12000, y=16000). Customer demands are 

generated from Normal distribution with mean of 500 and standard deviation of 200. For 

each problem instances, the vehicle capacity is defined so that approximately 3 to 12 

vehicles are used to serve all the demands. 

The second set (set-2) was proposed by Toth and Vigo (1997). This set consists 

of 33 instances with 21 to 100 customers. These instances are generated from 11 

problems chosen from the VRP literature. Three instances are generated from each 

problem with backhaul customers being 50, 66 and 80 % of the linehaul customers. 

Euclidean distance between two customers is calculated in two ways in the literature. In 

the first approach, the distance is multiplied by 10 and is rounded to the nearest integer. 

The total distance is then divided by 10 and rounded to the nearest integer. In the second 

approach, the distance is used without rounding but the total tour length is rounded to two 
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decimal places. Since many studies use the distance without rounding, we use only 

approach 2. 

3.4.3. Existing heuristics for VRPB 

We compare MACS results with the following metaheuristic algorithms for which 

there are reported results: 

RTS-AMP: 

LNS: 

BTS: 

reactive tabu adaptive memory programming of Wass an (2004) 

large neighborhood search by Ropke, S. and D. Pisinger (2006) 

new tabu search of Brandao (2006) 

We do not include reactive tabu search (RTS) in our table because RTS-AMP has 

produced either similar or better quality solutions on all instances at a lower 

computational cost compared to RTS. Brandao (2006) developed three types of tabu 

search; namely open, K-tree and K-tree_r tabu search. Out of these three methods, K

tree_r seems to yield better solutions on average compared to the other two methods. 

Therefore, we use the solutions obtained by K-tree_r method alone and call it BTS for 

comparison purposes. Similarly Ropke and Pisinger (2006) developed three 

configurations of large scale neighborhood search; namely standard, 6R-no learning and 

6R-normal learning. Out of these three methods, we use the solutions obtained by 6R-no 

learning configuration and call it LNS in our comparison. Each of the studies reports 

solutions in a different way. RTS-AMP reports the best solution from 8 runs, LNS reports 

the best solution from 10 runs and BTS reports a single run solution but uses the best run 

from 5 runs. 
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Generally, it is difficult to compare the CPU times of different algorithms as the 

computational experiments have been performed on different machines. A comparison of 

CPU time can be done using Mflops (million floating point calculation per second ) 

values of different computers given in the Linpack benchmark report of Dongarra (2006). 

Specifications of different computers and their Mflops values are presented in Table 3.5. 

We use the Mflops values to scale the running time of an algorithm in reference to our 

computer (i.e., Intel Xeon 2.4 GHz). The scaled CPU time represents the approximate 

CPU time if Intel Xeon 2.4 GHz were to be used to run the particular algorithm. We 

report the average CPU time of MACS over 8 runs. In order to keep the CPU time of 

MACS comparable with other algorithms, we have restricted the number of ants of each 

type to 25. 

We also use average relative percentage deviation (ARPD) to evaluate the 

performance of a metaheuristic. The ARPD value, the average objective function value 

and the average CPU time are reported at the bottom of each table. The ARPD value is 

based on relative percentage deviation (RPD) calculations. The RPD values are not 

shown in the table. For a given problem instance, the RPD value is calculated as 

RPD = {(Heuristic Solution - Best Known Solution)/Best Known Solution} * I 00 .. (3. 18) 

3.4.4. Computational experiment and performance analysis of the algorithms 

The proposed MACS was coded in C and implemented on an Intel Xeon with 2.4 GHz 

computer system. We run MACS 8 times and report the results under different criterion. 

The detailed results of MACS are reported in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 for data set-1 and 
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set-2 respectively. The detailed results for other algorithms are reported in Table 3.8, 

Table 3.9, Table 3.10 and Table 3.11. The ARPD values for different algorithms are 

given at the bottom of Tables 3.3, 3.4, 3.8 and 3.9. 

We summarize the overall results of MACS in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 using the 

following performance measures. 

1. Overall average solution: The overall average cost over 62 problem instances for set-

1 and 33 problem instances for set-2. For each problem instance, the average cost is 

calculated from costs over 8 runs. 

2. Average standard deviation: The average of the standard deviation over 62 problem 

instances for set-1 and 33 problem instances for set-2. For each problem, the standard 

deviation is computed using the solutions from 8 runs. 

3. Average best solution: The average of the best solutions over 62 problem instances 

for set-1 and 33 problem instances for set-2. For each problem instance, the cost 

associated with the best solution is obtained from 8 runs. 

4. Average best run: We execute the algorithm for 8 runs. The best run is the run that 

gives the lowest average over 62 problem instances for set-1 and 33 problem 

instances for set-2. The lowest average is called "average best run". We use this 

measure to compare ACS with BTS since BTS reports the best run solution for each 

problem instance. 

5. Average scaled CPU time: The average of the scaled CPU time per run over 62 

problem instances for set-1 and 33 problem instances for set-2. For each problem 
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instance, the scaled CPU time per run is calculated using the scaled CPU time over 8 

runs. 

We present summary results of different algorithms in Table 3.2. A blank space in 

Table 3.2 indicates that the corresponding summary value was not reported in the original 

paper. 

Table 3.1: Average performance of MACS over 62 instances for set-1 and 33 instances 

for set-2 

Overall average Average Average Average best Average 
solution standard best run scaled CPU 

deviation solution time 
Set-1 290920.90 276.04 290655.29 290838.73 67.57 

Set-2 702.35 0.7985 701.48 701.76 25.64 

Table 3 .2: Comparison of MACS with different heuristics for VRPB 

RTS-AMP LNS BTS MACS 
Set-I Overall average 

solution 
- 291823.34 291305.7 290920.90 

Average best 
290981.8 291014.7 - 290655.29 

solution 

Average best - - 291160.4 290838.73 
run 

Average scaled 
20.20 26.22 66.84 67.57 

CPU time 
Set-2 Overall average 

solution 
- 704.54 702.50 702.35 

Average best 
706.48 701.18 - 701.48 

solution 
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Average best 
- - 702.15 701.76 

run 

Average scaled 
7.95 15.55 24.40 25.64 

CPU time 

The results for set-1 reported in Tables 3.1 and 3 .2 indicate that the proposed 

multi-ant colony system (MACS) gives better results than the other heuristics. Table 3.2 

shows that MACS has the lowest overall average solution followed by BTS and LNS. 

Also, Table 3.2 indicate that MACS is on average better than the other algorithms in 

terms of the best solution and the best run. In terms of CPU time, MACS and BTS are 

using equivalent CPU times. LNS takes less than half of the CPU time than MACS and 

RTS-AMP takes one third of the CPU time than MACS. However, MACS does have a 

control over solution quality and the CPU time and this feature is described in section 5. 

The computational results for set-2 have similar trend in terms of the average 

solution. MACS has the lowest overall average solution followed by BTS and LNS. The 

average best run solution of MACS is slightly better than BTS. The overall average 

solution of MACS is better than LNS and RTS-AMP but the average best solution of 

MACS is slightly worse than the average best solution of LNS. The trend of CPU time is 

similar to the trend for set-I. The comparison using ARPD performance criterion has 

almost the same trend. 

Finally note that we have found 4 new best known solutions for set-1 and 1 new 

best known solution for set-2. These solutions are highlighted with bold font in Tables 

3.3. and 3.4. 
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Table 3.3. Total Tour Length obtained by MACS for data set -1 

Average 
Standard 

Overall Best Average CPU 
No Instance Best Solution Best Run 

Solution Deviation Solution time 

I Al 229885.65 0 229885.65 229885.65 229885.65 1.00 

2 A2 180119.21 0 180119.21 180119.21 180119.21 1.75 

3 A3 163405.38 0 163405.38 163405.38 163405.38 3.00 

4 A4 155796.41 0 155796.41 155796.41 155796.41 1.88 

5 Bl 239080.16 0 239080.16 239080.16 239080.15 2.13 

6 82 198047.77 0 198047.77 198047.77 198047.77 2.50 

7 B3 169372.29 0 169372.29 169372.29 169372.29 2.00 

8 Cl 250556.77 0 250556.77 250556.77 250556.77 3.88 

9 C2 215020.23 0 215020.23 215020.23 215020.23 4.13 

10 CJ 199345.96 0 199345.96 199345.96 199345.96 4.88 

II C4 195366.63 0 195366.63 195366.63 l 95366.63 3.88 

12 DI 322530.13 0 322530.13 322530.13 322530.13 6.13 

13 D2 316708.86 0 316708.86 316708.86 316708.86 6.25 

14 D3 239478.63 0 239478.63 239478.63 239478.63 5.63 

15 04 205831.94 0 20583 l ,94 205831.94 205831.94 6.50 

16 El 238879.58 0 238879.58 238879.58 238879.58 6.75 

17 E2 212263.l l 0 212263.ll 212263.1 l 212263.1 l 6.50 

18 E3 206659.17 0 206659.17 206659.17 206659.17 10.38 

19 Fl 263173.96 0 263173,96 263173.96 263173.97 11.13 

20 F2 265214,16 0 265214.16 265214.16 265214.16 9.13 

21 F3 241484.85 420.14 241120.78 241120.78 241120.77 l 1.25 

22 F4 233861.8S 0 233861.85 233861.85 233861.84 15.00 

23 GI 307007.11 190.04 306536.78 307074.3 306305.40 18.00 

24 G2 245440.99 0 245440.99 245440.99 245440.99 10.38 

25 G3 229S07.48 0 229507.48 229507.48 229507.48 14.25 

26 G4 232521.2S 0 232S21.25 232521.2S 232521.25 21.75 

27 GS 221730.35 0 221730.35 221730.35 221730.35 20.38 

28 G6 213457.45 0 213457.45 213457.45 2l34S7.45 20.63 

29 HI 268996.28 178.8 268933.06 268933.06 268933.06 24.50 

30 H2 2S3365.50 0 253365.50 253365.5 253365.50 21.SO 

31 H3 247449.04 0 247449.04 247449.04 247449.04 20.25 

32 H4 250220.77 0 2S0220.77 2S0220,77 250220.77 27.13 

33 HS 246121.31 0 246121.31 246121.31 246121.31 26.00 

34 H6 249135.32 0 24913S.32 249135.32 249135,32 30.25 
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II 350395.33 219.17 350245.28 350245.28 350245.28 41.63 

12 310318.17 1058.78 309943.84 309943.84 309943.84 37.50 

13 294839.85 510.65 294507.38 294507.38 294507.38 43.88 

14 296129.01 260.39 295988.45 295988.45 295988.44 46.63 

IS 301826.52 894.41 301236.01 302441.47 301236.00 47.38 

J 1 335124.95 218.99 335006.68 335479.75 335006.69 66.63 

J2 310417.21 0 310417.21 310417.21 310417.21 59.25 

J3 279343.35 351.11 279219.21 279219.21 279219.21 77.63 

J4 296584.68 145.71 296533.16 296533.16 296533.16 62.75 

Kl 396139.64 676.66 395075.67 395075.67 394071.16 104.88 

K2 362563.92 462.14 362130.00 362130 362130.00 96.88 

K3 366709.20 873.68 365694.08 365694.08 365694.09 114.25 

K4 350317 26 751.71 349870.36 349870.36 348949.39 106.00 

LI 420063.78 1307.78 417921.58 418828.93 417896.72 148.38 

L2 401360.36 318.64 401247.70 401247.7 401228.81 142.00 

L3 404315.09 1896.83 402677.72 403990.54 402677.72 160.63 

L4 384834.32 274.73 384636.33 385225.91 384636.34 159.50 

LS 390329.49 1192.23 387564.55 390987.74 387564.56 158.00 

Ml 399120.67 587.75 398729.82 398729.82 398593.19 229.50 

M2 398156.41 563.83 397324.15 397664.54 396916.97 183.38 
·-· 

M3 377812.03 296.44 377328.75 377328.75 375695.41 183.75 

M4 348464.23 69.28 348417.94 348512.42 348140.16 164.13 

NI 408168.11 124.97 408100.62 408100.62 408100.62 213.88 

N2 408246.94 246.84 408065.44 408065.44 408065.44 214.38 

NJ 394701.38 864.08 394337.86 396827 394337.86 199.75 

N4 394866.92 !08.42 394788.36 394788.36 394788.37 219.00 

N5 374120.15 561.91 373723.46 373723.46 373476.31 272.00 

N6 374791.55 1488.52 373758.65 373758.65 373758.656 255.00 

Average 290920.92 276.04 290655.29 290838.73 290576.218 67.567 

ARPD 0.101 0.029 0.0778 0.007 -

* Overall best solution is the cost associated with the solution found from different runs while performing 
overall execution of MACS. 

Table 3.4. Total Tour Length obtained by MACS for data set -2 

Standard Overall Best 
No Instance Average Solution Best Solution Best Run Average CPU 

Deviation Solution 
time 

I eil22_50 371.00 0.00 371 371 371 I 
2 eil22_66 366.00 0.00 366 366 366 0.13 
3 eil22_80 375.00 0.00 375 375 375 0.5 
4 eil23_50 682.00 0.00 682 682 682 1.5 
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5 eil23_66 649.00 0.00 649 649 649 0.63 
6 eil23_80 623.00 0.00 623 623 623 3 
7 eil30_50 501.00 0.00 501 501 501 1.38 
8 eil30_66 537.00 0.00 537 537 537 2 
9 eil30_80 514.00 0.00 514 514 514 3 
IO eil33_50 738.00 0.00 738 738 738 4.25 
II eil33_66 750.00 0.00 750 750 750 2.88 
12 eil33_80 736.00 0.00 736 736 736 2 
13 eil51_50 559.00 0.00 559 559 559 8.25 
14 eil51_66 548.00 0.00 548 548 548 10.75 
15 eil51_80 565.00 0.00 565 565 565 13.25 
16 eilA76_50 739.25 0.46 739 739 739 19 
17 ei!A76_66 768.00 0.00 768 768 768 23.63 
18 eilA76_80 782.63 3.85 781 781 781 53.5 
19 ei!B76_50 801.00 0.00 801 801 801 21.25 
20 eilB76_66 873.13 0.35 873 873 873 25.38 
21 eilB76_80 920.13 2.80 919 919 919 38.25 
22 eilC76_50 713.00 0.00 713 713 713 18.75 
23 eilC76_66 734.00 0.00 734 734 734 27.88 
24 eilC76_80 736.13 1.55 734 734 733 36 
25 eilD76_50 690.00 0.00 690 690 690 27.88 
26 eiID76_66 715.00 0.00 715 715 715 28.88 
27 eilD76_80 698.63 1.19 696 699 694 42.13 
28 ei1AIOl_50 834.75 2.60 831 832 831 56.13 
29 eilA101_66 846.00 0.00 846 846 846 59.13 
30 ei1A101_80 866.88 5.14 860 860 857 88.25 
31 ei1BIOI_50 927.63 2.62 925 930 923 67 
32 eilB 101_66 1008.88 5.03 1002 1002 988 84.88 
33 eilB 101_80 1008.50 0.76 1008 1008 1008 73.88 

Average 702.34 0.80 701.48 701.76 700.82 25.644 

ARPD 0.177 - 0.076 0.11 0.003 -

* Overall best solution is the cost associated with the solution found from different runs while performmg 
overall execution of MACS. 

Table 3.5: Summary of the CPU's used in testing various heuristics and rough conversion 

factors ( r) relative to a 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon Processor with 884 Mflops 

Reference CPU Used Mflops r 

HTV96 and TV99 (Toth and Vigo ( 1996, 1999) IBM 386/20 l.3 0.001 

RTS-AMP ( Wassan 2004) Sun Spare I 000 at 50 MHz IO 0.011 
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BTS ( Brandao , 2006) Pentium III at 500 MHz 72.5 0.082 

LNS ( Ropke and Psinger, 2006) Pentium IV at 1.5 GHz 326 0.369 

MACS Intel Xeon 2.4 GHz 884 l 

Effect of trail intensities and local search schemes on MACS 

In order to see the effect of trail intensities and local search schemes on MACS, 

we executed MACS and calculate the average solution over 8 runs under each setting. In 

Table 3.6, we report the overall average solution and its percentage deviation from the 

average best known solution for each setting. The average best known solution is the 

average of the best known solutions for 62 problem instances for set-1 and 33 problem 

instances for set-2 as reported in the literature. For each setting, we keep the parameter 

values the same and keep the number of ants at 25. However, we vary the stopping 

criteria to keep CPU time comparable. The first row in Table 3.6 reports the solution 

without any change in the algorithm. The second row reports the solution when 25 

randomly generated vehicle routes are improved by three local search schemes used in 

MACS. In this case, the average solution deteriorates from 0.13 % to 0.99 % for set-I and 

from 0.22 % to 1.41 % for set-2. This result indicates that the trail intensities play a 

crucial role for diverting the solution towards the global optimum and shows that a purely 

random search cannot explore the promising regions in an effective way. When sub-path 

exchange multi-route scheme is not used in MACS, the percentage deviation deteriorates 

to 0.38% for set-I and 0.59% for set-2. Similarly, when the customer 

insertion/interchange multi-route scheme is not used, the percentage deviation value 

deteriorates to 1.35% for set-I and 1.42% for set-2. These two results indicate that the 
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customer insertion/interchange multi-route scheme is more effective than the sub-path 

exchange multi-route scheme. It is interesting to note that a combination of the two 

schemes is necessary to produce better quality solutions in the same CPU time. In 

addition, a hybrid local search that combines different strategies such as insertion, 

interchange, exchange etc. seems to produce better solutions than the individual 

strategies. 

Table3.6: Effect of trail intensities and local search on solution quality 

Setting Set-I Set-2 

% deviation % deviation 
Overall Overall 

from the from the 
average 

average best 
average 

average best 
solution solution 

known sol. known sol. 

No change from current MACS 290920.90 0.13 702.35 0.22 

Local search applied on 25 randomly 293435.69 0.99 710.70 1.41 
generated solutions 
In the absence of the sub-path 291661.34 0.38 704.92 0.59 
exchange multi-route scheme 
In the absence of the 
insertion/interchange multi-route 294465.94 1.35 710.73 1.42 

scheme 

3.4.S Effect of number of ants on MACS 

An interesting feature of MACS is that the quality of the solution can be 

controlled by varying the number of ants. In Table 3.7, we vary the number of ants and 

report the overall average solution and the average of best solution. It is evident that the 

solution does not deteriorate too much when we reduce the number of ants and thereby 

reduce the CPU time. 
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Table 3.7 also allows us to compare MACS with other heuristic solutions keeping 

the CPU time compatible. The CPU time of MACS is comparable with the CPU time of 

LNS when the number of ants is set to 10. The solution quality of MACS when the 

number of ants is 10 is still better than the solution quality of LNS in terms of the average 

solution for both set-1 and set-2. Similarly, the CPU time of RTS-AMP is comparable 

with the CPU time of MACS when number of ants is set to 5. The solution quality of 

MACS is still better than the solution quality of RTS-AMP under the criteria of best 

solution for both set-1 and set-2. 

Table 3.7 : The effect of number of ants on solution quality and CPU time 

Number of Set -1 Set-2 

ants Overall Average Average Overall Average Average 

of each average best CPU time average best CPU time 
solution solution (seconds) solution solution (seconds) 

type 

5 291430.90 290827.20 15.63 703.72 701.73 6.52 

10 291128.80 290724.20 30.25 703.08 701.76 11.86 

15 291049.90 290719.00 44.25 702.70 701.70 15.81 

20 291010.80 290658.40 57.03 702.58 701.67 20.81 

25 290920.90 290655.29 67.57 702.35 701.48 25.64 

30 290894.10 290662.20 80.16 702.17 701.36 29.92 

35 290891.00 290622.90 91.34 702.11 701.18 36.30 

40 290868.10 290642.80 103.75 702.05 701.33 41.08 

45 290861.10 290629.60 116.94 701.88 701.15 44.18 

50 290848.40 290622.80 127.12 701.80 701.15 49.76 
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Table 3.8. Total Tour Length obtained by different algorithms for data set -1 

HTS LNS 
Yeh Yeh 

No Inst. Si~e L B E-MBG E-TV HTY96 RTS-AMP 
Cap No 

Best Run Best Sol. Avg. SoL Best. SoL Overnll Best sol. 

Column I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO 11 12 13 14 15 

I Al 25 20 5 1550 8 229886 229886 229886 229885.65 229886 229886 229885.66 229885.65 229885.65 

2 AZ 25 20 5 2550 5 180119 180119 180117 18011921 180119 180119 1B0119.21 180119.21 180119.21 

3 A3 25 20 5 4050 4 163405 163405 163405 163405.38 163405 163405 16340538 16340538 16340538 

4 A4 25 20 5 4050 3 155796 155796 155795 155796-41 155796 lS5796 155796-41 155796.41 155796-41 

s Bl 30 20 10 1600 7 239080 239080 239077 239080. IS 239()80 239080 239080.16 239080. IS 239080. 15 

6 B2 JO 20 10 2600 5 198048 198048 198045 198047.77 198048 198048 198047.77 198047.77 198047.77 

7 BJ JO 20 10 4000 J 169372 169J72 169368 169J72.29 169J72 l69J72 169J72.29 169J7i.29 16937229 

8 Cl 40 20 20 1800 7 249448 249448 2S05S7 250556 77 250557 250557 250560_ 15 250556.77 250556.77 

9 C2 40 20 20 2600 5 215020 215020 215019 215020.23 215020 215020 215020-23 215020-23 215020-23 

10 C3 40 20 20 4150 j 199346 199346 I 99J44 199345.96 199346 199346 199345.96 199345.96 199345.96 

II C4 40 20 20 4150 4 195367 195366 195>65 195J66.6J 195J66 195366 195J66.63 195J66.6J 195J66-6J 

12 Dl 38 30 8 1700 12 322530 322530 322533 J225J0.13 322530 J225JO 322530_ 13 J22530.13 322530.13 

13 D2 38 30 8 1700 II 316709 316709 J167l I J 16708.86 316709 J 16709 316708.86 Jl6708.86 316708.86 

14 DJ J8 JO 8 2750 7 239479 239479 2J9482 239478.63 239479 2J9479 239478.63 2J9478.63 239478 63 

15 04 38 30 8 4075 5 205832 2058J2 2058J2 205831-94 2058J2 205832 205831-94 20583 L94 2058JL94 

16 El 45 30 15 2650 7 2J8880 2J8880 238880 2J887958 238880 238880 238879.58 23887958 238879.58 

17 E2 45 JO 15 4300 4 21226J 212263 212262 212263. 11 21226J 212263 212263.11 212263.11 21226JJ l 

18 E3 45 JO 15 5225 4 206659 206659 206658 206659.17 206659 206659 206697.72 206659.17 206659.17 

19 Fl 6D JO 30 3000 6 263173 263173 263175 264299.6 263173 263173 26843058 267060-43 267%0-43 

20 F2 60 30 30 3000 7 26521 J 26521 J 265214 265214. 16 265493 265213 265214_ 16 265214.16 265214.16 

21 F3 60 30 30 4400 5 241120 241 l20 241487 241120.77 241120 141120 241969.77 241969.77 241969_77 

21 F4 60 30 30 5500 4 233861 233861 233861 23386185 23J861 233861 235528. 13 235175.20 235175.20 

23 Gl 57 45 12 2700 10 306305 3072741 J07272 J06J05A 306306 J06J05 306322.98 306305.40 306305.40 

24 G2 57 45 12 4300 6 245441 2454411' 245441 245440.99 245441 245441 245440.99 245440.99 245440.99 

25 GJ 57 45 12 5JOO 5 229507! 229507 230170 229507.48 229507 229507 230737.17 229507-48 229507-48 

26 G4 57 45 12 5JOO 6 2J2521 t 2JJl84t 2J2646 2J252L25 232521 232521 23300636 232521-25 232521-25 

27 GS 57 45 12 6400 5 221730t 22l7JO 222025 221730.J5 22l7JO 221730 2224J5_96 22173035 2217JO.J5 

28 G6 57 45 12 8000 4 213457 213457 213457-45 213457 21J457 21409055 2l~4S7A5 213457.45 

29 HI 68 45 23 4000 6 2689JJt 2689J3 270525 268933 06 26893J 26893J 269467.78 2689JJ_06 2689JJ.06 

JO H2 68 45 23 5100 5 25J365 25J365 253366 2533655 253J65 25JJ65 25J462.09 25336550 25JJ6550 
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31 H3 68 45 23 6100 4 247449 247449 247449 247449.04 247449 247449 247508.59 247449.04 24744904 

32 H4 68 45 23 6100 5 250221 250221 250221 250220.77 250221 250221 250269.07 250220.77 250220. 77 

33 H5 68 45 23 7100 4 246121 246121 246121 246121.31 246121 246121 246767.73 246121.31 246121.31 

34 H6 68 45 23 7100 5 249135 249135 249136 249135.32 249135 249135 249231.92 249135.32 249135.32 

35 [! . 90 45 45 3000 10 354021t 356381 351190.09 350435 350246 350852.85 350245.28 350245.28 

36 12 90 45 45 4000 7 309943 313917 309955.04 309944 309944 311016.93 309943 84 309943.84 

37 13 90 45 45 5700 5 29483Jt 297318 294507.38 294107 294507 294858. lJ 294507.38 294507 38 

38 14 90 45 45 5700 6 295988t 295988 295988.44 295988 295988 296159.12 295988.44 295988.44 

39 15 90 45 45 5700 7 J01226t 302708 301380.7 301236 301236 301909.59 301236.00 301236.00 

40 Ji 94 75 19 4400 10 335006t 341984 335593.42 335007 335007 336522.31 335006.68 335006.68 

41 12 94 75 19 5600 8 316308 310417.21 310793 310417 312458.56 310417.21 310417.21 

42 J3 94 75 19 8200 6 282535 279219.21 279306 279219 279423.74 279219.21 279219.21 

43 !4 94 75 19 6600 7 2981 R4 296533.16 296860 296553 297781.22 296533.16 296533.16 

44 Kl Ill 75 38 4100 10 394637t 407939 394389.63 394974 394376 395993.78 394375.63 394375 63 

45 K2 113 75 38 5200 8 362360t 370840 362778.95 363829 362130 362998.61 362130.00 3621JO.OO 

46 Kl 113 75 38 5200 9 365693t 371322 366222.05 366246 365694 366218.02 365694.08 365694 08 

47 K4 113 75 38 6200 7 359642 348949.39 35 ll45 348950 349266.17 348949.39 148949.39 

48 LL 150 75 75 4400 LO 449271 424891.17 426401 425772 427658.80 426013.41 4260lJ.41 

49 L2 150 75 75 5000 8 - 407445 401652.65 402152 401228 401587.25 401228.80 401228 RO 

so L3 150 75 75 5000 9 413806 403394.96 404391 402720 403029.19 402677.72 402677.72 

51 lA 150 75 75 6000 7 390247 384833.66 384999 384637 385207.32 384636.34 384636.34 

52 LS 150 75 75 6000 8 394576 388061.69 389044 387928 388677.62 387564.55 387564.55 

53 Ml 125 100 25 5200 II 407072 400574.49 400384 398593 401540.39 398913.70 398913.70 

54 M2 125 100 25 5200 10 411132 397655.71 398924 3969]7 401724.68 399336.27 398827 67 

55 Ml 125 100 25 6200 9 383448 377352.81 377433 376309 378502.30 377212.23 376159 13 

56 M4 125 100 25 8000 7 - 356311 348437.62 349091 348418 348663.06 348417.94 348417.94 

57 NJ 150 100 50 5700 II 428328 408723.89 409Sli 408101 414044.03 4l0789.32 409210 18 

58 N2 ISO 100 50 5700 10 429521 408S72.07 408287 408066 413124.59 409385.19 409385 19 

59 NJ 150 100 50 6600 9 412220 394337.86 394338 394338 399363.23 394337.86 394337.86 

60 N4 ISO 100 50 6600 10 410694 395817.21 399029 396055 40213!.56 398965.12 394788.36 

61 NS 150 JOO 50 8500 7 389349 375347 27 376522 373477 377447.83 373476.30 373476.30 

62 N6 150 JOO 50 8500 8 384461 377064.3 374774 374691 376612.61 373758.65 373758.65 

Average Solmlon 295045.96 290981.8 291160.4 290764.77 291823.]4 291014.7 290896.7 

ARPD - Ll91 0.114 0.159 0.054 0.362 0.130 0.100 

* Bold leu:er stands for beuer than che best know solution 

tTotal travel length for the best VRPB solu1ion (i.e .. optimali1y is not proved) obtained by E-MBG and E-TV 
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Table 3.9. Total Tour Length obtained by different algorithms for data set -2 

BTS LNS 

Yeh Yeh 
No Instance Size L B E-MBG E-TY IITV99 RTS-AMP 

Cap No Overall 
Bcs.t Run Best Sol. Avg. Sol Bes.I. Sol. 

Best Sol. 

l eil22_50 21 11 10 6000 3 371 371 371 371 371 371 371 371 371 

1 eil22_66 21 14 7 6000 3 366 366 366 366 366 366 366 366 366 

3 eil22_80 21 17 4 6000 3 375 375 375 375 375 375 375 375 375 

4 eil23_50 22 11 11 4500 2 682 682 682 729 682 682 682 682 682 

5 eil23_66 22 15 7 4500 2 649 649 649 658 649 649 649 649 649 

6 eil23_so 22 18 4 4500 2 623 623 623 675 623 623 623 623 623 

7 eil30_50 29 15 14 4500 2 501 501 501 503 501 501 501 501 501 

8 eil30_66 29 20 9 4500 3 537 537 537 537 537 537 537 537 537 

9 eil30_80 29 24 5 4SOO 3 514 S14 522 514 514 514 514 514 514 

10 eil33_50 32 16 16 8000 3 738 738 742 738 738 738 738 738 738 

11 eil33_66 32 22 10 8000 3 750 750 753 750 750 750 750 750 750 

12 eil33_80 32 26 6 8000 3 736 736 761 736 736 736 736 736 736 

13 eil51_50 50 25 25 160 3 559 559 562 559 559 559 559 559 559 

14 eil51_66 so 34 16 160 4 548 548 553 548 548 548 550 548 548 

15 eil51_80 50 40 10 160 4 565 565 574 565 565 565 571 565 565 

16 eilA76 50 7S 37 38 140 6 739 739 756 739 739 739 739 739 739 

17 eilA76_66 7S 50 25 140 7 768 768 780 768 768 768 774 769 768 

18 ei!A76_80 75 60 15 140 8 781 781 833 801 781 781 794 783 783 

19 eilB76_50 7S 37 38 100 8 801 801 825 801 801 801 802 801 801 

20 eilB76_66 75 50 25 100 10 873 873 891 873 873 873 875 873 873 

21 eilB76_80 75 60 1S 100 12 919 919 948 929 919 919 924 919 919 

22 eilC76 50 75 37 38 180 5 713 713 715 713 714 713 713 713 713 

23 eilC76_66 7S 50 25 180 6 734 734 745 734 734 734 739 734 734 

24 eilC76_80 75 60 15 180 7 733 733 759 733 737 733 741 736 734 

25 eilD76 50 7S 37 38 220 4 690 690 691 690 690 690 696 690 690 

26 eilD76 66 75 50 25 220 5 715 715 717 715 715 71S 716 715 715 

27 eilD76_80 75 60 15 220 6 694 703 710 694 694 694 699 695 694 

28 eilA101_So 100 50 so 200 4 843 852 83S 841 834 840 831 831 

29 eilA101_66 100 67 33 200 6 846 846 868 848 sso 846 848 846 846 

30 eilA101_80 100 80 20 200 6 916 900 870 866 862 869 8S7 857 

31 eil8101_50 100 50 so 112 7 933 962 928 932 92S 928 92S 925 

32 eil8101_66 100 67 33 112 9 1040 998 993 987 1010 989 989 

33 eilB101 80 100 80 20 112 11 1022 1060 1021 1010 1008 1021 1010 1008 

Average Solution 714.12 706.48 702.15 701.09 704.54 701.18 701 

Average Relative Percentage Deviation (ARPD) 1.593 0.777 0.151 0.029 0.453 0.041 0.018 

tTotal 1ravcl length for the bes1 VRPB solution (i.e., optimality is nol proved} obtained by E-MBG and E-TV 
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Table 3.10: CPU time used by different algorithms for data set-1 

HTV96 RTS-AMP BTS LNS 
No Instance 

Actual Scaled Actual Scaled Actual Scaled Actual Scaled 

I A1 16.8 0,02 9 0.10 40 3.28 7 2.58 

2 A2 11.4 0.01 6 0.07 25 2.05 8 2.95 

3 A3 7.8 0.01 6 0.07 25 2.05 10 3.69 

4 A4 6.2 O.GI 3 0.03 14 1.15 10 3.69 

5 81 27.6 O.Q3 12 0.13 53 4.35 9 3.32 

6 82 14.6 0.01 4 0.04 24 1.97 10 3.69 

7 83 1 8 0.00 30 0.33 18 1.48 14 5.17 

8 C1 39 0.04 46 0.51 75 6.15 14 5.17 

9 C2 232 0.02 60 0.66 80 6.56 16 5.90 

10 C3 11.8 0.01 17 0.19 37 3.03 20 7.38 

II C4 12.8 0.01 I 0.01 37 3.03 19 7.01 

12 D1 49.6 0.05 19 0.21 115 9.43 12 4.43 

13 02 51.6 0.05 13 0.14 113 9.27 12 4.43 

14 D3 34.8 0.03 9 0.10 136 11.15 13 4.80 

15 04 24 2 0.02 9 0.10 99 8.12 16 5.90 

16 E1 45.8 0.05 27 0.30 134 10.99 18 6.64 

17 E2 28.8 0.03 55 0.61 172 14.10 23 8.49 

18 E3 25.8 0.03 103 1.13 123 10.09 27 9.96 

19 F1 67.8 0.07 97 1.07 249 20.42 30 11.07 

20 F2 73.6 0.07 62 0.68 210 17.22 29 10.70 

21 F3 56 0.06 167 1.84 138 11.32 36 13.28 

22 F4 45 0.05 59 0.65 201 16.48 44 16.24 

23 G1 116.8 0.12 169 1.86 342 28.04 23 8.49 

24 G2 69 2 0.07 61 0.67 371 30.42 28 10.33 

25 G3 57.2 0.06 188 2.07 196 16.07 32 11.81 

26 G4 58.2 0.06 302 3.32 183 15.01 32 11.81 

27 GS 57 0.06 167 1.84 242 19.84 36 13.28 

28 G6 37 0.04 301 3.31 213 17.47 42 15.50 

29 H1 86.6 0.09 93 1.02 363 29.77 42 15.50 

30 H2 66.2 0.07 178 1.96 398 32.64 49 18.08 

31 H3 61.2 0.06 134 1.47 345 28.29 55 20.30 

32 H4 67.4 0.07 469 5.16 167 13.69 53 19.56 

33 HS 54 0.05 346 3.81 188 15.42 58 21.40 

34 HS 61.4 0.06 130 1.43 161 13.20 57 21.03 

35 11 337.6 0.34 490 5.39 648 53.14 54 19.93 

36 12 190.4 0.19 696 7.66 542 44.44 65 23.99 

37 13 130 0.13 487 5.36 574 47.07 83 30.63 

38 14 136.4 0.14 1259 13.85 630 51.66 77 28.41 
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39 15 163 0.16 936 10.30 504 41.33 75 27.68 

40 J1 290.2 0.29 1101 12.11 965 79.13 58 21.40 

41 J2 245.8 0.25 1223 13.45 946 77.57 67 24.72 

42 J3 187.6 0.19 558 6.14 764 62.65 87 32.10 

43 J4 228.6 0.23 1877 20.65 859 70.44 74 27.31 

44 K1 479 0.48 887 9.76 1334 109.39 83 30.63 

45 K2 330.6 0.33 1787 19.66 1302 106.76 97 35.79 

46 K3 380.2 0.38 2069 22.76 1204 98.73 97 35.79 

47 K4 3316 0.33 4612 50.73 1150 94.30 111 40.96 

48 L 1 1115.6 l.!2 1703 18.73 2366 194.01 153 56.46 

49 L2 833.8 0.83 5964 65.60 2477 203.11 181 66.79 

50 L3 878.8 0.88 8422 92.64 2333 191.31 176 64.94 

51 L4 709.2 0.71 2275 25.03 2287 187.53 207 76.38 

52 LS 767 0.77 6722 73.94 2258 185.16 211 77.86 

53 M1 6518 0.65 2754 30.29 1858 152.36 104 38.38 

54 M2 566.8 0.57 4330 47.63 1913 156.87 102 37.64 

55 M3 503 0.50 2178 23.96 1878 154.00 115 42.44 

56 M4 447.8 0.45 3146 34.61 1858 152.36 140 51.66 

57 N1 938.8 0.94 6142 67.56 2468 202.38 156 57.56 

58 N2 866.6 0.87 9877 108.65 2430 199.26 155 57.20 

59 N3 787.6 0.79 3828 42.11 2441 200.16 177 65.31 

60 N4 8484 0.85 11046 121.51 2298 188.44 172 63.47 

61 N5 547.2 0.55 7704 84.74 2494 204.51 214 78.97 

62 N6 543 0.54 16406 180.47 2468 202.38 211 77.86 

Average 256.526 0.257 1835.984 20.196 815.097 66.838 71.065 26.223 

Table 3.11: CPU time used by different algorithms for data set-2 

HTV96 RTS-AMP BTS LNS 
No Instance 

Actual Scaled Actual Scaled Actual Scaled Actual Scaled 

I eil22_50 5.JO 0.01 0.80 O.o1 11.00 0.90 8.00 2.95 

2 eil22_66 4.80 0.01 0.39 0.00 6.00 0.49 8.00 2.95 

3 eil22_80 7.00 0.01 l.00 0.01 11.00 0.90 8.00 2.95 

4 eil23_50 2.60 0.00 0.03 0.00 25.0D 2.05 12.00 4.43 

5 eil23_66 5.50 0.01 0.06 0.00 10.00 0.82 13.00 4.79 

6 eil23_80 3.90 O.D1 0.15 0.00 13.0D 1.07 12.00 4.43 

7 ei130_50 3.30 0.00 0.06 0.00 22.00 1.80 19.00 7.01 

8 eil30_66 7.40 O.Q1 0.57 0.01 44.00 3.61 14.00 5.16 

9 eil30_80 7.50 0.01 0.52 0.01 55.00 4.51 14.00 5.16 

10 eil33_50 16.40 0.02 1.00 0.01 96.00 7.87 20.00 7.38 

11 eil33_66 15.80 0.02 5.00 0.06 27.00 2.21 17.DD 6.27 
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12 eil33_80 15.90 0.02 44.00 0.50 54.00 4.43 15.00 5.53 

13 eil51_50 40.40 0.06 12.00 0.14 117.00 9.60 39.00 14.38 

14 eil51_66 48.50 0.07 8.00 0.09 148.00 12.14 31.00 11.43 

15 eil51_80 53.10 0.08 188.00 2.13 163.00 13.37 29.00 10.69 

16 eilA76_50 164.30 0.24 127.00 1.44 237.00 19.44 50.00 18.44 

17 eilA76_66 148.30 0.22 219.00 2.48 259.00 21.24 44.00 16.23 

18 eilA76_80 238.20 0.35 43.00 0.49 491.00 40.27 40.00 14.75 

19 eilB76_50 240.70 0.35 171.00 1.93 245.00 20.09 42.00 15.49 

20 eilB76_66 241.00 0.35 56000 6.33 412.00 33.79 38.00 14.01 

21 eilB76_80 240.70 0.35 954.00 10.79 609.00 49.95 38.00 14.01 

22 eilC76_50 110.50 0.16 625 00 7.07 239.00 19.60 61.00 22.50 

23 eilC76_66 148.70 0.22 25.00 0.28 297.00 24.36 51.00 18.81 

24 eilC76_80 219.40 0.32 1204.00 13.62 451.00 36.99 48.00 17.70 

25 eilD76_50 93.70 0.14 1352.00 15.29 285.00 23.37 75.00 27,66 

26 eilD76_66 89.70 0.13 801.00 9.06 291.00 23.87 60.00 22.13 

27 eilD76_80 190.60 0.28 3056.00 34.57 523.00 42.89 55.00 20.28 

28 eilA101 - 50 213.50 0.31 654.00 7.40 679.00 55.69 137.00 50.52 

29 eilA101_66 240.60 0.35 3358.00 37.99 563.00 46.17 100.00 36.88 

30 eilA101_80 241,00 0.35 565,00 6.39 914.00 74.96 87.00 32.08 

31 eilB101 - 50 241.60 0.36 2070.00 23.42 740.00 60.69 79.00 29.13 

32 e'ilB101_66 241.30 0.35 5179.00 58.59 961.00 78.82 66.00 24.34 

33 eilB101_80 241.60 0.36 1980.00 22.40 819.00 67.17 61.00 22.50 

Average 114.624 0.169 703.169 7.954 297.485 24.398 42.152 15.545 

3.6 Conclusions 

This chapter presents a multi-ant colony system (MACS) algorithm for solving VRPB. 

MACS contains the following features: 

1. Two types of ants, vehicle-ants and route-ants are used. Similarly, two types of 

trail intensities--vehicle trail intensity and route trail intensity--are used to 

construct a feasible solution. 

2. An inherent part of ant colony system is the local search. Two multi-route local 

search schemes--the customer insertion/interchange multi-route scheme and the 

sub-path exchange multi-route scheme--are used. 
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3. While updating trail intensities, no distinction is made between the elitist ants; 

i.e., equal importance is given to each elitist ant. This reduces the risk of being 

trapped at a local minimum. 

4. The trail intensities are reinitialized and elitist ants are destroyed when there is no 

change in the elitist ant solutions in consecutive I 0 iterations. The best solution 

found to date is used in reinitializing the trail intensities. 

Extensive computational experiment on benchmark problems has shown that on the 

overall proposed multi-ant colony system (MACS) gives better results than the other 

algorithms. In addition, MACS has produced 5 new best known solutions for the 

benchmark problem instances available in the literature. Another interesting feature of 

MACS is that the solution quality and the CPU time of MACS can be controlled by 

varying the number of ants. Further research can be done to improve the local search 

schemes in ant colony systems. Hybrid local search schemes can make the ant colony 

system approach more effective for the other variants of the vehicle routing problem. 
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CHAPTER4 

Cumulative net-pickup approach for checking the feasibility of a 

route in vehicle routing problem with simultaneous pickup and 

delivery 

4.1 Introduction 

The vehicle routing problem with simultaneous pickup and delivery (VRPSPD) is 

an extension of the classical capacitated vehicle routing problem (CVRP). In VRPSPD, a 

customer requires a given shipment to be delivered as well as a given load to be picked 

up simultaneously. Complete service (i.e., delivery and pickup) to the customer is 

provided by a vehicle in a single visit. The objective is to design a set of minimum cost 

routes so that the load on each vehicle is below its capacity at every point in the route. 

The vehicle routing problem with simultaneous pickup and delivery is characterized by 

the following: a fleet of identical vehicles located at the depot to be used to serve 

customers distributed geographically in the area. Capacity of each vehicle is Q. A 

customer requires a given shipment to be delivered and another load to be picked up 

during the single visit of the vehicle. The objective is to design a set of minimum cost 

routes so that the total load on a vehicle is below the vehicle capacity Q at each point in 

the route and the total distance traveled is less than or equal to the allowable maximum 

distance. VRPSPD is an :NP -hard problem in strong sense because when we set either 

all pickup demands or all delivery demands to zero, the problem reduces to CVRP which 
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is known to be an NP -hard problem. VRPSPD is closely related to the vehicle routing 

problem with backhauls (VRPB) which requires that all deliveries to linehaul customers 

must be made before any pickup from a backhaul customer. When the deliveries and 

pickups are allowed in any order of sequence, the problem is called vehicle routing 

problem with backhaul and mixed load (VRPBM). VRPBM is a special case of VRPSPD 

because when we set the delivery or pickup demand of each customer to zero, the 

problem reduces to VRPBM. 

Berbeglia et al. (2007) have provided the classification scheme for a static pickup 

and delivery problem. In this classification scheme, the problems of VRPSPD and 

VRPBM fall under the category of one to one pickup and delivery problem. 

In this chapter, we provide two multi-route local search schemes. A major issue in 

VRPSPD is checking the feasibility of a given route. We propose the cumulative net

pickup approach for checking the feasibility of a vehicle route during local search. These 

local search schemes and the cumulative net-pickup approach presented in this chapter 

are used in the ant-colony system proposed in chapter 5. Cumulative net-pickup 

approach is a constant time approach for checking the feasibility of a route during local 

search. By using an appropriate data structure, the feasibility of a single move during 

local search can be checked without examining the entire route. Kindervater and 

Savelsbergh (1997) proposed a constant time approach for checking the feasibility of the 

tour in a TSP problem during local search. They, also describe three quantities that are 

sufficient for checking the feasibility of the tour in a TSP with simultaneous pickup and 

delivery. The three quantities are the maximum load, minimum load and the final load. 
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Another constant time approach for checking the feasibility of a route in VRP is proposed 

by Irnich (2006). He provides a uniform framework for VRP with complex side 

constraints. He suggested using a resource-extension functions (REFs) to check the 

feasibility during local search. The properties of REFs have been described in detail by 

Irnich (2007). The concept of REFs is based upon the cumulative consumption of 

resources from the start node to a given node. Irnich (2006) has hinted that the REFs can 

be used in VRPSPD, by representing a customer by two nodes, one for the delivery, and 

one for the pickup, with an additional pairing constraint guaranteeing that both nodes are 

served consecutively on the same route. The REFs approach would use the calculation of 

cumulative load and cumulative pickup in VRPSPD. 

The implementation of any approach to check the feasibility of a route must be 

tailored to each local search scheme. In local search, the base route is altered through a 

move. The challenge therefore is to develop a condition for checking the feasibility of the 

altered route for each type of move. 

4.2. Notation and checking feasibility of a route 

VRPSPD and VRPBM have the added difficulty because of the fluctuating load 

over the route. There is a need for an effective way to check the feasibility of a given 

vehicle-route within a local search scheme. Most of the papers seem to have overlooked 

the feasibility issue while performing the local search. The studies that consider the issue 

of checking feasibility are the papers by Nagy and Salhi (2005) and Bianchessi and 

Righini (2007). They use the load-on-arc approach to check the feasibility of a given 

route. In the load-on-arc approach, each arc is examined to make sure that the altered 
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route is feasible. Checking each arc to ensure feasibility of a route is a time consuming 

process. In this chapter, we propose a new approach based upon the notion of cumulative 

net-pickup load. Cumulative net-pickup approach is a constant time approach for 

checking the feasibility of a route during local search. As stated earlier, other constant 

time approaches available in literature are by Kindervater and Savelsbergh (1997) and by 

lrnich (2007). In cumulative net-pickup approach, the feasibility of a new route is 

checked using a single expression and thereby reducing the complexity to 0(1). 

In this section, we first describe the notation used in the cumulative net-pickup 

approach. We also provide a necessary and sufficient condition for the feasibility of a 

given route. 

Let R, denote the route of vehicle r and let S = { RP R2 , .. ., R, ,. . ., Rs,. . ., Rv-i , Rv } 

represent a solution to VRPSPD. Here vis the number of vehicles used in solution S. Let 

the number of customers in route R, be n, . Route Rr thus contains the list of n, 

customers plus two copies of the depot numbered 0 and nr+1 • Now let 

Dr total demand to be delivered by vehicle rover its route; i.e., over Rr. 

CJ'r (i) the irh customer in route Rr (i.e., the customer in the i'h position in the route of 

d<Yr (i) 

pCJ', (i) 

f,(i) 

F, (i) 

vehicle r). 

quantity of product to be delivered to customer CJ', (i) . 

quantity of product to be picked up from customer CJ', (i) . 

net-pickup of customer CJ', (i) . 

cumulative net-pickup by vehicle r just after visiting customer CJ', (i) . 
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VLr (i) the load on vehicle r after visiting customer ar (i) . 

DD, (i) the total load delivered by vehicle r after visiting customer ar (i) . 

Xr (i, j) the maximum cumulative net-pickup encountered by vehicle r between 

customers a, (i) and ar (j -1) . 

Yr (i, j) the minimum cumulative net-pickup encountered by vehicle r between 

customers ar (i) and ar () -1) . 

Note indexes i and j are used here to denote positions in a single route or in two 

different routes. In chapter 3, indexes i and j were used to refer to customer i and 

customer). The following relationships must hold given the above notation: 

f, (i) = pa, (i) - d a, (i) , 

Fr(O) = 0 \/r=l,2, ... ,v, 

DDr(O) = 0 \/ r = 1, 2, ... , v , 

F,(i) = Fr(i-l) + fr(i) \/ i=l,2, ... ,nr, \fr=l,2, ... ,v, 

DDr(i) = DDr(i-1) + da,(i) \/ i=l,2, ... ,nr, \fr=l,2, ... ,v, 

VLr(i) = Dr + Fr(i) \/ i = 0,1, 2, ... ,nr, \/ r= I, 2, ... , v, 

X,(i,j) =Max { F,(i),F,(i+l), ... ,F,(J-l) }, 

Y,(i,j) =Min { F,(i) ,F,(i+I), ... ,F,()-l) }. 

We use three special cases of X, (i, j). The first case is X, (0, j) which represents 

the maximum cumulative net-pickup experienced by vehicle r after starting the route at 

the depot and until reaching customer ar(j-l). The second case is X,(i,n,+l) which 
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represents the maximum cumulative net-pickup experienced by vehicle r just after 

visiting customer <Y, (i) and until reaching the end of the tour. The third special case is 

X, (0, n, + 1) which represents the maximum cumulative net-pickup experienced by 

vehicle r on its entire route R,. Similarly we use three special cases Y, (0, j), Y, (i, n, + 1), 

and Y, (0, n, + 1) of Y,. (i, j) . 

Now, we explain the cumulative net-pickup with a numerical example. Consider a 

subset of five customers from some problem instance with known delivery demands and 

pickup demands as given below. 

Table 4.1. Input data for a subset of customers from some problem instance 

Customer Delivery Demand Pickup Demand 

1 20 40 

2 40 10 

3 50 10 

4 40 30 

5 10 60 

Consider route R, = { 0-4-1-3-5-2-0} where 0 represent the depot. Given the input 

values from the above table , quantities associated with route R, in the cumulative net

pickup approach are as follows. 
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Table 4.2: Calculation of quantities used in the cumulative net-pickup approach 

Quantity \position 
0 I 2 4 5 

a,(i) 
0 4 1 3 5 

da,(i) 
0 40 20 50 10 

pa,(i) 
0 30 40 10 60 

f,(i) 
0 -] 0 20 -40 50 

F,(i) 
0 -10 IO -30 20 

DD, (i) 
0 40 60 110 120 

VL,(i) 
160 150 170 130 180 

X,(0,i) 
0 0 10 10 20 

Y, (0,i) 
0 -10 -10 -30 -30 

Other values in the cumulative net-pickup are calculated as follows: 

= 40 + 20 + 50 + 10 + 40 = 160 

X,(O,n, + 1) =Max{ 0,-10,10,-30,20,-10,-10} = 20 

Y,(O,n, + 1) = Min{0,-10, 10,-30,20,-10,-10} = -30 

6 

2 

40 

10 

-30 

-IO 

160 

150 

20 

-30 

7 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-10 

160 

150 

20 

-30 

We describe altered routes using prime (i.e., ') and double prime (i.e., ") as 

superscripts. Thus, the notations associated with an altered route will be the same as 

described above except for ' or " used as a superscript. 
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Lemma 4.1 A necessary and sufficient condition for route R, to be feasible is that D, + 

Proof. Necessary condition 

Suppose that route R, is feasible. Thus the load on vehicle r does not exceed the vehicle 

capacity, Q at any point in the route, i.e., VL, (0) s Q, VL, (1) s Q, ... , VL, (n,) s Q 

Or, Max{ VL, (0) ,VL, (1) , ... , VL, (n, -1) , VL, (n,)} ~ Q 

=/ Max{ D, + F, (0), D, + F, (1) , ... , D, + F, (n, -1), D, + F, (n,) } s Q 

=/ Dr+Max{F,(O),F,(1), ... , F,(n,-1),F,(n,)} s Q 

=/ Dr+ X, (0, n, + 1) ~ Q 

Proof of Sufficient Condition 

The proof is similar to the above except that the steps will be in the reverse order. 

D 

Consider route R, = {0-4-1-3-5-2-0} for which a numerical example was 

presented on the last two pages. Feasibility of route R, can be checked using lemma 1. 

Suppose the capacity of vehicle r is 200 (i.e., Q = 200). Then given lemma 1, route R, is 

feasible since 160 + 20 s 200. 

4.3. Local Search 

Local search is an important part of metaheuristics including ant colony systems. 

In this section, we present three types of local search schemes: 2-opt scheme, the 

customer insertion/interchange multi-route scheme and the sub-path exchange multi-route 
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scheme. The local search schemes are used in the ant colony system (ACS) algorithm 

presented in chapter 5. The local search schemes are described in detail in the next 

subsections along with the cumulative net-pickup approach for checking the feasibility of 

a given route. 

4.3.1 2-0pt local search scheme 

The 2-0pt local search scheme was originally proposed by Lin ( 1965) for 

improving the traveling salesman problem (TSP) solution. It is one of the best-known 

local search schemes for TSP and it is based on the arc exchange approach. In CVRP, 

each vehicle route is a traveling salesman problem. The 2-opt scheme starts with a given 

route and breaks it at two places to generate three segments. The route is then 

reconstructed by reversing the middle segment. A given route is broken at each 

combination of two places and is updated whenever there is an improvement. The process 

is continued until there is no further improvement. The 2-opt local search scheme is 

illustrated below. 

a) Before 2-opt 

b) After 2-opt 

Figure 4.1: 2-opt local search scheme with the reversal of the middle segment 
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In CVRP, a new route is always feasible while performing the 2-opt local search 

since the total demand of a given route does not change. However, this is not true for 

VRPSPD. In VRPSPD, the load on the vehicle fluctuates and it may exceed the vehicle 

capacity at some arc. In this thesis we define the feasible route as a route in which the 

load along each arc is less than or equal to the vehicle capacity and the total distance 

traveled is less than or equal to the allowable maximum distance. The following lemmas 

are useful in checking the feasibility of a new route generated during the 2-opt local 

search. 

Lemma 4.2 Let R~ represent the altered route obtained by reversing the sub-route 

{ Cfr (i) , ... , err (j) } in the current route R,. Then 

a) Fr'(k)=FJk) 

b) Fr'(k)=F,(k) 

Proof. 

Part a) 

for k=O,l, ... ,(i-1) and 

for k=j,j+l,. .. ,nr+l. 

The proof follows from the fact that sub-route { Cf~ (0), ... , er~ (i -1) } in the altered route 

R; and sub-route { er, (0) , ... ,er, (i-1) } in the current route R, are identical. 

Part b) 

casebl:k=j, 

We know that the customer at position l, i:::; l :::; j in the altered route R; is the customer 

at position (i + j) - l in the original route R,; i.e., <Yr (l) = <Y, (i + j -l). The cumulative 

net-pickup by the vehicle in the altered route R; after visiting customer <Y~ (j) is 
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F;(j) = F;(i-1)+{ j,'(i)+j,'(i+l)+ ... +J,'(j-1), j,'(j)} 

= F/i-1)+{ f,(i+ j-i)+ f,(i+ j-(i+l)) + ... + f,(i+ j-(j-1))+ f,(i+ j-j)} 

= F,(i-1)+ { f,(j)+ f,(J-1)+ ... + f,(i+l)+ /,(i)} 

= F,(i-1)+ { f,(i)+ f,(i+I)+ ... + f,(J-1)+ f,(J)} 

= F,(J) 

Case b2: j +I :::; k:::; nr+I. 

We know that a-: (l) = CJ", (l) ; )+ 1 $ l $ k. Also from case b 1, F; (j) = F, ()) . Hence, 

F;(k) = F;(j)+j,'(j+I)+ ... +j,'(k) 

= F,(j) + f, (J + 1) + ... + f, (k) 

= F,(k) 

D 

Lemma 4.3 Let R~ represent the altered route obtained by reversing sub-route { CJ', (i), ... , 

a-, (j) } in the current route R,. Then 

a) The maximum cumulative net-pickup between customers CJ": (i) and CJ": (j) in the 

alteredroute R~;i.e., x:(i,j+I) is equal to F,(i-1) + F,(j)-Y;(i-I,j). 

b) If original route R, is feasible and D, + F,(i -1) + F, (j) - Y, (i - I, j) ~ Q then the 

altered route R~ is also feasible. 

Proof. 

Part a) 
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Consider position i + k with 0 s k s j - i in the altered route R~. The cumulative net

pickup after visiting customer er, (i + k) in the altered route R, is 

F,.(i+k) = F,'(i-1) + { J,'(i) + J,'(i+l)+ ... + f,(i+k-1)+ f,(i+k)} 

= F; (i -1) + { J,' ( i) + f, ( i + 1) + ... + J,' (i + k - 1) + J,' ( i + k) } 

+{ J,'(i+k+l) +J,'(i+k+2)+ ... +J,'(j-l)+J,'(j)} 

- { J,'(i+k+l) + /(i+k+2)+ ... + /(J-1)+ /(})} 

= F,°(J)-{ /(i+k+l) +J,'(i+k+2)+ ... +J,'(j-l)+/(J)} 

Note that er~(i+l) = er,(}-/) and f,(i+l) = f,(J-l); l = 0,1,2, ... J - i. Also from 

lemma4.2, case bl, F;(j)= F,(J). Hence 

F;(i+k) = F,(J) - { f,(j-k-1) + f,(}-k-2)+ ... + f,(i+l)+ f,(i)} 

= F,(J) - { f,(i)+ f,(i+I)+ ... + f,(j-k-2)+ f,(j-k-1)} 

= F,(j) - { F,(i-1)+ f,(i)+ f,(i+l)+ ... + f,(J-k-2)+ f,(J-k-I)} 

+ F,(i-I) 

= F,(J)- F,(J-k-l)+F,(i-I) 

= F,(J)+F,(i-1)-F,(j-k-l) 

The maximum cumulative net-pickup between customers er~ (i) and er~ (j) in the altered 

route R~ is 

X~(i, j + 1) =Max{ F;(i), F;(i + 1) , ... , F;(j-I), F;(j)} 

=Max{F;(i+O), F;(i+l), ... ,F;(i+(j-i-I)), F;(i+(j-i)} 
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Now as shown before F,'(i+k) ={ F,(J)+FJi-1)-F,(J-k-l) forO S k '5.j-i.Hence 

x:(i,j+l) = F,(J)+ F,(i-l)+Max{-F,.(j-0-1), -F,(j-l-l), ... ,-

Part b) 

F,(J-(j-i-1)-1), -FJJ-(j-i)-1)} 

= F, ()) + F, (i -1) - Min { F, (j-1), F, ()- 2), ... , F, (i) , F, (i -1) } 

= F,(J) + F,(i-1)-Min{ F,(i-1), F,(i) , ... , F,(J-2), F,()-1)} 

= F,(i-1) + F,(J) -Y,(i-1, j) 

Note that D~ = D, and n~ = n,. The maximum cumulative net-pickup of altered route 

X~(O,n: + 1) = Max{ F,'(0) , ... , F,'(i-1), F;(i) , ... , F,'(J), F,'(J + 1) , ... , F,' (n, + 1) } 

= Max{ Max{ F,' (0) , ... , F,'(i-1) },Max{ F,' (i) , ... , F,' ()) }, Max{ F,'(J + 1) 

, ... ,F,(n,+l) }} 

Now using lemma 4.2 and part a) of this lemma, we have 

x:co,n~ + 1) = Max{ Max{ F,(0) , ... , F,(i-1)}, F,(i-1) +F,(J) -Y,(i-1, j), Max{ 

F,(J+l), ... ,F,(n, +I)}} 

Note that route R, is feasible. Hence from lemma 4.1, D, + X, (0, n, + 1) S Q. 

Thus, feasibility of R, implies 

D,+Max{F,(0), ... ,F,(i-l)}SQ and 

D, + Max{F,(J + 1), ... , F,(n, + 1)} s; Q 
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Also, we have assumed that D, + F, (i -1) + F, (j)- Y, (i -1, j):::; Q 

Combining the above relationships, we have 

D, +Max{ Max{ F, (0),. . ., F,(i -1)}, F, (i -1) + F, (j) -Y, (i -1, j), Max{ F, (j + 1), .. ., 

F, (n, + l)} :::; Q . 

=> D~ + X r (0, n; + 1) :=; Q. 

Hence, given lemma 4.1, route R; is feasible. 

D 

If the original route is feasible and it is altered by a single 2-opt operation, the 

feasibility of the altered route can be checked using part b) of lemma 4.3. 

4.3.2 Customer insertion/interchange multi-route scheme 

This approach uses two types of operations for a given customer. The two operations 

are described below for customer 6, (i) . 

1. Insertion Operation: In this operation customer 6, (i) is removed from the i1
h 

position in route R, and is inserted at each other position in R, as well as at each 

position in route R,, s * r. For an example of an insertion operation, see Figure 

4.2. Here customer 1 from route R, is inserted between customers 7 and 8 in 

route Rs. 

2. Interchange Operation: In this operation customer 6, (i) from route R, is shifted 

to his best position k in route R, and customer 6, (k) from route R, is shifted to 
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his best position in R,. For an example of an interchange operation, see Figure 

4.3. Here customer 1 from route R, and customer 6 in route R, are interchanged. 

Route R, 

Route R, 

a) Before Insertion of customer 1 

RouteR, ~ 

b) After Insertion of customer 1 from route R, to route Rs 

Figure 4.2 Insertion operation involving customer 1 

Route R, 

Route R, a 

a) Before Interchange operation 

Route R, 

Route R, 
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b) After Interchange operation between customers l and 6 

Figure 4.3 Interchange operation between customers 1 and 6 

Lemmas 4.4 to 4.17 presented in this subsection facilitate checking the feasibility of a 

new route generated by an insertion or interchange operation. These lemmas show that 

different expressions/approaches are needed for positive and negative net-pickup 

customers while checking the feasibility of a route during local search. 

Lemma 4.4 Let R~ represent the altered route when customer O', (i) is inserted in route 

Rs immediately after customer O's (j). Then the cumulative net-pickup F; (k) after 

visiting customer O'~ (k) in the altered route R~ 1s 

Case 1: F,'(k) = Fs(k) fork=O,I,. .. J, 

Case2: F,'(k) = F,(k-1)+ f,(i) fork=}+ l,. . .,ns+l. 

Proof 

Casel: fork =0,1, ... J 

F,'(k) = j,'(O) + J,'(l)+ ... + J,'(k-1)+ J,'(k) 

= f,(O) + f,(1)+ ... + f,(k-1)+ fs(k) 

= F,(k) 

Case 2: Fork= j+I, ... , ns + 1 

In this case O'~ (j + 1) = O', (i) , J; (} + 1) = fs (i) and a)l) = O's (l -1), J; (l) = fs (l -1) 

for l =}+2, .. .,k. Now, 
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F;(k) = F;(j) + J:(j+l)+ J,'(j+2)+ ... +J,'(k-l)+J,'(k) 

= F,(j) + f,(i) + J,(j + 1) + ... + J,(k-2) + f,(k-1) 

D 

= { F, (}) + f, (} + 1) + ... + f, (k - 2) + f, (k -1) }+ f, (i) 

= F, (k -1) + f, (i) 

Lemma 4.5 Consider the insertion of customer CY, (i) with /, (i) 2 0 in route R, . If the 

insertion of customer CY, (i) after customer CY,(}), 0 s j s n, is infeasible, then the 

insertion of customer CY, (i) after customer CY,(} -1) is also infeasible. 

Proof. Let R~' be the altered route of vehicle s when customer CY, (i) from route R, is 

inserted in route R, after customer CY, (j). Note that n:· = n, + 1. Then the maximum 

cumulative net-pickup experienced by vehicles on its entire route R~· is 

x;co,n; +l) =Max{ F,"(O), ... ,F;'CJ-l),F;·u),F;·u+1), ... ,F;·cn;) } 

=Max{ F,(0) , ... , F,(}-1), F,(}) ,( F,(}) + /,(i) ), ... ,( F,(nJ + f,(i) )} 

Since f, (i) 2 0, Fs (j) + f, (i) 2 F, (j). Hence 

X :· (0, n; + 1) =Max{ Fs (0) , ... , F, (j-1) , ,( F, (j) + J, (i) ), ... ,( F, (nJ + f, (i))} 

Let R~ represent the altered route of vehicle s when customer CY, (i) from route R, is 

inserted in route R, after customer CY,(} -1) . Note that n: = n, + 1 . Then the maximum 

cumulative net-pickup experienced by vehicles on its entire route R: is, 
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= Max{ F,(O), ... , F, (j -1) ,( F, (j -1) +fr (i) ), ( F, (j) +fr (i) ),. . ., 

( F, (n,) +fr (i) } 

=Max{ x;co,n; +I) ,F,(}-1)+ f,(i)} 

Clearly X~(O,n~ +l) 2 x~·(o,n; +1). 

Since D~ = D~', D>X~(O,n~+l) 2v;+x~·co,n;+1). 

Thus, D> X ~· (0, n; + 1) 2 Q implies that D~ + X ~ (0, n,; + 1) ?: Q. Hence, if route R~· is 

infeasible, route R~ is also infeasible. 

D 

Lemma 4.6 Consider the insertion of customer ar (i) with fr (i) 2 0 in route R,. If the 

insertion of customer ar (i) after customer a, (j) is infeasible, then the insertion of 

customer a, (i) after customer a, (k) is infeasible for 0 ~ k ~ j -1. 

Proof. Lemma 4.5 implies that if the insertion of customer a, (i) after customer a, (j) is 

infeasible, then the insertion of customer ar (i) after a, (j -1) is also infeasible. Now the 

insertion of customer (Jr (i) after customer as (j -1) is infeasible. Hence, again from 

lemma 4.5, the insertion of customer (), (i) after a, (j - 2) is also infeasible. By 

repeating the above steps it can be proven that the insertion after customer O', (k) is 

infeasible for 0 :::; k ~ j -1 . 

D 
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Lemma 4.7 Consider the insertion of customer <J', (i) with !, (i) ~ 0 in route Rs of 

' vehicle s. If the insertion of customer <J', (i) after customer <J's (j -1) is feasible, then the 

insertion of customer <J', (i) is feasible 

a) after customer <J's(}) and 

b) after customer <J's(k); j + 1::; k::; n,. 

Proof. 

Part a) Proof is by contradiction. 

Suppose the route of vehicle sis feasible when customer <J', (i) is inserted after customer 

<J's (j -1) but it is not feasible when customer <J', (i) is inserted after customer <J', (j). 

Lemma 4.5 implies that if it is not feasible to insert customer <J', (i) after customer <J's (j), 

then it is also not feasible to insert customer <J', (i) after customer <J', (j -1) . But the latter 

conclusion is contradictory to the assumption in the proof. 

Part b) 

We know from part a) that when the insertion of customer <J', (i) after customer <J's ( j -1) 

is feasible, his insertion after customer <J's (j) is also feasible. Now insertion of customer 

<J', (i) after customer <J's (j) is feasible, hence, the insertion of customer <J', (i) after 

customer <J's (j + 1) is also feasible. By repeating the above steps it is proven that 

insertion of customer <J', (i) after <J's (k) is feasible for j + 1 ~ k ::; n,. 

D 
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Lemma 4.8 Consider customer CJ", (i) with f, (i) ;:::: 0 in the route of vehicle R,. Assume 

that route R, is feasible. Let R: denote the altered route of vehicle R, when customer 

CJ", (i) is removed from his original position i and is reinserted after customer CJ"r (j) . 

Then the altered route R, is feasible for 

Case 1: j ;:::: i + 1 , 

Case 2: j = i - 1 , 

Case 3: j -5: i - 2, provided D, + F, (j) + f, (j) -5: Q and the insertion of customer CJ", (i) 

after customer CJ", (j + 1) is feasible. 

Proof. 

Case 1: Let R:· represent the route of vehicle r when customer CJ", (i) is removed from 

route R,. Note that CJ"~· (j) = CJ",(}) for j -5: i -1 and CJ";(}) = CJ", (j + 1) for j ;:::: i. If CJ", (i) 

is reinserted in route R~· after customer CJ"~· (i -1) (i.e, CJ", (i -1) ), the resulting route is the 

original route R,. Also, if customer 0", (i) is reinserted in route R, after customer 

O"~·(j-1) (i.e., CJ",(})) for j;::::i+l, the resulting route is R~. Now R, is feasible. Thus 

inserting customer CJ", (i) after customer CJ"; (i -1) (i.e., a, (i-1)) is feasible. Hence from 

lemma 4.7, part a), inserting customer CJ", (i) after customer CJ"~· (i) (i.e., CJ", (i + 1)) is also 

feasible. By repeatedly applying part a) of lemma 4.7, it can be proven that insertion of 

customer CJ", (i) after CJ", (j) , j ;:::: i + 1 is feasible. 
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Case 2: Let R~· again represent the route of vehicle r when customer o-r (i) is removed 

from route Rr. If err (i) is reinserted in route R~· after customer a-; (i -1) (i .e, a-, (i -1) ), 

the resulting route is the original route R,, which is assumed to be feasible. 

Case 3: Now let R~· denote the altered route of vehicle r when customer a, (i) is removed 

from the original position i and is reinserted after original customer a-, (j +I) ; j ::::; i - 2 . 

Note that n; = n, and o:· = D,. Then 

x:·co, n:· + 1) = Max{ F, .. (O) , .. ., Fr .. (j), F,"(J + 1), F;·(j + 2), Fr"(j+3) , ... , F,°'(i), F,"(i + 1) 

, ... , F,'(n:°) } 

= Max { Fr(O) , .. ., F,(J), F,(J + 1) ,( F,(J + 1) + fr(i) ),(Fr(}+ 2)+ f,(i) ), ... , 

( F,(i-1) + J,(i) ), Fr(i + 1) , ... , Fr(n,)} 

Since F, (j + 1) + f,(i) ~ F,(J +l) 

x:· (0, n; + 1) = Max{ F,(O) , .. ., F,(J) ,(F,(J + 1) +fr (i) ),(F,(J + 2)+ fr(i) ), ... , 

( F,(i-1) + J,(i) ), Fr(i + 1) , ... , F,(nr)} 

Now R: is the altered route when customer err (i) is removed from the original position 

and is reinserted after customer a-, (j) ; j ::::; i -1 . Note that n: = n, and o: = D,. The 

maximum cumulative net-pickup experienced by vehicle r in R~ is 

x:co,n: + 1) =Max{ F; (0) , .. "F;(j)' F;(j + 1), F,'(J + 2) , ... , F;(i)' F,'(i+I) , ... , F;cn:)} 

=Max{ F, (0) , .. ., F, (j) ,( F, (j) + f, (i) ),( F, (j + 1) + f, (i) ), ... ,(Fr (i -1) 

+ fr(i) ), Fr(i +1) , .. ., F,(n,)} 
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=Max{ x;(o,n; +l), Fr(j) + f,(i)} 

Given lemma 4.1 and since route R~· is feasible, v; + X ~· (0, n; + 1) :-:; Q. Also, D, + 

Q implies that D~ + X ~ (0, n~ + 1) :-:; Q. Hence, given lemma 4.1, route R~ is feasible. 

D 

Lemma 4.9 Consider the insertion of customer a (i) with f, (i) :-:; 0 in route R . If the r r s 

insertion of customer a, (i) after customer CY,. (j) is infeasible, then the insertion of 

customer a, (i) after customer as (j + 1) is also infeasible. 

Proof Let R;· denote the altered route of vehicle s when customer a, (i) from route R, is 

inserted in route Rs after customer as (j). Note that n; = ns + 1 . Then the maximum 

cumulative net-pickup experienced by vehicles on its entire route R;· is, 

=Max{ F, (0) , ... , Fs (j) ,( F, (j) + f, (i) ),( F, (j + 1) + f, (i) ),. .. ,( F, (n,) + 

f, (i))} 

Since!, (i) :-:; 0, Fs ( j) 2 Fs (j) + f, (i). Hence 

x;·co,n;+l) =Max{ F,(O), ... , F
5
(j),(Fs(j+l)+f,(i)), .. .,(Fs(n,)+ f,(i))} 

Let R~ denote the altered route of vehicle s when customer a, (i) is inserted in route R, 

after customer as(j + 1). Note that v; = v;·. Then the maximum cumulative net-pickup 

experienced by vehicle s on its entire route R; is 
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X~(O,n~ +I) =Max{ F;(O),. .. , F, (j), F;(j +I), F;(j + 2) , ... , F;(n~)} 

=Max{ Fs(O) ,. . ., F,(}), Fs(j + 1), ( F,(} + 1) + f,(i) ), ... ,( Fs(n,) + f,(i))} 

=Max{ x~·co,n; + 1), F,(J + 1)} 

Clearly X~(O,n, +1) ~ x~·(o,n; +l). 

Since D~ = v~·, D~ +X~(O,n~+I) ~ D~+x~·co,n~·+l). 

Thus, D~·+x;co,n; +1) ~ Q implies that D~ +X~(O,n~ +1) ~ Q. Hence, if route R~· is 

infeasible, then route R~ is also infeasible. 

D 

Lemma 4.10 Consider the insertion of customer a, (i) with f, (i) ::::; 0 in route R,. If the 

insertion of customer a, (i) after customer er, (j) is infeasible, then the insertion of 

customer er, (i) after customer a, (k) is infeasible for j + 1 :::; k ::::; n,. 

Proof. Lemma 4.9 implies that if the insertion of customer a, (i) after customer er,(}) is 

infeasible then the insertion of customer er, (i) after a,(}+ 1) is also infeasible. Now 

since the insertion of customer er, (i) after customer (}, (} + 1) is infeasible, then the 

insertion of customer a, (i) after er,(}+ 2) is also infeasible. By repeating the above 

steps it can be proven that the insertion is infeasible for j + 1 :::; k :::; n,. 

D 
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Lemma 4.11 Consider the insertion of customer err (i) with fr (i) s 0 in route Rs of 

vehicle s. If the insertion of customer err (i) after customer as (j +I) is feasible, then the 

insertion of customer err (i) is feasible 

a) after customer as (j) and 

b) after customeras(k); 0 s ks j-1. 

Proof. 

Part a) Proof is by contradiction: 

Suppose insertion of customer Cir (i) after customer crs (j + 1) is feasible but his insertion 

after customer as(}) is infeasible. Lemma 4. 9 implies that if insertion of customer err (i) 

after customer as (j) is infeasible, then his insertion after customer a, ( j + 1) is also 

infeasible. The latter conclusion is contradictory to the assumption in the proof. 

Part b) 

Now we know that insertion of customer a, (i) after customer er, (j) is feasible. Hence 

the insertion of customer err (i) after a, (j -1) is feasible. By repeating the above steps it 

can be proven that insertion of customer err (i) after as (k) is feasible for 0 s k s j - I . 

D 

Lemma 4.12 Consider customer a, (i) with fr (i) s 0 in the route of vehicle R,. Assume 

that route Rr is feasible. Let R: denote the altered route of vehicle r when customer 

err (i) is removed from his original position i and is inserted after customer <7, (j) . Then 

the altered route R: is feasible for 
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Case 1 : j s i - 2 . 

Case 2: j = i -1 . 

McMaster - Management Science 

Case 3: j;::: i + 1, provided D, + F, (})-fr(}) s Q and the insertion of customer aJi) 

after a)) -1) is feasible. 

Proof. 

Proof is similar to proof of lemma 4.8. 

D 

Lemma 4.13 Consider the insertion of customer CY, (i) with fr (i) ;::: 0 in route Rs, 

( s -:tc r ). The insertion of customer a-, (i) after customer a-s ()) is feasible for 

Case 1: j = ns, provided Ds +do-, (i) +Max{ Xs (0, ns + 1), Fs (ns) + f, (i)} s Q. 

Case 2: 0 < j < ns, provided Ds +do-, (i) + F, (j) + f, (i) s Q and the insertion of customer 

a-, (i) after customer (J's (j + 1) is feasible. 

Proof. 

Case 1: Let R~ represent the altered route of vehicle s when customer a-, (i) is inserted 

after customer (J's (n,). Note that n~ = ns +I. Then the maximum cumulative net-pickup 

experienced by vehicle s on its entire route R~ is 

X~(O,n~+l) =Max{F,'(0), F,'(l), ... ,F,'(n~-l), F,'(n~)} 

=Max{ Fs (0), Fs(l) , ... , F, (ns), Fs(n,) +fr (i) } 

=Max{ Max{ F, (0), Fs (l), .. ., F, (n,) }, Fs (n,) + f, (i) } 

=Max{ X,(0,ns+l),F,(n,)+fr(i)} 
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The total demand delivered by vehicle s in route R; is D~ = D, + d (]', (i) . Thus D, + 

d(J',(i) +Max{X,(O,n,+l),Fs(n,)+f,(i)}.$ Qimpliesthat D: + x;co,n:+l).$ Q. 

Hence, from lemma 4.1, route R; is feasible. 

Case 2: Let R;· represent the altered route of vehicle s when customer (]', (i) is inserted 

after customer (]'
5
(j+1). Note that n:· = n, + 1 and D~· = D, + d(J', (i). Then the 

maximum cumulative net-pickup experienced by vehicles on route R:· is 

x; (0, n; + 1) =Max{ F, .. (0) , ... , F, .. (J), F,"'(j + 1), F, .. (j + 2) , .. ., F, .. (n,) } 

=Max{ F,(O) , ... , F,(J), F,(j +1), ( F,(J + 1) + f,(i) ), ... ,( F,(n,) + f,(i))} 

Since f, (i) ~ 0, F, (j + 1) + f, (i) ~ F, (j + 1). Hence 

X, (0,n:· +1) =Max{ F,(0) , ... , F,(j), ( F,(j + 1) + f,(i) ), ... ,( Fs(n,) + f,(i))} 

Let R~ represent the altered route of vehicle s when customer (]', (i) is inserted after 

customer (J',(j). Note that n: = n, + 1 and D~ = D, + d(J',(i). Then the maximum 

cumulative net-pickup experienced by vehicle s on its entire route R; is 

x;co, n; + 1) =Max{ F;(o) , ... , F, (j), F,'(j + 1), F,'(j + 2) , ... , F;(n:)} 

= Max{ F,(O) , ... , F,(j) ,( F',(j) + f,(i) ), ( F',(i + 1) + f,(i) ), ... ,( F,(n,) 

+ f, (i))} 

=Max{ x;·co,n;+1),(F,(J)+ f,(i))} 

Now route R;· isfeasible.Hencefromlemma4.1, v; + x;·(O,n,+1) .-::; Q. 
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Also, D: = D~ = D, + do',(i) and D, +do-, (i) + F, (}) + f, (i)-::;, Q . Thus, D, + d(J, (i) + 

Max{ x;(o,n;+1),(F,(J)+ /,(i))}-::;, Q.impliesthat D~+ x:co,n:+n ~ Q. 

Hence, from lemma 4. I, route R~ is feasible. 

D 

Lemma 4.14 Consider the insertion of customer o-, (i) with (/, (i)-::;, 0) in route R, 

( s * r ). The insertion of customer o-, (i) in R, after customer o-, (}) is feasible for 

Case 1: j = 0, provided D, +do-,(i)+Max{O, X,(0,n, + 1) + f, (i)}-::;, Q. 

Case 2: 1 ~ j -::;, n,, provided D, + d o-,(i) + F, (j) 5, Q and the insertion of customer Ci, (i) 

after customer (}, (j -1) is feasible. 

Proof. 

Case 1: Let R~ represent the altered route of vehicle s when customer o-, (i) is inserted 

after customer o)O). Note that n: = n, + 1, D: = D, + do-,(i) and F, (0) = F,(O) = 0. 

Then the maximum cumulative net-pickup experienced by vehicle s on route R~ is 

x:(o, n: +I) =Max{ F;(O), F, (1), F;(2) , .. ., F,
0

(n:) } 

=Max{ F, (0) ,( F, (0) + f, (i) ),( F, (I)+ f,(i) ), .. .,( F, (n,) + f, (i))} 

=Max{ 0, Max{ F, (0), F, (1), ... , F,(n,) }+ f, (i) } 

=Max{O, X,(O,n,+1)+/,(i)} 

Thus D,+d(J,(i)+Max{O,X,(O,n,+l)+f,(i)}-5,Q implies that D: + x:co,n:+l) ~ Q. 

Hence given lemma 4.1, R~ is feasible. 
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Case 2: Let R~· represent the altered route of vehicle s when customer CJ', (i) is inserted 

after customer CJ', (j -1) . Note that n; = n, + 1, D; = D, + dO', (i). Then the maximum 

cumulative net-pickup experienced by vehicles on R~· is 

X ~· (0, n~· + 1) =Max{ F," (0) , ... , (' (j -1), F,'(j) , F, .. (j + 1) , .. ., F," (n,) } 

=Max{ F, (0) , ... , F, (j -1) ,( F, (j -1) + f, (i) ), ( F, (j) + fJi) ), ... ,( F, (n,) 

+fr(i))} 

Since fr (i) ~ 0, F, (j -1) 2'. F, (j -1) + f, (i). Hence 

x~· (0,n; + 1) =Max{ F,(0) , ... , F,(j-1), ( F,(j) + f,(i) ), ... ,( F,(n,) + f,(i))} 

Let R~ represent the altered route of vehicle s when customer CJ', (i) is inserted after 

customer O',(j). Note that n~ = n, + 1, D~· = D~ = D, + dO',(i). Then the maximum 

cumulative net-pickup experienced by vehicle s on its entire route R~ is 

X~(O,n~ + 1) =Max{ F;(O) , ... , F;(j-1), F;(j), F,°(J + 1) , ... , F;(n~)} 

= Max{ F, (0), ... , F,(j-1), F, (j), ( F,(j) + f,(i) ), ... ,( Fs(n,) + f,(i) )} 

=Max{ x~·co,n; +1), F,(j)} 

Since R~· is feasible, D, + dO',(i) + X~'(O,n~'+I) ~ Q. Also D, + da,(i) +F,(J) ~ Q. 

Thus, D, + dO',(i) +Max{ X~(O,n~· +1) ,F
5
(j)} ~ Q implies that D~ + X~(O,n~ +1) :::; 

Q. Hence, given lemma 4.1, route R~ is feasible. 

D 
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Lemma 4.15 Consider an interchange operation in which customer er, (i) from vehicle r 

is shifted to vehicle s at some position and customer er, (k) from vehicle s is shifted to 

vehicle r at some position. Then shifting of customer er, (i) on vehicle s is not feasible if 

Case I: f,(i)?. 0 and D, - d<7,(k) + d<7,(i) +Max{ Xs(O,k), (X,(k+l,n
5
+l)

f5(k)),(F5(n,)-f,(k)+ fr(i))}?. Q 

Case2: f,(i) $ Oand Ds - d<7,(k) + derr(i) +Max{-fr(i),X
5
(0,k),(X,(k+l,ns+l) 

- f,(k) )}+ f,(i) ?. Q 

Proof. 

Case 1: We can conclude from lemma 4.5 that the insertion of customer er, (i) with fr (i) 

?. 0 is not feasible anywhere in the route of vehicle s if his insertion on vehicle s after 

customer a, (n,) is not feasible. Let R~ represent the altered route of vehicle s when 

customer 0"
5 
(k) is removed from Rs and customer err (i) is inserted after customer 

u,(n,). Note that n: = n,, D~ = D, -dO",(k) + do",(i). Then the maximum cumulative 

net-pickup of route R~ is 

x:co, n: + 1) =Max{ F,(0) , ... , F;(k-1), F;(k) ,. .. ,(en: -1), F,'cn:)} 

=Max{ Fs(O),. . . , F, (k- I),( F, (k + 1)- f,(k) ), ... ,( F,(n,) - f,(k) ),( F,(n,) -

f,(k)+f,(i))} 

= Max{Max{ F,(O),. . ., F, (k -1) }, Max{ F,(k + 1),. .. , F,(n,) }- f, (k), 

(F,(n,)- f,(k)+ fr(i))} 
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=Max{ X s (0, k) ,( X s (k + 1,ns + 1) - fs (k) ), ( F, (n,) - f,(k) + f, (i))} 

Thus, Ds - dCJ,(k) + dCJ,(i) +Max{ Xs(O,k), (Xs(k+1,ns+1)-f,(k),(Fs(n
5
)-fs(k) 

+ f, (i) } 2: Q implies that D~ + X ~ (0, n~ + 1) 2: Q. Hence, given lemma 4.1, route Rs is 

infeasible. 

Case 2: We can conclude from lemma 4.9 that the insertion of customer CJ, (i) with f, (i) 

~ 0 is not feasible anywhere in Rs if his insertion on vehicle s after customer CJ,(0) is 

not feasible. Let R~ represent the altered route of vehicle s when customer CJ,(k) is 

removed from Rs and customer CJr (i) is inserted after customer CJ,(0) . Note that ns = 

ns, D~ = Ds -dCJ,(k) + dCJ, (i). Then the maximum cumulative net-pickup of route R~ is 

x.;co,n~ +I)= Max{ F;(o) ,F;(l), F;(2) , ... ,F;(k-1), F;(k),. .. ,F,.Cn~)} 

=Max{ F, (0) ,( F, (0) +fr (i) ),( F, (1) + f, (i) ), ... ,( F, (k -1) + f, (i) ), ( F,(k + 1) 

+ f,(i)-J,(k)), ... ,(F,(n,)+f,(i)- fs(k))} 

Note that F
5
(0) = 0 = f,(i) - f,(i). Hence, 

X~(O,n.;+1) = Max{-f,(i),Max{ F,(O), .. .,F,(k-1) },Max{ F,(k-1), .. .,F,(n,) }

fs(k)} + f,(i) 

=Max{-f,(i),Xs(O,k),(X,(k+l,n,+1) - f,(k))}+f,(i) 

Thus, Ds -dCJs(k)+da,(i)+ Max{-f/i),Xs(O,k),(X,(k+I,n,+l) - fs(k))}+f,(i) 2: 

Q implies that D~ + X~ (0, n~ + 1) 2: Q. Hence, given lemma 4.1 route R~ is infeasible. 

D 
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Lemma 4.16 Consider an interchange operation in which customer a, (i) from vehicle r 

is shifted to vehicle s at some position and customer a, (k) from vehicle s is shifted to 

vehicle r at some position. In this setting consider the shifting of customer a,(i) with 

f, (i) 2 0 after customer as (j) in route Rs. The shifting of customer a, (i) in R, after 

customer a, (j) is feasible for 

Case 1.j = ns, provided Ds - da,(k) + da,(i) +Max{ X,(0,k), (X,(k+l,n,+l)

J,(k) ,( F,(ns)- f,(k) + f,(i)}::; Q 

Case 2. ks j < n,, provided D, -da,(k) +da,(i) + F,(J) + f,(i)- f,(k) s Q and the 

insertion of customer a, (i) after customer a, (j + 1) in route Rs is feasible. 

Case 3. 0 s j < k, provided D, -da, (k) + da, (i) + F, (j) + f, (i) s Q and the shifting of 

customer a, (i) after customer as()+ 1) in route R, is feasible. 

Proof. 

Case l: Let R~ represent the altered route of vehicle s when customer as (k) is removed 

from R, and customer a, (i) is inserted after customer a, (ns). Note that n~ = n, , D~ = 

D, -da,(k) + da,(i). Then the maximum cumulative net-pickup of route R~ is 

X,{O,n~ + 1) ==Max{ F,'(O) ,. . ., F,'(k-I), F,' (k) , .. ., F,'(n~ -1), F,' (n~)} 

=Max{ F, (0) ,. .. , F, (k -1) ,( F, (k + 1) - J, (k) ),. .. ,( Fs (n,) - J, (k) ),( F,(n,) -

f,(k)+ f,(i))} 
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= Max{Max{ F,(O),. . ., F, (k -1) }, Max{ F, (k + 1), .. ., F, (nJ }- J, (k), 

(F,(n,)- J,(k)+J,(i))} 

=Max{ X,(0,k),( X,(k+l,n,+1)-f,(k)), (Fs(n,)-f,(k)+f,(i))} 

Thus, D, - do-s(k) + do-,(i) +Max( X,(0,k), (X,(k+I,n,+1)-f,(k),(F,(nJ-f,(k) 

+ f, (i) } ~ Q implies that D.~ + X ~ (0, n~ + 1) ~ Q. Hence, given lemma 4.1, route R~ is 

feasible. 

Case 2: Let R~· represent the altered route of vehicle s when customer as (k) is removed 

from R, and customer a, (i) is shifted in R, after customer O', (j + 1) . Note that n; = 

ns, D~· = D, -dcr, (k) + dcr, (i). Then the maximum cumulative net-pickup of vehicles 

X~'(O, n; + 1) =Max{ F," (0),. . ., F,' (k-1), F," (k) , ... , F,· (j-1), F,'' (}), F," (j +I),. .. , 

F,"(n~') } 

=Max{ F,(O) ,. .. , F,(k-1) ,( F,(k + 1)- f,(k) ), ... ,( F,(J)- J,(k) ), ( F,(} + 1)

J, (k) ), ( F,(j + 1)- f,(k) + f,(i) ), ... , ( F,(n,) - f,(k) + J,(i))} 

Since f,(i) ~ 0, F,(}+1)-f,(k)S F,()+1)-f,(k)+f,(i).Hence, 

x; (O,n; + 1) ==Max{ F,(O) , ... , F,(k-1) ,( F,(k + 1)- J,(k) ), ... ,( F,()) - f,(k) ), ( F,(j + 1)

f,(k) + f, (i) ), ... , ( F,(n,)- J,(k) + J,(i))} 
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Let R~ represent the altered route of vehicle s when customer CY, (k) is removed from R, 

and customer CY, (i) is inserted in Rs after customer (J's (j). Note that n~ = ns . Then the 

maximum cumulative net-pickup of vehicles in R~ is 

X~ (0, n~ + 1) =Max{ F;(O) , .. ., F,' (k-1), F,° (k) , .. ., Fs (j-1), F: (j), Fs (j + 1),. .. , F,'(n,) } 

=Max{ Fs (0) , .. ., F,(k -1) ,( Fs (k + 1)- f,(k) ), ... ,( Fs (j) - J, (k)) ,( F, (j) -

J,(k) + J,(i) ), ( Fs(j + 1)- fs(k) + f,(i) ), ... , ( F,(ns)- fs(k) + J,(i))} 

=Max{ x~·co,n: +1), (F,(j)- J,(k)+ f,(i))} 

Given lemma 4.1 and since R~· is feasible, D, - d CY, (k) + d CY, (i) + X; (0, n,' + 1) ::::; Q. 

Also, D
5 

-dCY5 (k)+dCY,(i) + Fs(j)+ J,(i)-fs(k)::; Q. Thus, Ds -dCYs(k)+da,(i) + 

Max{ x~·(o,n;+l) ,(Fs(j)+ f,(i)-fs(k))}$ Q implies that D~ + x~·(o,n:+l) ::::; Q. 

Hence, given lemma 4.1, route R~ is feasible. 

Case 3: Let R~· represent the altered route of vehicles when customer CYs(k) is removed 

from Rs and customer a, (i) is inserted in Rs after customer (J's (j + 1) . Note that n; = 

ns, D~· = Ds - dCYs (k) + da, (i). Then the maximum cumulative net-pickup of vehicle s 

in its entire route R~· is 

x~·co,n; + 1) =Max{ F,"co) , .. ., F, .. (j), F, .. (j + 1), F,"U + 2) , .. ., F, .. (k), F,· (k + 1), ... , 

F,"(n;) } 

=Max{ Fs(O), ... ,F,(J) ,Fs(j+l) ,(Fs(j+l)+ f,(i)), ... ,(F,(k-1)+ f,(i)), 

( Fs (k + 1) + f, (i) - f, (k) ), ... , ( F, (n,) - f, (k) + f, (i))} 
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Sincef,(i) ~ 0, F,(j+l) :::; F:,()+l)+ f,(i). Hence, 

X; (0, n; + 1) = Max{ F,(O),. . ., Fs (j) ,( Fs (j + 1) + f, (i) ),. .. ,( F, (k -1) + f, (i) ), ( F,(k + 1) 

+ f,(i) -f,(k) ), .. .,(F,(n,)- f,(k)+f,(i))} 

Let R~ represent the altered route of vehicles when customer a',(k) is removed from Rs 

and customer er, (i) is inserted in Rs after customer crs (j) . Note that n~ = n, and D~ = 

Ds -dcr, (k) + dcr, (i). Then the maximum cumulative net-pickup of vehicles in its entire 

route R~ is 

X~(O,n~ + 1) =Max{ F;(O) ,. . ., Fs (j-1), F;(j), F;(j + 1) , .. ., Fs (k), F;(k + 1),. .. , F;(n~)} 

=Max{ F, (0),. . ., F, (j -1), F:, (j), ( F:, (j) + f, (i) ),. .. ,( Fs (k -1) + f, (i) ), 

(F,(k +1)+ f,(i)- f,(k)),. . ., (F,(n,)- f,(k)+ !Ji))} 

=Max{ x~· (O,n~· + 1), ( F:, ()) + f,(i))} 

Given lemma4.l and since R~· is feasible, D~· + x~·(o,n;+I) = D, -dcr,(k)+ dcr,(i)+ 

x~·(o,n;+l)s; Q. Also D, -dcr,(k)+dcr,(i) + Fs(j)+ f,(i)s; Q. Thus, D, -

dcr,(k)+dcr,(i) + Max{ X~'(O,n~'+I), (F:,(J)+ f,(i))}s; Q implies that D~ + 

x· (0,n' +I) :::; Q. Hence, given lemma 4.1, route R' is feasible. s s s 

0 

Lemma 4.17 Consider an interchange operation in which customer er, (i) from vehicle r 

is shifted to vehicle s at some position and customer er, (k) from vehicle s is shifted to 

vehicle r at some position. In this setting, consider shifting of customer er, (i) with f, (i) 
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:::; 0 after customer f,(J) in route R,. If D, - de5,(k) + de5,(i) + Max{ -

f,(i),X,(O,k), (X,(k+l,n,+1) - f,(k))}+f,(i) :::; Q, then the shifting of customer 

C5, (i) in route Rs after customer (5
5 
(j) is feasible for 

Case 1.j=O,provided D, - de5,(k) + de5,(i) +Max{ -f,(i),Xs(O,k), (X,(k+l,n,+1) 

- f,(k))}+ f,(i) :::; Q, 

Case 2. 0 < j < k, provided D, -d<J,(k) +de5,(i) + F,(j) $ Q and the insertion of 

customer CJ', (i) after customer CJ', (j -1) in route R, is feasible, 

Case3. k:::;j<n,,provided D, -d<J,(k)+de5,(i) + F,(j)- f,(k):::; Q andtheinsertion 

of customer C5, (i) after customer C5, (j -1) in route R, is feasible. 

Proof. 

Proof is similar to proof of lemma 4.16 

D 

In order to reduce CPU time, the following neighborhood criterion is used before 

performing an insertion/interchange operation. Let 1 be some fixed number and let N r 

be the set of f' nearest customers (in term of the distance) of customer C5,(i). The 

interchange operation between customer C5, (i) and customer CJ', (k) is performed only if 

at least one of the f' neighbors of customer C5, (i) is served by vehicle s and at least one 

of the [' neighbors of customer <J,(k) is served by vehicle r. Similarly, the insertion of 

customer CY, (i) in the route of vehicle s is performed only if one of the f' neighbors of 

customer <J, (i) is served by vehicles. 
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The basic steps in the local search are: 

Step 1. Initialize Q = { 1,2, ... ,n}. 

Step 2. Randomly choose a customer, say O"r(i), in Rr from set Q. Remove customer 

O'r (i) from set Q . 

Step 3. Perform the insertion of customer <Yr (i) at his best position in R, or in R,, s * r 

and evaluate the total tour length of the resulting solution. 

Step 4. Consider the interchange of customer ar(i) in R, and customer O's(k) in R,, 

s * r ; k = 1,2, ... ,n5 • Identify the best interchange customer and the corresponding 

solution. 

Step 5. Choose the best solution obtained from steps 3 and 4 and compare it with the 

current solution. If the best solution from steps 3 and 4 is better than the current 

solution, then update the current solution. 

Step 6. If Q = ¢ then stop and report the current solution, else go to step 2. 

We illustrate steps 3 and 4 with a numerical example. Consider a problem where 

the total number of customers is 8. Let the current complete solution be S = { {0-4-1-3-5-

2-0}, { 0-6-7-8-0}}. Thus the current solution consists of two vehicle routes R, = { 0-4-1-

3-5-2-0} with tour length 300 and route Rs = { 0-6-7-8-0} with tour length 200 giving us 

the total tour length of 500. Let us assume that customer CJ', (2) = 1 is chosen for 

evaluation in step 2 of the algorithm. We consider the depot to be at position 0. Then 

steps 3 and 4 are as follows: 
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Step 3: Perform the insertion of customer l at every other position in Rr and at every 

position in R,. Evaluate the total tour length L of the resulting solution as 

follows: 

Sl = { {0-1-4-3-5-2-0}, {0-6-7-8-0}} L = 310 + 200 = 510 

S2 = { {0-4-3-1-5-2-0}, {0-6-7-8-0}} L = 320 + 200 = 520 

S3={{0-4-3-5-l-2-0}, {0-6-7-8-0}} L =310+200 = 510 

S4 = { { 0-4-3-5-2-1-0}, { 0-6-7-8-0} } L = 305 + 200 = 505 

SS= { {0-4-3-5-2-0}, {0-1-6-7-8-0}} L = 250 + 270 = 520 

S6 = { {0-4-3-5-2-0}, {0-6-1-7-8-0}} L = 250 + 280 = 530 

S7 = { {0-4-3-5-2-0}, {0-6-7-1-8-0}} L = 250 + 240 = 490 

S8 = { {0-4-3-5-2-0}, {0-6-7-8-1-0}} L = 250 + 260 = 510 

Since S7 gives us the best solution, we keep it for the comparison in step 5. 

Step 4: Consider now the interchange of customer 1 with all other customers form route 

R,. Suppose we consider the interchange between customer 1 and customer 6 of 

route R,. First, find out the best insertion place for customer I in route R,. 

Here, 

R: = {0-1-7-8-0}, Ls= 210 

R: = {0-7-1-8-0}, Ls= 230 

R; = {0-7-8-1-0}, Ls= 240 
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The best insertion place for customer 1 in route R, is position I (we consider 

the depot to be at position 0). Now find out the best insertion place for customer 

6 in route R,. Here, 

R! = { 0-6-4-3-5-2-0}, L, = 320 

R~ = { 0-4-6-3-5-2-0}, L, = 330 

R; = {0-4-3-6-5-2-0}, L,= 300 

R: = {0-4-3-5-6-2-0}, L, = 280 

R; = { 0-4-3-5-2-6-0}, L, = 290 

The best insertion place for customer 6 in route R, is position 4. Evaluate the 

solution obtained by shifting customer I from route R, to position 3 in route R, 

and by shifting customer 6 from route R, to position 4 in R,. The resulting 

solution is S = { {0-4-3-5-6-2-0},{0-l-7-8-0}} with the total tour length L = 280 

+ 210 = 490. 

Similarly, the interchange of customer 1 with other customers in route R, is 

considered. We identify the best interchange customer for customer 1 and the 

corresponding solution. 

Step 5: Chose the best solution obtained from steps 3 and 4 and compare it with the 

current solution. 
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Checking the feasibility of an insertion operation 

In step 3 of the local search, an insertion operation for customer O"r (i) is 

performed to obtain his best feasible insertion place in the complete solution. According 

to lemma 4.5, the insertion of customer err (i) with fr (i):? 0 is not feasible anywhere in 

route Rs if his insertion is not feasible in route Rs after customer a, (n,) . Thus, the 

feasibility is checked in reverse order starting with the insertion after customer a, (n,) to 

the insertion after customer a, (0). The process of checking the feasibility is stopped as 

soon as an infeasible insertion is encountered. From lemma 4.6, the insertion of customer 

ar (i) at any point before customer o-, (}) will be infeasible if his insertion after customer 

as (j) is infeasible. 

Similarly, for customer O"r (i) with fr (i) :::; 0, feasibility is checked in the forward 

order starting with the insertion after customer <Js (0). Note that lemma 4.9 implies that 

the insertion is not feasible at any point in route Rs if the insertion is not feasible after 

customer <Js (0) . The process of checking the feasibility of an insertion operation is 

stopped as soon as an infeasible insertion is encountered. 

The following four situations arises in an insertion of customer <J, (i) : 

Case 1. Customer ar (i) with f, (i) ? 0 is inserted in the same route R,. 

In this case the insertion of customer CY, (i) is always feasible anywhere after 

customer a, (i -1) . The feasibility of the insertion before customer <Jr (i -1) is 
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checked in a reverse order starting from the insertion after customer ar (i - 2). 

We use the condition given in case 3 of lemma 4.8 to check the feasibility here. 

Case 2. Customer ar (i) with fr (i) S 0 is inserted in the same route Rr. 

In this case the insertion of customer ar (i) is always feasible anywhere before 

customer ar(i). The feasibility of the insertion after customer a,(i) is checked 

in forward order starting from the insertion after customer ar (i + 1) using the 

condition given in case 3 of lemma 4.12. 

Case 3. Customer a, (i) with f, (i) ~ 0 is inserted in another route R, . 

In this case the feasibility is checked in reverse order starting from the insertion 

after customer a, (n,) to the insertion after customer a, (0) using conditions 

given in lemma 4.12. 

Case 4. Customer a, (i) with f, (i) ~ 0 is inserted in another route R, . 

In this case, the feasibility is checked in forward order starting from the 

insertion after customer a, (0) to the insertion after customer a, (n,) using 

conditions given in lemma 4.14. 

Checking the feasibility in an Interchange Operation 

In step 4 of the local search, an interchange operation between customers O',(i) 

and u, (k) is performed. In the interchange operation, customer CT, (i) from vehicle r is 

placed in the route of vehicle s at his best insertion place and customer CT,(k) from 

vehicle s is placed in the route of vehicle r at his best insertion place. Thus an insertion 
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operation is performed for both customers (}, (i) and (}, (k) . Lemma 4.15 provides the 

basic condition for the interchange operation between customers (}, (i) and (}, (k) . The 

interchange operation is considered only when the infeasibility condition of lemma 4.15 

is not met for both customers (}, (i) and (}, (k) . The feasibility condition of the insertion 

operation for f, (i) ~ 0 is checked using the condition given in lemma 4.16 in reverse 

order starting with the insertion after customer (}, (n,) . The feasibility con di ti on of an 

insertion operation for customer (}, (i) with f, (i) 5 0 is checked using the condition 

given in lemma 4.17 in the forward order starting with the insertion after customer (}, (0) . 

The customer insertion/interchange multi-route scheme is similar to the 

insertion/exchange heuristics used by other researchers (e.g., Osman (1993 ), Van 

Breedam (1995), Kindervater and Savelsbergh (1997)). Our insertion operation is similar 

to the previous work but our interchange operation differs in the way the customers are 

placed in new routes. In the previous work, the positions of customer (}, (i) from vehicle 

r and customer (}, (k) from vehicle s are interchanged. In our approach, customer (}, (i) 

from vehicle r is placed in the route of vehicle s at his best insertion place. Similarly, 

customer (}, (k) from vehicle s is placed in the route of vehicle r at his best insertion 

place. 

The cost of a solution generated by an interchange or insertion operation can be 

determined in constant time. In the absence of the customer neighborhood criteria, the 

theoretical computational complexity of one iteration of the insertion/interchange multi

route scheme can be calculated as follows. 
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The insertion operation has complexity of O(n2 
). The interchange operation 

considers a customer on a given route for interchange with each customer from another 

route. Hence, the number of pairs for possible interchanges are of order 0( n2 
). Each 

customer from a given pair is placed at his/her best insertion place. Thus, the insertion of 

a customer is evaluated at a maximum of n places to find his/her best insertion place. In a 

given pair, finding the best insertion place for one customer is independent of finding the 

best insertion for the second customer. Therefore, the overall complexity of an 

insertion/interchange multi-route scheme is 

O(n2
) + 0( n2 )x (O(n) +O(n)) = O(n2

) + O(n3
) = 0( n3

). 

The introduction of the customer neighborhood criterion should reduce CPU time 

in practice. However, in the worst-case scenario, there may still be n2 pairs of customers 

to be considered even with the customer neighborhood criterion. Hence, the theoretical 

computational complexity of the scheme remains the same with or without customer 

neighborhood criterion. 

4.3.3 Sub-path exchange multi-route scheme 

The customer insertion/interchange multi-route scheme considers shifting a given 

customer to another vehicle route. The sub-path exchange multi-route scheme can shift 

more than one customer from a given route to another route. Let S = { 

R1 , R2 , ... , R, , ... , R, , ... , Rv-l' Rv} represent a solution to VRPSPD. The sub-path 

exchange multi-route scheme considers two routes R, and Rs and combines them in two 

new routes R; and R~ to produce a new solution s· = { R1 , R2 , .•• , R;, ... , R~, ... Rv_1 , R" } . 
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Consider sub-path { CJ', (i) , ... ,a,(}) } belonging to route R, and sub-path 

{ O's (k) , ... ,O's (l) } belonging to R,. The new route R~ is obtained by replacing sub-path 

{ CJ', (i) , ... , O', (j) } by either sub-path { CJ', (k) , ... ,a, (l) } or reverse sub-path 

{CJ', (l) , ... , a, (k) } . Similarly the new route R~ is obtained by replacing sub-path 

{ <J',(k) ,. .. , <J', (l) } by either sub-path { a, (i) , ... , O', (}) } or the reverse sub-path 

{ <J',(J) ,. .. ,a,(i) }. The total delivery demand Ds of the new route R~ is calculated as 

follows: 

v; = Ds +(DD, (j)- DD, (i -1)) - (DDS (l)- DDS (k -1)) 

For an example, consider the exchange between sub-path { 3-4} from route R, and sub

path {7-8-9} from route R, as shown in figure 4.4. 

Route R, 

Route R_, 

a) Before sub-path exchange 

Route R, 

Route R, 

b) After sub-path exchange 

Figure 4.4 An illustration of sub-path exchange multi-route scheme 
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The maximum cumulative net-pickup of the new route R~ 1s calculated using the 

following lemmas 

Lemma 4.18 When sub-path { o-s (k) , ... , o-s (l) } of vehicle s is replaced by sub-path 

{ o-,(i) , ... , o-,(J) }, (i::; j) of vehicle r, the maximum cumulative net-pickup of the altered 

route R~ is Max {Xs(O,k), (Fs(k-l)+X,(i,j+l)-F,(i-1)), (Fs(k-l)+F,(})

Fr(i-1)+ Xs(l+l,ns+l)-F,(/))}. 

Proof. 

Let n 1 be the total number of customers in sub-path { o-s (k) , ... , o-s (l) }, n2 be the total 

number of customers in sub-path { o-, (i) , ... , o-, (j) } and ns be the total number of 

customers in R~. Note that nl== l - k +I, n2 ==}- i + 1 and ns== ns-nl + n2. The 

maximum cumulative net-pickup of the altered route R~ is 

X~(O,n~ + 1) ::: Max{ F;(O) , ... , F,'(k -1), F;(k) , ... , Fs (k + n2), F;(k +n2+ I), ... , F;(n~)} 

==Max{ Max{ F,' (0) , ... , Fs (k -1) },Max{ F,' (k), ... , F,' (k + n2) }, 

Max{ F,°(k+n2+1) , ... ,((n~)}} 

Now consider each term in the above expression separately. Note 

Max{ F;(O) , ... , F;(k-1)} ==Max{ F,(O) , ... , F,(k-1)} == X,(O,k) 

Also, 

Max{ F;(k),. .. ,F;(k+n2)} 

== Max { ( Fs ( k - 1) + f, ( i) ) , ... , ( Fs ( k - I) + f, ( i) + fr ( i + 1) + ... + fr ( j) ) } 
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And 

= Fs(k-l) +Max{ (f,(i)), ... , (f,(i)+ J,(i+l)+ ... + J,(j))} 

= Fs(k-l)+Max{ (F,(i)-F,(i-1)), ... ,(F,(})-F,(i-l))} 

= Fs(k-l)+Max{ F,(i) , ... ,F,(J) }-F,(i-1) 

= Fs(k-l)+X,(i,j+l)-F,(i-l) 

Max{ F;(k+n2+l) , ... ,F;(n~)} 

=Max{ (F;(k+n2)+ fs(l+1)), .. .,(F;(k+n2)+ fs(l+l)+ fs(l+2) + ... 

+ fs(ns) )} 

= F;(k+n2) +Max{ ( f
5
(/+l)), ... ,(j

5
(l+l)+ f

5
(l+2) + ... + fs(n,))} 

= F;(k+n2) +Max{ ( Fs(l+l)-Fs(l)), ... ,(F,(n,)- Fs(l))} 

= (Fs(k-1)+ J,(i)+ ... + J,(J)) +Max{ Fs(l+l) , ... ,Fs(n,) }-Fs(l) 

= ( Fs(k-1) + F,(j)-F,(i-l) )+ Xs(l + 1,ns + 1)- Fs(l) 

Combining the above three terms completes the proof. 

D 

Lemma 4.19 Let R~· represent the route of vehicle s in which sub-path { CYs (k) , ... ,CY, (l) } 

of vehicle s is replaced by reverse sub-path { CY, (j) ,. .. , CY, (i) } of vehicle r. Then the 

maximum cumulative net-pickup of route R~· is Max{ X
5
(0,k),(F

5
(k-l)+F,(})-

Y,(i-1, j) ), ( Fs(k-l) + F,(})- F,(i-1) + X,(l + l,ns + 1)-F,(l)) }. 

Proof. 
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As in lemma 4.18, let R~ represent the route of vehicle s in which sub-path 

{ as (k) ,. . ., as(/) } of vehicle s is replaced by sub-path { a, (i) ,. . ., a, (j) } of vehicle r. Let 

n 1 be the total number of customers in sub-path { as (k), ... ,as(/) } , n2 be the total number 

of customers in sub-path { a, (i) ,. . ., a,(}) } and n~ be the total number of customers in 

route R~. Note that nl= l - k +1, n2= j - i + I and n~ = ns - nl + n2. The maximum 

cumulative net-pickup of the altered route R~· is 

X~ (0, n; + 1) =Max{ Fs"(O),. .. , F, .. (k-1), F, .. (k) , .. ., F, .. (k + n2), F," (k + n2+1),. . ., 

F;cn;)} 

= Max{ Max{ F," (0),. .. , F," (k -1) }, Max{ F," (k) , ... , F;· (k + n2) } , 

Max{ Fs" (k + n2+1),. . ., F," (n;) } } 

The maximum cumulative net-pickup for route R~ is derived in lemma 4.18. If sub route 

{ a~ (k) ,. . ., a~ (k + n2) } in route R~ is reversed, then the resulting route is R~·. Thus given 

lemma 4.2 we get following expression. 

X~°(O, n; +I) = Max{ Max{ F; (0) ,. . ., F; (k - I) }, Max{ F," (k), .. ., F," (k + n2) } , 

Max{ F; (k +n2+1) ,. .. , F,'(n;)}} 

First consider route R~. The minimum cumulative net-pickup of the middle path 

{ o",(k-I),. .. ,a~(k+n2-1)} is 

r;(k-I,k+n2) =Min{ F;(k-1), F,'(k), ... ,F;(k+n2-I)} 

=Min{ Fs(k-1) ,( F,(k-1) + f,(i) ),. .. ,( F,(k-1) + fr(i)+ .. . + f,(j-1) )} 
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= F, (k-1) +Min{ 0,( f, (i) ),. . . ,(fr (i) + ... + f, (j-1))} 

= F,(k-1)+ Min{ (F,(i-l)-F,(i-1)), (F,(i)-F,(i-1)), ... ,(F,(J-l) -

F,(i-1))} 

= F,(k-1) +Min{ F,(i-1), F,(i),. .. ,F,(J-1) }- F,(i-1) 

= F, (k -1) + Y, (i -1, j) - F, (i -1) 

Applying lemma 4.3 to routes R~· and R~, the maximum cumulative net-pickup for the 

middle sub-path of route R~· is 

Max{ F,"(k) , ... , F, .. (k+n2)} = X~'(k,k+n2+1) 

= F,'(k-1) + F;(k+n2)-Y,'(k-l,k+n2) 

Given the definition of R~ and given the expression for r,· (k -1, k + n2) , 

x~'(k,k+n2+1) = F,(k-l)+(F,(k-l)+F,(J)-F,(i-1)) - (F,(k-1) + Y,(i-1, j) -

F,(i-1)) 

= F, (k -1) + F, (}) - Y, (i -1, j) 

Also from lemma4.18, 

Max{ F,°(O) , ... , F,°Ck-1) } = X, (0, k) and 

Max{ F;(k+n2+1) , .. .,F,'(n~)} = F,(k-l)+F,(J)-F,(i-l)+X,(l+l,n,+1)-F,(l) 

Substituting the above, we have 

X~'(o,n; + 1) = Max{ X,(0, k), ( F,(k-1) + F, (j) -Y,(i-1, j) ), ( F, (k-1) + F, (j)-

F, (i -1) + X, (l + 1, n, + 1)- F, (l))} 
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D 

We use the customer neighborhood criteria to reduce the CPU time. The exchange 

of sub-path { CJ"r (i) , ... , CJ"r (j) } of vehicle r with sub-path { CJ"
5 
(k) , .. ., CJ"

5 
(l) } of vehicle s 

is considered only if customer CY
5
(k) is among the 5 nearest neighbors of customerar(i). 

Each possible sub-path from route R, and each possible sub-path from route Rs 

(subject to the nearest neighborhood criteria) is considered for possible exchange and the 

best pair is used to produce new routes R~ and R~. 

Let c[a , b] be the distance between customers a to b. The evaluation of the cost (i.e., 

total tour length) of route s' produced by an exchange of sub-paths can be performed in 

constant time; i.e., Cost( s·) 

= Cost(S) - c[ a, (i -1), a, (i) ]- c[ o-, (j) , o-, (j +I)] -c[ o-, (k - I) , o-, (k) ] - c[ o-, (l), 

o-,(l+I)] +Min{ c[o-,(i-1),o-s(k)] + c[a',(l),a,(j+l)], c[o-,(i-1), CJ"
5
(l)] + 

c[ a, (k) , o-, (j +I)] } +Min{ c[ o-s (l -1), a-, (i)] + c[ o-r (j), as (k + 1) ], c[ o-, (I - I), o-r (j)] 

+ c[ a,(i) ,a-,(k +I)] } 

The number of sub-paths starting from a given customer is of order O(n). There 

are n customers. Hence the total number of sub-paths is of order O(n2
). Any of these n2 

sub-paths can be exchanged with the other n2 -1 sub-paths. Thus, the overall complexity 

of the sub-path exchange multi-route scheme in the absence of the neighborhood criteria 

IS: 

0( n2
) x O(n2 -I)= O(n4 

). 
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With the customer neighborhood criterion, a given sub-path can be exchanged with a 

maximum of rxn sub-paths. Here r is a constant. Thus, when a neighbourhood 

criterion is used, the overall complexity of the sub-path exchange multi-route scheme is: 

O(n2
) x O(rxn) = O(n\ 

4.4 Conclusions 

The vehicle routing problem with simultaneous pickup and delivery (VRPSPD) is 

important given the need for integrating forward and reverse flows of materials in supply 

chains. This chapter presents two multi-route local search schemes for VRPSPD. The 

local search is an important part of a metaheuristic approach. The local search schemes 

developed in this chapter are used in the ACS algorithm described in chapter 5. 

While performing local search, insuring the feasibility of a new route is a major 

issue in VRPSPD given the fluctuating load on the vehicle. We have proposed the 

cumulative net-pickup approach for checking the feasibility of a route. For each move of 

the three local search schemes, we have developed a condition for checking the feasibility 

of the altered route. Thus the check of feasibility can be carried out in constant time. 

Although other general constant time approaches such as REFs are available in the 

literature, to our knowledge this is the first time an approach is implemented to VRPSPD. 

The cumulative net-pickup approach for VRPSPD has the following special 

features: 1) The insertion scheme for a positive net-pickup customer is completely 

different from the insertion scheme for a negative net-pickup customer; 2) It provides a 

condition for stopping the insertion and pruning the local search. It appears that the above 
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two features are not available with the other constant time approaches described m 

section 4.1. 

Although the cumulative net-pickup approach described in this chapter is mainly 

designed for VRPSD, it is also applicable to VRPBM given that VRPBM is a special case 

of VRPSPD. In addition, the local search schemes and the corresponding conditions for 

checking the feasibility of the altered routes can be used in other metaheuristic 

approaches. 
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CHAPTERS 

An Ant colony system (ACS) for Vehicle routing problem with 

simultaneous pickup and delivery 

5.1 Introduction 

Chapter 4 introduced the cumulative net-pickup approach for checking feasibility 

of a route in the vehicle routing problem with simultaneous pickup and delivery 

(VRPSPD). In this chapter, we use an ant colony system (ACS) algorithm to solve 

VRPSPD. Ant colony system (ACS) is an algorithmic approach inspired by the foraging 

behavior of real ants. Artificial ants are used to construct a solution for the problem by 

using the pheromone information from previously generated solutions. See Stuetzle and 

Hoos (2000) for details on the application of ACS to combinatorial optimization 

problems. In comparison to VRPB, the number of available vehicles is not fixed in 

VRPSPD. For this reason, we have used only a single type of ant in ACS. 

5.2 Ant Colony System for VRPSPD 

Basic steps of an ACS are: 

Step 1. Initialize the trail intensities and parameters using an initial solution based upon 

the nearest neighborhood heuristic. 

Step 2. While (termination condition is not met) do the following: 

• Generate an ant-solution for each ant using the trail intensities. 
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• Improve each ant-solution by carrying out local search. 

• Update elitist ants. 

• Update trail intensities. 

Step 3. Return the best solution found so far. 

5.2.1 Initial Solution 

We construct an initial solution using the nearest neighbor heuristic by iteratively 

adding customers to a vehicle route. We start a route from the depot and visit the nearest 

customer in terms of the distance. We keep track of the total load, DD, (i), and the 

maximum cumulative net-pickup X, (0, i) at the ith position in the route. Given lemma 4.1 

in chapter 4, if DD, (i) + X, (0, i) $ Q then the existing route is feasible in terms of the 

vehicle load and we move to the next nearest customer; otherwise we return back to the 

depot and start another route from the depot. Likewise, we proceed until all customers are 

served. Let L be the total tour length of the initial solution. Consider any two customers a 

and b. The trail intensity of visiting customer b immediately after customer a is denoted 

by Tab. Initially all Tab are set to 1 IL. 

5.2.2 Generation of a solution by an ant 

An artificial ant constructs a complete solution (i e., a set of routes of a tour) by 

successively visiting customers until all customers are visited. Each ant begins the tour 

from either the first or the last served customer in a vehicle route in the best solution 

found to date. Thus if v is the number of vehicles used in the best solution to date, we use 
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2v ants in the current iteration. Each ant constructs a complete solution. The choice of the 

next customer to be visited is affected by two factors: l) the trail intensity rah which 

stores the information on the selection of this solution component in previous iterations, 

2) the saving value s(a, b) which represents the saving (in terms of the distance traveled) 

when customers a and b are served jointly by one vehicle instead of two separate 

vehicles. Here s(a, b) is the problem specific information used in the ACS algorithm. See 

Clarke and Wright ( 1964) for a detailed description of the saving algorithm. The next 

customer to visit is chosen from the m best candidates in terms of the attractiveness value 

;: which is calculated as follows: ~ab 

(5.1) 

Here, parameters a and /3 determine the relative biases for the trail intensity and the 

saving value, respectively (see section 5.3.1 for setting the value of parameters a and 

/3 ). 

Let Qm denote the set of the m best ranked customers in terms of the attractiveness value. 

If the number of customers not yet visited is less than m, then Qm contains all customers 

not yet visited by the ant. The next customer to be visited is selected using the following 

otherwise 

Existing ant colony algorithms by Bullnheimer et al. ( 1999) and Doerner et al. 

(2002) allow Qm to include only the feasible customers. The proposed construction rule 
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allows Qm to include all remaining neighborhood customers for a possible move and the 

feasibility of the route is checked only after the next customer to be visited is selected. If 

visiting customer b after visiting customer a leads to an infeasible solution (by violating 

the condition of lemma 4.1 in chapter 4) or in terms of the total travel time by the vehicle, 

then the ant returns to the depot and starts another route in which the first customer to be 

visited is customer b. A complete solution is built by choosing customers one by one and 

the construction process ends when all customers are served. The random proportional 

rule used to select the next customer is explained in section 3.2.1 with a numerical 

example. A numerical example to explain the construction of a route by an ant is 

presented in section 3.3 in chapter 3. 

5.2.3 Local Search 

After the construction of a solution by the ant, the solution is improved by local 

search. The following three local search schemes are used in our ACS approach: 

1. 2-0pt local search scheme, 

2. The customer insertion/interchange multi-route scheme, and 

3. The sub-path exchange multi-route scheme. 

The local search schemes were described in detail in chapter 4 along with the cumulative 

net-pickup approach for checking the feasibility of a given route. The three local search 

schemes are used iteratively until there is no further improvement in the solution. During 

our experiment, we found that a local minimum is usually reached after three or four 

cycles. 
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5.2.4 Updating elitist ants 

Elitist ants are used to update trail intensities. We use r elitist ants which are 

distinct from one another. Elitist ants are defined as r best ant solutions found so far. 

Elitist ants are updated by comparing the present elitist ant solutions with the current ant 

solution. See subsection 3.3.4 in chapter 3 for more details on updating elitist ants. 

5.2.5 Updating trail intensities 

After all ants construct their solutions, trail intensities are updated using the 

solutions of r elitist ants. The trail intensity of visiting customer b immediately after 

customer a is updated as follows: 

i-new = pxi-old + £ t!i..i-11 
ab ab µ=l 11 

a=l,2, ..... ,n; b=l,2, .. .,n; a*b. (5.2) 

Here p is the trail persistence factor (with 0 < p < 1) (see section 5.3. l for setting the 

value of parameter p ). The first term in equation (5.2) represents the information carried 

from previous iterations. The second term is the deposition of pheromone by r elitist 

ants where 

A µ -{lf /j' 
LJ.'Z'"b-

" 0 

if arc (a,b) is traversed by the µth elitist ant 

otherwise 

This scheme allows all elitist ants to lay trails with equal importance as opposed 

to the updating scheme used in an ACS algorithm for CVRP by Bullnheimer et al. 

( 1999). Our experiment shows that the strategy of giving more importance to the best 

solution may divert the search toward the global minimum but it can also increase the 

risk of being trapped at a local minimum. 
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5.3 Numerical analysis for VRPSPD 

This section presents numerical results for the proposed ACS algorithm for 

VRPSPD and compares it with the existing metaheuristic approaches. 

5.3.1 Parameter settings 

The quality of a solution depends upon the number of ants used which ultimately 

affect the CPU time of the algorithm. We use 2v artificial ants; i.e., at each iteration, 2v 

new solutions are generated and each new solution is improved by local search. Here vis 

the number of vehicles. Our algorithm stops when the total number of iterations reaches 

100. Parameters a., p, r and p are set by performing sensitivity analysis carried out 

within limited CPU time. We found that the solution is not sensitive with respect to 

parameters a., p, r and p. See Dorigo (2004) for more insights on setting the values for 

these parameters and the effect parameter values can have on solution quality. We use a 

= 5, /3 = 5, r = 10, p = 0.95 for our computational purpose. We thus use 10 elitist ants 

to update the pheromone. Our customer interchange multi-route local search scheme uses 

a r value of 10; we consider only the 10 closest customers in the neighbourhood of a 

given customer as possible candidate for the interchange. Our sub-path exchange multi

route local search scheme uses r of size 5. 

In our experiment, we found that the local search scheme has a significant impact 

on the CPU time and the solution quality of the algorithm. The quality and CPU time of 

the proposed ACS is sensitive to parameter ['. Increasing the value of 1 improves the 

solution quality, however it also increases the CPU time. Thus, the value for ['should be 
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based on the tradeoff between CPU time and solution quality. We found the best tradeoff 

for r = 10 for insertion/interchange local search scheme and r = 5 for sub-path 

exchange multi-route scheme. 

5.3.2 Benchmark problems 

The numerical experiment is performed using three sets of problem instances 

available in the literature for VRPSPD. The first data set is provided by Min (1989). It is 

a single instance taken from a real life problem of transporting books between the main 

library and the branch libraries. There are two trucks each with capacity of 10,500 pounds 

available for delivery and pick up of books from 22 branch libraries. 

The second data set is provided by Dethloff (2001). This data set consists of 40 problem 

instances, each containing 50 customers. In this data set, two different geographical 

scenarios are used. In the first scenario referred to as SCA, both the x and y coordinates 

of the customers are uniformly distributed over the interval [0, 100]; thus, customers are 

scattered in a square of size IOOx 100. In the second scenario referred to as CON, one

half of the customers are distributed in the same way as in SCA and the coordinates of 

the other half are uniformly distributed over the interval [I 00/3, 200/3]. The delivery 

demands, da are generated from uniform distribution [0, 100] and the pickup demands, 

Pa are generated as Pa = (0.5 + ra) da, where ra is a random number uniformly 

distributed over interval [O, 1]. 

The third data set is provided by Salhi and Nagy (1999). They generated problem 

instances from 14 benchmark problems of Christofides et al. (1979) using the following 
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three steps: 1) keep x and y co-ordinates for each customer to be the same as in the 

original problem, 2) for customer a having co-ordinates Xa and Ya and the original demand 

d:'; compute the ratio rta = min(xalYa, Yalxa), 3). They calculate the new delivery demand 

for customer a as da = rta xd;'; and the new pickup demand for customer a as Pa = 

(1-rta)xd:';. In this way, a set of 14 instances referred to as set CMTX is generated. 

Another set of 14 instances referred to as set CMTY is generated from set CMTX by 

exchanging the pickup and delivery demand for each customer. 

Altogether we use 69 problem instances for VRPSPD: 1 instance from Min 

(1989), 40 instances from Dethloff (2001) and 28 instances from Salhi and Nagy (1999). 

The problem instance by Min (1989) is referred to as Min, Dethloff (2001) instances are 

referred to as SCA and CON, and instances of Salhi and Nagy (1999) are referred to as 

CMTX/Y. 

5.3.3 Computational experiment and the performance analysis of ACS 

The proposed ACS was coded in C and implemented on Intel Xeon with 2.4 GHz 

computer. 

We compare ACS with the following algorithms for which there are reported results. 

HA 

HeuSDP 

TS 

LNS 

the hybrid algorithm of Crispim and Brandao (2005) 

the algorithm of Chen and Wu (2006) 

tabu search of Montane and Galvao (2005) 

large neighborhood search by Ropke and Pisinger (2006) 
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Generally, it is difficult to compare CPU times since different algorithms are 

tested on different machines. A comparison of CPU times can be done using Mflops 

(million floating point calculation per second) values for different computers as given in 

Unpack benchmark report of Dongarra (2006). Table 5.1 presents Mflops values for the 

computers relevant to our study. Since some of the computers are not listed in the 

Linpack report, we used an equivalent machine listed in the report to obtain an 

approximate Mflops value for the particular machine. We use the Mflops values to scale 

the running time of an algorithm relative to our computer (i.e., Intel Xeon 2.4 GHz). The 

conversion factor r is the ratio of the Mflops value of a given computer to the Mflops 

value of our computer. 

Table 5 .1 : Mflops of different computers and the conversion factor (r) 

Algorithm Actual computer used 
Approximate equivalent 

Mflops r 
computer used 

HA Pentium II 350 MHz Pentium II 333 MHz 69 0.078 

HeuSDP Pentium IV 1.6 GHz PC PIV 1.7 GHz 363 0.41 

TS Athlon 2 GHz PC Pentium IV 2.53 GHz 1190 1.346 

LNS Pentium VI 1.5 GHz Pentium VI 1.5 GHz 326 0.368 

ACS Intel Xeon 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon 2.4 GHz 884 1 

Generally, metaheuristic solutions tend to be better than the heuristic solutions. 

Hence, we do not include the heuristic solutions of Salhi and Nagy (1999), Dethloff 

(2001) and Nagy and Salhi (2005) in the comparison. Ropke and Pisinger (2006) carried 

out three large scale neighborhood search (LNS), namely standard, 6R-no learning and 
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6R-normal learning. Since on average, 6R-no learning yields a better solution than the 

others, we use 6R-no learning in our comparison. LNS uses the best solution over 10 runs 

while other algorithms use the single run solution. Thus, we report the ACS solution for 

the single run as well as the best solution over 10 runs for each problem instance. We also 

report the average solution over 10 runs for each problem instance. We use the best 

solution and the average solution over 10 runs to compare ACS with LNS while we use 

the single run solution to compare ACS with TS, HA and HeuSDP. 

We did obtain the total tour length of 88.0 for the problem instance Min. This solution is 

proved to be the exact optimal solution as reported by Halse (1992), see Ropke and 

Pisinger (2006). 

Numerical results for VRPSPD instances of Dethloff (2001) 

The detailed results of different algorithms for 40 VRPSPD instances of Dethloff 

(2001) are reported in Table 5. 8. The average solution values over the 40 problem 

instances of Dethloff (2001) for a single run of TS and ACS are reported in Table 5.2. 

Performance measures for ACS and LNS are given in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.2 shows that the average solution of ACS is better than the average solution of 

TS. Table 5.3 shows that ACS is better than LNS in terms of the average solution as well 

as the average best solution. Also, the scaled CPU time of ACS is much less than the 

scaled CPU time of LNS. 

ACS has also produced 9 new best known solutions for Dethloff (2001) instances. The 

new best known solutions are reported in bold in Table 5.4. 
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Table 5.2: Comparison of ACS with TS over 40 VRPSPD instances of Dethloff (2001) 

over single run. 

TS ACS 

Average solution 764.25 759.02 

Average CPU time 3.73 9.29 

Average scaled CPU time 5.02 9.29 

Table 5.3: Comparison of ACS with LNS over 40 VRPSPD instances of Dethloff (2001) 

over 10 runs 

LNS ACS 

Average best solution 761.07 758.64 

Average solution 767.40 759.10 

Average CPU time 157.93 9.29 

Average scaled CPU time 58.12 9.29 

Table 5.4: Total Tour Length obtained by different algorithms and corresponding 

CPU time for 40 instances of Dethloff (200 l) 

TS LNS ACS 

No Inst. Single 
CPU Best 

Single 
Best CPU 

run 
time solution 

CPU time run 
solution time 

solution solution 
1 SCA3-0 640.55 3.37 636.1 232 635.62 635.62 6 
2 SCA3-I 697.84 3.25 697.8 218 697.84 697.84 6 
3 SCA3-2 659.34 3.52 659.3 203 659.34 659.34 6 
4 SCA3-3 680.04 3.31 680.6 241 680.04 680.04 6.1 
5 SCA3-4 690.5 3.43 690.5 208 690.5 690.5 5.7 
6 SCA3-5 659.9 3.67 659.9 226 659.9 659.9 5.1 
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7 SCA3-6 653.81 3.35 651.l 233 651.09 651.09 6.1 
8 SCA3-7 659.17 3.33 666.l 206 659.17 659.17 6.8 
9 SCA3-8 719.47 3.4 719.5 190 719.47 719.47 5.4 
10 SCA3-9 681 3.41 681 220 681 681 6 
11 SCA8-0 981.47 4.14 975.1 98 961.5 961.5 11 
12 SCAS-1 1077.44 4.27 1052.4 95 1050.38 1049.65 11.5 
13 SCA8-2 1050.98 4.2 1044.5 94 1044.48 1042.69 l 1.9 
14 SCA8-3 983.34 4.17 999.1 94 983.34 983.34 11.3 
15 SCA8-4 1073.46 4.13 1065.5 93 1065.49 1065.49 11. l 
16 SCA8-5 1047.24 4.02 1027.l 96 1027.08 1027.08 11.3 
17 SCAS-6 995.59 3.85 977 94 971.82 971.82 12 
18 SCA8-7 1068.56 4.22 1061 92 1063.15 1052.17 12.5 
19 SCA8-8 1080.58 3.85 1071.2 98 1071.18 1071.18 11 
20 SCA8-9 1084.8 4.2 1060.5 92 1061.23 1060.5 11.5 
21 CON3-0 631.39 3.64 616.5 215 616.52 616.52 8.3 
22 CON3-l 554.47 3.31 554.5 245 554.47 554.47 7.1 
23 CON3-2 522.86 3.45 521.4 232 519.11 518 6.9 
24 CON3-3 591.19 3.28 591.2 231 591.19 591.19 7.2 
25 CON3-4 591.12 3.47 588.8 221 588.79 588.79 6 
26 CON3-5 563.7 3.38 563.7 209 563.7 563.7 6.9 
27 CON3-6 506.19 3.32 500.8 225 499.05 499.05 7.3 
28 CON3-7 577.68 3.51 576.5 227 576.48 576.48 7 
29 CON3-8 523.05 3.66 523.1 237 523.05 523.05 7.4 
30 CON3-9 580.05 3.36 586.4 207 578.25 578.25 6.8 
31 CON8-0 860.48 4.19 857.2 94 857.17 857.17 12.3 
32 CON8-l 740.85 3.89 740.9 94 740.85 740.85 12 
33 CON8-2 723.32 3.76 716 94 712.89 712.89 13 
34 CON8-3 811.23 4.12 811.1 98 811.07 811.07 !3.9 
35 CON8-4 772.25 3.75 772.3 95 772.25 772.25 11.9 
36 CON8-5 756.91 3.99 755.7 94 754.88 754.88 12.4 
37 CON8-6 678.92 4.04 693.1 96 678.92 678.92 12.4 
38 CON8-7 814.5 4 814.8 94 811.96 811.96 13 
39 CON8-8 775.59 3.74 774 94 767.53 767.53 12.5 
40 CON8-9 809 4.13 809.3 92 809 809 12.9 

Average 
764.25 3.73 761.07 157.93 759.02 758.64 9.29 

Numerical results for VRPSPD instances of Salhi and Nagy (1999) 

The original data set used by Salhi and Nagy (1999) was not available. Hence, 

similar to other researchers, we recreated the data set. The numerical results for ACS and 

LNS over 28 VRPSPD instances of Salhi and Nagy (1999) are reported in Table 5.7. We 

do not include TS, HA and HeuSDP algorithms in Table 5.9 for the following reasons: 1) 

TS and HeuSDP have used integer values for generating delivery and pickup demands 
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while the other metaheuristics have used fractional values; 2) TS solutions assume integer 

values for the distance matrix and do not consider fixed service time in the problem 

instances with the maximum tour length constraint; 3) HA and HeuSDP do not report the 

solutions for the problem instances with the maximum tour length constraint. 

We compare ACS with HA, HeuSDP and TS over only the 14 problem instances 

in which the maximum tour length constraint is not imposed. The average solution over 

14 problem instances is reported in Table 5.5. It is seen that in terms of the average 

solution, ACS clearly gives better results than the other algorithms. 

Summary results over 10 runs of ACS and LNS are given in Table 5.6. Results from 

Table 5.6 indicate that ACS is better than LNS in terms of solution quality as well as 

CPU time. ACS has also produced 22 new best known solutions and these new best 

known solutions are highlighted in bold in Table 5.7. 

Table 5.5: Comparison between different algorithms over 14 problem instances (without 

maximum distance constraint) of Salhi and Nagy (1999) 

HA HeuSDP TS ACS 

Average solution 
829.93 770.13 777.86 755.84 

Average CPU time 
39 261.28 9.31 151.54 

Average scaled CPU time 
3.04 107.3 12.58 151.54 
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Table 5.6: Comparison between LNS and ACS over 28 problem instances of Salhi and 

Nagy (1999) 

LNS ACS 

Average best solution 
932.62 893.22 

Average solution 
949.6 895.31 

Average CPU time 
813 .33 151.54 

Average scaled CPU time 
299.31 151.54 

Table 5.7: Total Tour Length obtained by LNS and ACS and corresponding CPU time for 

28 VRPSPD instances of Salhi and Nagy (1999) 

LNS 
ACS 

No Inst. 
Best Single run Best 

CPU time CPU time 
solution solution solution 

1 CMTlX 467 221 466.77 466.77 5.00 
2 CMT2X 704 294 688.05 684.21 20.75 
3 CMT3X 731 863 721.4 721.4 41.25 
4 CMT4X 879 1676 857.19 854.12 131.75 
5 CMT5X 1108 2340 1035.03 1034.87 377.50 
6 CMT6X 559 113 555.43 555.43 14.00 
7 CMT7X 901 167 901.11 900.12 47.75 
8 CMT8X 866 413 865.5 865.5 80.75 
9 CMT9X 1205 765 1161.97 1161.54 300.00 
10 CMTlOX 1462 1275 1401.13 1386.29 773.50 
11 CMTllX 837 1821 844.52 839.66 57.25 
12 CMT12X 685 684 663.09 663.01 36.25 
13 CMT13X 1578 563 1542.86 1542.86 160.25 
14 CMT14X 885 387 821.75 821.75 78.50 
15 CMTIY 467 235 466.77 466.77 5.00 
16 CMT2Y 685 331 688.26 684.94 22.25 
17 CMT3Y 738 708 724.54 721.4 43.75 
18 CMT4Y 876 1788 860.85 855.76 140.25 
19 CMT5Y 1146 2177 1039.99 1037.34 393.50 
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20 CMT6Y 559 101 555.43 555.43 13.75 
21 CMT7Y 952 166 901.22 900.54 46.25 
22 CMT8Y 873 398 865.5 865.5 77.75 
23 CMT9Y 1271 757 1161.97 1161.54 291.75 
24 CMTlOY 1552 1255 1400.68 1395.04 757.50 
25 CMTl lY 920 1376 859.57 840.19 52.75 
26 CMT12Y 675 539 663.5 663.5 39.25 
27 CMT13Y 1602 547 1542.86 1542.86 160.25 
28 CMT14Y - - 821.75 821.75 74.75 

Average 
932.70 813.33 895.67 893.22 151.54 

5.4 Numerical analysis for VRPBM 

We implemented the algorithm designed for VRPSPD also on VRPBM without 

any modification to the algorithm. In VRPSPD, each customer is a linehaul as well as a 

backhaul customer while in VRPBM a customer is either a linehaul customer or a 

backhaul customer. We keep the parameter settings for VRPBM to be the same as for 

VRPSPD. This section compares the performance of ACS with the existing metaheuristic 

approaches. 

5.4.1 Benchmark problems 

The numerical experiment is performed using the data set of Salhi and Nagy 

(1999) for VRPBM. They generated three problem subsets referred to as T, Q and H 

from the 14 problem instances of VRP (Christofides et al. (1979)). In set T, every tenth 

customer is declared a backhaul customer and is assigned pickup demand equal to the 

original delivery demand. Similarly, for sets Q and H, every fourth and every second 

customer is declared to be a backhaul customer. Thus, the proportion of backhaul 

customers is 10% in problem set T, 25% in problem set Q and 50% in problem set H. In 
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our comparison, we refer to the three subsets T, Q and H as CMTT, CMTH and CMTQ, 

respectively. 

5.4.2 Computational experiment and performance analysis of the algorithms 

We compare ACS with the following algorithms for which there are reported 

results. 

HA the hybrid algorithm of Crispim and Brandao (2005) 

LNS large neighborhood search by Ropke and Pisinger (2006) 

The numerical results of LNS and ACS for 42 problem instances are presented in 

Table 5.10. We do not include HA in Table 5.10 because the solutions for 21 problem 

instances which include the maximum tour length constraint are not reported by HA. 

LNS reports the best solution over 10 runs while HA uses the single run solution. Hence, 

the solution from a single run as well as the best solution over 10 runs are reported in 

Table 5. 10 for ACS. We also report the average solution over 10 runs for each problem 

instance for ACS. 

Table 5.8 gives the average solution as well as the average scaled CPU time over 

21 problem instances for HA and ACS. The average solution of ACS is much better than 

HA but the scaled CPU time for ACS is greater than the scaled CPU time for HA. 

Table 5.9 gives the performance measures for ACS and LNS. ACS is competitive 

with LNS in terms of the average best solution, however in terms of the overall average 

solution, ACS is better than LNS. ACS has also produced 6 new best known solutions and 

these solutions are highlighted in Table 5.10 in bold. For comparison purposes, we 

calculated the average of the best known solutions over 42 VRPBM problem instances. 
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This average is 918.4 7. Table 5 .10 shows that the average best solution over 10 runs for 

LNS is 919.61 and it is 919.57 for ACS. Thus, the average best solutions for ACS and 

LNS are very close to the average best known solution. 

Table 5.8: Comparison between HA and ACS algorithms over 21 VRPBM instances 

(without maximum distance constraint) of Salhi and Nagy (1999) 

Percentage of Performance measures l HA l ACS 
Backhaul customers 

50% Average solution 
797.43 734.44 

Average CPU time 
45.03 88.37 

Average scaled CPU time 
3.51 88.37 

25% Average solution 
879.57 813.63 

Average CPU time 
41.46 112.14 

Average scaled CPU time 
3.24 112.14 

10% Average solution 
945.29 873.2 

Average CPU time 
35.81 117.91 

Average scaled CPU time 
2.8 117.91 

Table 5.9: Comparison between LNS and ACS algorithms over 42 VRPBM instances of 

Salhi and Nagy (1999) 

Percentage of 
Performance measures I LNS I ACS 

Backhaul customers 
50% 

Average Best Solution 880.93 881.02 

Overall Average Solution 884.21 882.97 
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CPU time 178.14 150.74 

Scaled CPU time 65.7 150.74 

25 % 
Average Best Solution 922.43 922.97 

Overall Average Solution 925.3 924.49 

CPU time 143.07 154.93 

Scaled CPU time 52.76 154.93 

10% 
Average Best Solution 955.43 954.74 

Overall Average Solution 958.71 955.89 

CPU time 133.21 148.47 

Scaled CPU time 49.12 148.47 

Table 5.10: Total Tour Length obtained by LNS and ACS and corresponding CPU time 

for 42 VRPBM instances of Salhi and Nagy (1999) 

LNS 
ACS 

No Instances 
Best Single run Best 

CPU time CPU time 
solution solution solution 

1 CMTIH 465 51 465.02 465.02 5.6 
2 CMT2H 663 78 663.92 662.63 22 
3 CMT3H 701 186 702.94 701.31 35.6 
4 CMT4H 829 345 831.39 831.39 125.4 
5 CMT5H 983 514 1007.99 992.37 351.4 
6 CMT6H 555 31 555.43 555.43 13 
7 CMT7H 900 54 900.84 900.84 50 
8 CMT8H 866 95 865.5 865.50 85.6 
9 CMT9H 1166 177 1163.85 1161.63 306.4 
10 CMTlOH 1393 296 1392.39 1383.78 791 
11 CMTllH 818 303 823.06 820.35 45.8 
12 CMT12H 629 150 646.74 629.37 32.8 
13 CMT13H 1543 125 1542.97 1542.86 164.2 
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14 CMT14H 822 89 821.75 821.75 81.6 
15 CMTlQ 490 41 489.74 489.74 6 
16 CMT2Q 733 65 733.15 732.76 26.2 
17 CMT3Q 747 128 747.46 747.15 39.8 
18 CMT4Q 918 244 918.57 913.93 153 
19 CMT5Q 1119 381 1137.58 1134.72 451.8 
20 CMT6Q 555 30 555.43 555.43 12.8 
21 CMT7Q 901 53 902.95 900.69 46.8 
22 CMT8Q 866 93 865.5 865.50 74.4 
23 CMT9Q 1162 171 1161.97 1161.51 289.6 
24 CMTlOQ 1389 288 1392.23 1386.54 730.2 
25 CMTllQ 939 196 939.36 939.36 66.2 
26 CMT12Q 729 108 729.55 729.46 42 
27 CMT13Q 1543 120 1542.97 1542.97 157.8 
28 CMT14Q 822 85 821.75 821.75 72.4 
29 CMTlT 520 34 520.06 520.06 7 
30 CMT2T 783 57 785 782.77 26 
31 CMT3T 798 109 798.07 798.07 42.6 
32 CMT4T 1000 212 990.39 990.39 166.8 
33 CMT5T 1227 333 1232.53 1232.08 460.8 
34 CMT6T 555 31 555.43 555.43 11.6 
35 CMT7T 903 52 903.05 903.05 39 
36 CMT8T 866 95 865.54 865.54 65.6 
37 CMT9T 1164 178 1162.8 1162.68 261 
38 CMTlOT 1402 291 1401.56 1400.22 658.6 
39 CMTllT 1000 164 998.8 998.80 70.2 
40 CMT12T 788 96 787.52 787.52 52 
41 CMT13T 1544 127 1542.97 1542.97 152.8 
42 CMT14T 827 86 826.77 826.77 64.6 

Average 919.60 151.48 921.25 919.57 151.38 

5.5 Conclusions 

While there are many solution procedures for CVRP, only a few solution 

procedures exist for VRPSPD. This chapter presents an ant colony system (ACS) 

algorithm for solving VRPSPD. ACS contains the following new features as compared to 

the existing ant colony systems: 
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1. A new construction rule is used to generate an ant solution. The rule checks for the 

feasibility of the route only after the next customer to be served is selected. 

2. An inherent part of an ant colony system is local search. Two new local search 

schemes, the customer insertion/interchange multi-route scheme and the sub-path 

exchange multi-route scheme, are used. 

3. We do not distinguish among the elitist ants while updating the trail intensities; equal 

importance is given to each elitist ant. This reduces the risk of being trapped at a local 

minimum. 

Computational experiment with benchmark problem instances has shown that in 

general the proposed ant colony system (ACS) gives better results for VRPSPD both in 

terms of the solution quality and the CPU time. The reduced CPU time of ACS for 

VRPSPD instances is attributed to the cumulative net-pickup approach for checking the 

feasibility of a given route. Overall, ACS has produced 31 new best known solutions for 

VRPSPD problem instances available in the literature. Further research can be done to 

improve the local search schemes in ant colony systems. Since VRPBM is a special case 

of VRPSPD, we tested our ACS on VRPBM instances as well. We have found that ACS 

is competitive to LNS metaheuristic in solving VRPBM problem instances. ACS has also 

produced 6 new best known solutions for VRPBM instances. 
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CHAPTER6 

Saving based algorithms for vehicle routing problem with simultaneous 

pickup and delivery (VRPSPD) 

6.1 Introduction 

The VRPSPD is characterized by the following: a fleet of identical vehicles 

located at the depot to serve the customers distributed geographically in the area. The 

capacity of each vehicle is Q. A customer requires a given shipment to be delivered and 

another load to be picked up during a single visit of the vehicle. A non-negative cost ciJ 

is associated with each arc (i, j) and without loss of generality, it is the distance between 

customer i and j. The objective is to design a set of minimum cost routes so that the load 

on a vehicle is below the vehicle capacity Q at each point in the route. 

There are several successful applications of the saving based approach to the 

variants of CVRP. As mentioned in literature survey, there are applications of the Clarke 

and Wright saving algorithm to solve VRPBM. However, the algorithm is applied 

separately to linehaul and backhaul customers or it is applied in combination with 

insertion heuristics. In this chapter, we ensure that the saving algorithm is applied to both 

linehaul and backhaul customers in VRPSPD in an integrated manner. We also apply the 

parallel saving algorithm (PSA) of Altinkemer and Gavish (1991) to VRPSPD. Since 

VRPBM is a special case of VRPSPD, we apply our heuristic to VRPBM as well. 

Checking the feasibility of a route in VRPSPD is difficult because of the fluctuating load 

on the route. In this chapter, we propose a cumulative net-pickup approach for the saving 
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heuristic in VRPSPD. In the saving heuristic, a new route is created by merging the two 

existing routes. The proposed approach checks for the feasibility when two existing 

routes are merged. 

6.2. Cumulative net-pickup approach for checking the feasibility of a new route 

In vehicle routing problem with simultaneous pickup and delivery (VRPSPD), 

checking feasibility is not easy since one needs to insure that the load on the vehicle does 

not exceed its capacity at each point in the route. The saving heuristics developed in this 

chapter involves merging of two routes. We propose a cumulative net-pickup approach to 

check feasibility of a route that is obtained by merging two routes. Cumulative net-pickup 

approach is a constant time approach for checking the feasibility of a route. Other 

constant time approaches available in literature are by Kindervater and Savelsbergh 

(1997) and by Irnich (2007). Kindervater and Savelsbergh (1997) proposed a constant 

time approach for checking the feasibility of the tour in a TSP with simultaneous pickup 

and delivery. They describe three quantities that are sufficient for the task: the maximum 

load, the minimum load and the final load. In the cumulative net-pickup approach, we 

check the feasibility of a route using a single expression and this reduces the complexity 

to 0(1). 

Let R, denote the route of vehicle r. Let the number of customers on route R, be 

n,. Route R, contains the list of n, customers plus two copies of the depot numbered 0 

and n, + 1. To describe the cumulative net-pickup approach, we use the following 

notation: 
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Dr total demand to be delivered by vehicle r. 

<Yr (i) the i1
h customer in route Rr (i.e., the customer in the i1

h position in the route of 

vehicle r). 

dr(i) quantity of product to be delivered to customer <YJi). 

Pr (i) quantity of product to be picked up from customer <Y, (i). 

fJi) = Pr(i)-dr(i) net-pickup of customer ar(i). 

F,(i) cumulative net-pickup by vehicle rafter visiting customer ar(i). 

X r maximum cumulative net-pickup encountered by vehicle r (The notation of X r is 

equivalent to the notation X, (0, n, + 1) used in chapter 4). 

Yr minimum cumulative net-pickup encountered by vehicle r (The notation Yr is 

equivalent to the notation Yr (0, nr + 1) used in chapter 4 ). 

VL, (i) load of vehicle r after visiting customer CYr (i) in R,. 

The following relationship must hold given the above notation: 

F,(i) = F,(i-1) + f,(i), \ii=l,2, ... ,n,+I, 

n,+l 

D, = _Ld,(l), 
1~0 

X,=Max{ F,(0), Fr(l), ... ,F,(n,)}, 

Y,=Min{F,(0), F,(l), .. .,F,(n,)}. 

The following lemma is useful in checking the feasibility of a given route. 
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Lemma 6.1. A necessary and sufficient condition for route Rr to be feasible is that Dr + 

X, ~ Q. 

Proof of necessary condition: 

Suppose route R, is feasible. Thus its load does not exceed vehicle capacity Q at any 

point in the route; That is 

Max{ VLr (0), VLr (1), .. . ,VL, (nJ} ~ Q 

=>Max{ D, + Fr(O), Dr+ F,(1), ... , D, + F,(nr)} ~Q 

=> D, +Max{ Fr(O),Fr(l), ... ,F,(nr)}~Q 

=>Dr+X,~Q 

Proof of sufficient Condition: 

The proof is similar to the above except that the steps will be in the reverse order. 

D 

Let the reverse route of vehicle r be denoted as R, . In the reverse route R r, customers 

are served in reverse order of the original route Rr. Now let 

D, total demand to be delivered by vehicle r in reversed route R r. 

O', (i) the i1h customer in route R r (i.e., the customer in the i1
h position in the reverse 

route of vehicle r). 

d, (i) quantity of product to be delivered to customer Cf, (i) . 

p, (i) quantity of product to be picked up from customer Cf, (i) . 

f, (i) == p, (i) - d, (i) net-pickup of customer ff, (i) . 
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F r(i) cumulative net-pickup by vehicle rafter visiting customer (fr (i). 

X, maximum cumulative net-pickup encountered by vehicle r in R,. 

Yr minimum cumulative net-pickup encountered by vehicle r in R,. 

- -
The following lemmas are used to calculate X, and Y,. 

Lemma 6.2: The cumulative net-pickup of vehicle r after visiting customer Cf, (i) in the 

reversed route R, is F,(n,)- F,(n, -i) 

Proof: 

The customer in the /h position in reversed route R, is the customer in position n, + 1- i 

in route R,. That is O', (i) = cr,(n, + 1- i) and f, (n,) = f, (n, + 1- i) . Now, the cumulative 

net-pickup of customer O', (i) is 

- - - -
F, (i) = f, (0) + f, (1) + .... f, (i) 

F,(i) = f,(n, + 1)+ f,(n,) + ... + f,(n, + 1-i) 

={f,(n, +I)+ f,(n,) + ... + f,(n, + 1-i)} + {f,(n, -i) + f,(n, -i -1) + ... + f, (0)} 

-{f,(n, -i)+ f,(n, -i-I)+ ... + f,(O)} 

=F,(n, +1)-{f,(n, -i)+ ... + f,(0)} 

=F,(n, +I)-F,(n, -i) 

Since F, (n, + l)=:: F, (n,) + f, (n, + 1) = F, (n,) + 0 = F, (n,) 

'F,(i) =F,(n,)-F,(n,-i) 0 

Lemma 6.3: When route R, of vehicle r is reversed, 
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a) X, = F, (n,) - Y, . 

c) F/n,) =F,(n,) 

Proof: 

a) We know that O', (i) = o-, (n, + 1- i) . The maximum cumulative net-pickup of 

route R, is 

- - - -
X, =Max{ F, (0), F, (1), ... , F, (n,)} 

= F,(n,)+Max{-F,(n,),-F,(n, -1), .. .,-F,(0)} 

= F, (n, )- Min{ F, (n, ), F, (n, -1), .. ., F, (0)} 

= F, (n,)-Y, 

b) Proof is similar to part a. 

c) From lemma 6.2, we know that the cumulative net pick-up of the i1h customer in 

R, is F, (n,) = F, (n, )- F, (n, - i). Thus the cumulative net pick-up after visiting 

customer O', (n,) in R, is F, (n,) = F, (n, )- F, (n, - n,) = F, (n, )- F, (0). 

By definition F,(O) = 0, therefore 

F,(n,) =F,(n,)-O=F,(n,) 0 

The saving and matching based heuristics designed in this chapter involve 

merging of two existing routes. Let us consider routes R, and R, of vehicles r and s for 
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possible merging. Let vehicle q serve the customers of the route obtained by merging 

R, and R, . The routes R, and R, can be merged into Rq in the following eight ways. 

M 1. Rq = R, u R, = { 0, o-r (1), ... , o-, (n, ), o",(1), ... , o)n, ), O} , 

M2. Rq =Rr uR, ={0,o-,(1), ... ,o-,(n,),a,(l), ... ,a,(n,),O}, 

M3. Rq =R, uR, ={0, a,(l), ... ,a,(n,),o-,(l),. .. ,o",(n,),O}, 

M4. Rq =R, u R, ={O, a,(1), ... , a,(n,), a, (1), ... , a,(n,), O}, 

M5. Rq =R, uR, ={0,a',(1), .. .,0',(n,),a'r(l),. . .,a',(n,),0}, 

M6. Rq = R, u R, = {O, er, (1),. . ., o-, (n,), a,(l), ... , ar (n,), O}, 

M7. Rq = R, u R, = {O, a,(1),. .. , a, (n,), o-, (I), .. ., o-, (n, ), 0}, and 

MS. Rq =R, uR, ={0,o-,(1), ... ,o-,(n,),o-,(l), ... ,o-,(n,),0}. 

Here route Rq obtained by method M5 is the reverse of the route obtained by method M 1. 

We consider the routes obtained by M 1 and by M5 separately because it is possible that 

one of the routes is feasible whereas the other is not. 

Similarly, route Rq obtained by methods M6, M7 and MS is the reverse of the route 

obtained by methods M2, M3 and M4, respectively. 

Lemma 6.4: Suppose routes R, and R, are combined by method MI and the resulting 

route is served by vehicle q, i.e., Rq=R,uR,={0,o-,(I),. .. ,o-,(nr),o-,(1), ... ,o-,(n,),0}. 

Then 

a) the maximum cumulative net-pickup of Rq is Xq =Max{ X ,, F, (n) + X,}, 
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b) the minimum cumulative net-pickup of Rq is Yq =Min{ Y,, F, (n,) + Y,} and 

c) the cumulative net-pickup after visiting the last customer in Rq is 

Fq(nq)= F,(n,)+F,(n,). 

Proof: 

a) Xq =Max{Fq(O), ... , Fq (n,), Fq(n, + 1),. .. , Fq(n, + n,)} 

=Max{ F, (0), ... , F, (n,), (F, (n,) + f, (1)),. . ., (F, (n,) + f, (1) + ... + f, (n,))} 

=Max{F, (0),. .. , F, (n, ), F, (n,.), (F, (n,) + f, (1)), ... , (F, (n,) + f, (1) + ... + f, (n,))} 

=Max{Max{F,(0),. . ., F,(n,)},Max{F,(n,),(F,(n,)+ /,(1)),. .. ,(F,(n,)+ f,(1)+ ... + f,(n,))}} 

=Max{ X,, F, (n,) + Max{O, (f, (1)),. . ., (f, (1) + ... + f, (n,))}} 

Since f, (0) = 0 

Xq =Max{X,,F,(n,)+Max{f,(0),(f,(0)+ f,(1)),. .. ,(/,(0)+ f,(1)+ ... + f,(n,)))} 

=Max{X,, F;. (n,) + Max{F,(0), F, (1), ... , F, (n,)}} 

=Max{X,, F,(n,)+ X,} 

b) Proof is similar to part a. 

c) Fq(nq) = fq(O) + .... + fq(n,) + fq(n, +I)+ ... + fq (n, + n,) 

= f, (0) + .... + f, (n,) + f, (1) + ··· + fs (n,) 

= (f,(0)+ .... + f,(n,))+(fs(O)+ f,(1)+ ... + f,(n,)) 

= F,(n,) + F,(n,) 0 
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Note that given lemma 6.1, route Rq obtained by method MI is feasible if D, + D, + 

Max{ X,, F,(n,) +X,} s Q. 

Lemma 6.5: Suppose routes R, and R, are combined by method M2 and the resulting 

route is served by vehicle q, i.e., Rq= R, u R, ={0,a,(I), ... ,ar(nr),O',(l),. .. ,O',(n,),O}. 

Then 

a) the maximum cumulative net-pickup of route Rq is X q = Max { X,, F, (n) + Fs (nJ 

- Y,}, 

b) the minimum cumulative net-pickup of routeRqis Yq=Min{Y,,F,(n,)+Fs(nJ-Xs}, 

and 

c) the cumulative net-pickup after visiting the last customer in Rq is Fq(nq) = 

F,(n,)+Fs(n,). 

Proof: 

Let RP represent the reversed route of vehicle s, i.e., RP= Rs. Then Rq is obtained by 

combining routes R, and RP, i.e., Rq = R, u RP. 

a) Using part a) of lemma 6.4, we get the following expression for the maximum 

cumulative net-pickup of route Rq. 

We have assumed that RP= Rs, hence X P = X s • Thus, 
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We know from part a) of lemma 6.3 that X s = F, (n, )- Ys . Hence, 

b) Using part b) of lemma 6.4, we get the following expression for the minimum 

cumulative net-pickup of route Rq. 

We have assumed that R = R, henceY = Y. Thus, p s p s 

Yq =Min{ Y,, F, (nr) + Y,} 

We know from part b) of lemma 6.3 that Ys = F, (n,)- X s . Hence, 

Yq =Min{ Yr, Fr (nr) + F
5 
(n

5 
)- X s} 

c) Using part b) of lemma 6.4, we get the following expression for the minimum 

cumulative net-pickup of route Rq. 

We have assumed that RP= R,,henceFP(nP) = F
5
(n,). Thus, 

Weknowfrompartc)oflemma6.3that Fs(n
5

) = F
5
(n

5
).Hence, 

0 

The maximum cumulative net-pickup, X q and the minimum cumulative net-

pickup, Yq of route Rq obtained by any other method M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M7 and M8 
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can be derived in a way similar to lemma 6.S. The maximum cumulative net-pickup 

obtained by each method is given below. 

Ml. Xq=Max{Xr,Fr(nr)+X,} 

M2. Xq =Max{X r' Fr(n) + F,(n,)-Y,} 

M3. Xq=Max{F,(n,)-Y,, Fr(n,)+XJ 

M4. Xr=Max{Fr(n)-Yr, F,(nJ+F,(n,)-Y,} 

MS. Xr=Max{F,(n,)-Y,, F,(n,)+Fr(nr)-Yr} 

M6. X,=Max{X,, F,(n,)+F,(nr)-Y,} 

M7. Xr =Max{F,(n,)-Y,, F,(n,)+ Xr} 

MS. X, =Max{X,, F,(n,)+ X,} 

The minimum cumulative net-pickup obtained by each method is as follows. 

Ml. Yq =Min{Y,, F,(n,) + Y,} 

M2. Yq=Min{Yr,F,(nr)+F,(n,)-X,} 

M3. Yq=Min{F,(n,)-Xr, Fr(nr)+Y,} 

M4. Yr=Min{F,(nr)-I:, F,(n,)+F.(n,)-Y,} 

MS. Y,=Min{F,(n,)-X,, F,(n,)+F,(nr)-X,} 

M6. Y,=Max{Y,, F,(n,)+F,(n,)-X,} 

M7. Y,=Min{F,(n,)-X,, F,(n,)+Y,} 

MS. Yr=Max{Y,, F,(n,)+Y,} 
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Lemma 6.6: Suppose routes Rr and Rs are combined by any method M 1 to MS and the 

resulting route is served by vehicle q. Then the cumulative net-pickup after visiting the 

last customer in Rq is Fq (nq) = F, (nr) + Fs (n,). 

Proof: 

The cumulative net-pickup after visiting the last customer in Rq is the summation of net-

pick of customers served by vehicle q. The number of customers to be served by vehicle 

q will be the same irrespective of the method by which Rr and Rs are combined to 

obtain Rq . Thus, 

Fq (nq) =' f/0)+ .... + fq(n,) + fq(n, + 1) + ... + fq (n, + n,) 

= f,(O)+ .... + f,(n,)+ fs(l)+ ... + fs(n,) 

=(f,(0)+ .... + f,(n,))+(f,(0)+ /,(I)+ ... + f,(ns)) 

= F,(n,)+Fs(n,) 

D 

We use lemma 6.1 and the expressions for maximum cumulative net-pickup given 

in (6.1) to (6.8) for checking the feasibility of route Rq. Using lemma 6.1, the final 

condition for route Rq to be feasible under each method is given below. 

Ml. D, + Ds +Max{X,, F,(n,) + X,}::; Q 

M2. D, + D, + Max{X ,, F,(nr) + F,(ns)-Ys}::; Q 

M3. Dr+D,+Max{Fr(n,)-Y,, F,(n)+X,}::;Q 

M4. D,+Ds+Max{F,(n,)-Y,, F,(n,)+F,(n,)-Y,}:S:Q 
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M5. D,+D,+Max{F,(n,)-Ys, Fs(n,)+Fr(n,)-Yr}~Q 

M6. D, + D, +Max{X,, F,(n,)+ F,(n,)-Y,} ~ Q 

M7. D,+D,+Max{Fs(ns)-Y,, F,(n,)+X,}~Q 

MS. D,+D,+Max{Xs, Fs(n,)+X,}~Q 

(6.21) 

(6.22) 

(6.23) 

(6.24) 

The above methods M 1 to MS are used in the saving and matching based 

algorithm described in the next two sections. Once routes R, and Rs are combined to 

form route Rq, the maximum cumulative net-pickup Xq, the minimum cumulative net-

pickup Yq and the cumulative net-pickup after visiting the last customer Fq (nq) are 

updated using equations 6.1 to 6.16 and Lemma 6.6. 

6.3. Saving based algorithms 

The saving algorithm of Clarke and Wright (1964) is the most widely used 

constructive algorithm for the variants of CVRP. The algorithm works on the principle of 

the maximum saving when two routes are combined and served by a single vehicle 

instead of two different vehicles. Now suppose R, = { 0, O', (1) ,. .... ., O', (n,) ,0} and Rs 

= {0,0's(l) ,. ..... , 0'
5
(n,),O} are combined and served by vehicle q, so that Rq = R,U Rs 

= { 0, O'r (1),. .... ., O', (n,) , a,(l),. .. , as (ns ),0}. Let customer a = O', (n,) and b = O', (1) . 

Then the saving value sah can be calculated as follows: 

Here cab is the distance between customer a and customer b. The saving algorithm of 

Clarke and Wright (1964) for CVRP works as follows; 
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Step 1: Let n be the total number of customers. Calculate the saving value for each 

combination of customers k and /, i.e., ski= c0k + c01 - ck1 for k, l = 1, ... , n and 

k ;;/:.[. Initialize vector Q by storing the saving values ski in non-increasing 

order. Assign individual vehicle for each customer and create routes Rm= 

{0,0'm(l), O} for m = 1, ... ,n. 

Step 2. Consider the first element of Q, say sk,, and remove it from Q. Determine the 

vehicles that serve customer k and customer l. Suppose customer k is served by 

vehicle r and customer l is served by vehicle s. Now check the following 

conditions: 

1. Customer k is the last visited customer in route R,, i.e., k = O', (n,). 

2. Customer l is the first visited customer in route R., i.e., l = O's (1) . 

3. Vehiclerandsaredifferenti.e., r;;/:.s. 

4. The combined load of vehicle r and vehicle s 1s Jess than the vehicle 

capacity Q. 

If the above conditions are satisfied then merge the routes of vehicles r and s 

and reassign vehicle r to serve the new route i.e., R,= {0,0'r(l), ... ,O'r(nr), 

O', (1), ... , O', (n.), 0}. Label vehicle s as an inactive vehicle, i.e., let R, = { ¢}. 

Step 3. If Q = ¢ then stop; else go to step 2. 

Step 4. Return the solution S = { Rl'R2 , ... ,. .. ,RJ where Rr ;;/:.{¢}for r = 1, ... ,v. 
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6.3.1. Saving Algorithm (SA) for VRPSPD 

The saving algorithm for VRPSPD is similar to the saving algorithm for CVRP. 

In VRPSPD, we consider all eight methods described in section 3 for combining routes 

R, and Rs. Here n is the total number of customers in the problem. The saving algorithm 

for VRPSPD works as follows; 

Step 1: Calculate the saving value for each combination of customers k and /, i.e., 

sk1 =c0k+c01 -ck1 for k,l=l, .. .,n and k*l. Initialize vector Q by storing 

saving values sk1 in non-increasing order. Assign an individual vehicle to each 

customer and create the routes Rm= { 0, am (1), 0}; for m = 1, .. .,n. 

Step 2. Consider the first element of Q, say sk1 and remove it from Q . Determine the 

vehicles that serve customer k and customer l. Suppose customer k is served by 

vehicle r and customer l is served by vehicle s. Now check the following 

conditions: 

1 Customer k is either the first or the last visited customer in route R,. 

2 Customer l is either the first or the last visited customer in route Rs. 

3 Vehicle rand s are different i.e., r * s. 

If the above conditions are satisfied then check the feasibility of the combined 

route using the four conditions described below. If the conditions are satisfied 

then assign vehicle q to serve the combined route. Label vehicles r and s as 

inactive vehicles, i.e., R, = { ¢} and R, ={ ¢}. 
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1. Customer k is the last visited customer in route R, and customer l is the 

first visited customer in route R,. If equation (6.17) is satisfied, then use 

method M 1 for combining the two routes; else if equation (6.21) 1s 

satisfied, use method MS for combining the two routes. 

2. Customers k and l are the last visited customers in routes R, and R,, 

respectively. If equation (6.18) is satisfied, then use method M2 for 

combining the two routes; else if equation (6.22) is satisfied, use method 

M6 for combining the two routes. 

3. Customer k and l are the first visited customers m routes R, and R, 

respectively. If equation (6.19) is satisfied, then use method M3 for 

combining the two routes; else if equation (6.23) 1s satisfied then use 

method M7 for combing the two routes. 

4. Customer k is the first visited customer in route R, and customer l is the 

last visited customer in route R,. If equation (6.20) is satisfied, then use 

method M4 for combining two routes; else if equation (6.24) is satisfied 

then use method MS for combing the two routes. 

Update Xq, Yq using equations (6.1) to (6.16) on the basis of the method used 

to obtain Rq. Similarly, update F, (n) using lemma 6.6. 

Step 3. if il=</J then stop; else go to step 2. 

Step 4. Return the solution S = { R1 ,. • ., RP, .. ., Rv} such that RP * { </J} for r = 1, ... , v. 
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6.3.2 Generalized Saving Algorithm (GSA) for VRPSPD 

The saving algorithm by Clarke and Wright ( 1964) for CVRP was improved by 

Yellow ( 1970) by introducing a route shape parameter A, in the saving calculation. 

Suppose we are combining routes R, = {O,o-,(1) , ...... , o-,(n,) ,O} and R, = {O,o-,(1) 

, ...... , a-, (n,) ,0}. Let customer a = a-, (n,) and customer b = a-, (1) . Then the 

modification proposed by Yellow (1970) to calculate the saving value sab is 

(6.25) 

One drawback of the Clarke and Wright (1964) algorithm is that it tends to 

produce good routes at the beginning of the solution procedure but less interesting routes 

toward the end. The shape parameter A. was introduced to overcome this drawback. The 

larger the value of A. , the more the emphasis is on the distance between the customers 

that are to be connected. 

The generalized saving algorithm is similar to the saving algorithm described in the 

previous section. The only difference is the calculation of the saving value by equation 

(6.25) in step 1 of the saving algorithm. Thus, the saving algorithm becomes the special 

case of the generalized saving algorithm when A, is set to 1. In the generalized saving 

algorithm, different solutions are generated with different value of A, and the best solution 

among them is chosen. 

6.4. Parallel saving based algorithm 

An interesting modification to the classical saving algorithm by Clarke and 

Wright (1964) is described by Desrochers and Verhoog (1989) and Altinkemer and 
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Gavish (1991). Both of these studies proposed the parallel saving based algorithm (PSA) 

for CVRP, which is based upon the concept of optimal matching among different routes. 

The basic idea of PSA is to merge multiple vehicle routes instead of merging just two 

routes as in the classical saving algorithm. The classical saving algorithm is a special case 

of the parallel saving algorithm in the sense that just two routes are combined in a given 

iteration. We propose the following extension of PSA for solving VRPSPD. 

6.4.1 Parallel saving based algorithm for CVRP 

Let, 

C(R,) the cost of the optimum traveling salesman tour over customers visited in route 

S,s the saving obtained by combining routes R, and Rs, 

V, the set of vehicle routes used at the end of iteration t, 

M
1 

a set of dummy nodes at iteration t; IM, I= n - (t + 1) * T. 

T a parameter that determines the number of pairs to be merged in a given iteration. 

In each iteration, a maximum weighted matching problem is solved. In the 

maximum weighted matching problem, we are given graph G = (V, £), with weight 

wpq ~ 0 for each arc (p, q) E £.The objective is to find a subset of arcs so that each node 

is connected to only one other node and the sum of the weights for the subset is 

maximized. 

Note in the t'h iteration, there are IM1 l=n-(t+l)*T dummy nodes. A dummy 

node cannot be matched with any other dummy node. Given the dummy nodes, the 
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number of real nodes matched with each other in each iteration is 2T and the number of 

matched pairs is T. The basic steps of the parallel saving algorithm of Altinkemer and 

Gavish (1991) are described below: 

Step 0: (Initialization) Assign individual vehicle to each customer and create route Rm= 

{O, O"m(l), O} form::: 1,2, ... n. These routes represent the real nodes of a initial 

graph G ::: (Vo, E), where, jv0 j = n and Eis the set of all arcs (p, q); p, q E V0. 

Choose a value for parameter T ( see section 6.5.1 for setting the parameter T). 

Lett::: 1, 

Step I. Add dummy nodesM,, such that IM, l=n-(t+l)T. Consider node set V:::: 

V,_1 u M
1 

• For every p, q E V do 

p < q and p, q E M, 

p < q and pE V,_1 and qE Mr 

For every p and q, q > p and p, q E V,_1 do: 

a. If the combined load of routes RP and Rq is greater than the vehicle capacity, then 

set S pq = -oo and go to the next combination of p and q. 

b. Otherwise compute S pq according to the following formula: 

Step 2: If each S pq; p, qE V is equal to either 0 or -oo , then there are no pairs of 

existing routes that can be combined in a feasible way. In this case, stop the 

algorithm. Else, go to Step 3. 
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Step 3: Solve the maximum weighted matching problem for the graph G = (V, E) where 

node set V = v;_1 u M
1 

and weight w pq = S pq for each p, q E V. For each 

matching pair (r, s); r, s E V,_ 1, combine routes R, and Rs. Let V, be the set of 

current routes (including the combined routes), t = t+l, and go to step 1. 

The calculation of the saving value S pq in step 1 b is the saving value obtained 

when the traveling salesman problem is solved exactly before and after the merging of 

routes RP and Rq. Solving the traveling salesman problem exactly makes the PSA 

algorithm non-polynomial. Altinkemer and Gavish ( 1991) have proposed the following 

modification in the algorithm to make it polynomial. They denote the resulting 

algorithms as PSA2 and PSA3. Let customer a= CY/l), b = CYP (nP), c = O"q (1) and d = 

O"q (nq) • The saving values, S pq is calculated in PSA2 and PSA3 as: 

Cob+coc-cbc 

Cob +Cod -cbd 
S pq =max 

Coa +coc -cac 

Coa +Cad -cad 

(6.26) 

The above formula estimates the saving value (in terms of the total tour length) 

when two routes are connected by their end customers. In PSA2, two routes are combined 

by their end customers in step 2 of the algorithm. In PSA3, instead a TSP is solved 

exactly for the combined route. 
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6.4.2 Extended parallel saving algorithms for VRPSPD 

The parallel saving algorithm of Altinkemer and Gavish (1991) solves a weighted 

matching problem with the node set V = v;_1 u M 
1 

at the lh iteration, where 

l Mr I= n - (t + l)T . Two routes are merged only if they both are not dummy nodes. 

Altinkemer and Gavish ( 1991) do not describe the algorithm that they used for solving 

the maximum weighted matching problem. Although the dummy nodes insure that the 

weighted matching problem is solved optimally, using them increases the CPU time. 

We avoid using the dummy nodes in the extended parallel saving algorithms. In 

the t
1
h iteration, we solve the maximum weighted matching problem with V = V,_1 • We 

use the algorithm proposed by Edmonds (1965) (described in Papadimitriou and Steiglitz 

(1998)) to solve the maximum weighted matching problem. Edmonds (1965) algorithm 

is designed to find the V/2 matched pairs. However, our goal is to obtain T pairs. 

Therefore, we stop the algorithm as soon as it finds T matching pairs. To make the 

algorithm polynomial, we calculate the saving value using equation (6.26). We call the 

algorithm as the extended parallel saving algorithm (EPSA2). It is similar to PSA2 and is 

now described below. 

Step 0: (Initialization) Assign a vehicle to each customer and create route Rm = {O, 

am(l), O} form= 1,2, .. .,n. Choose a value for parameter T. Lett =l, Vo= n. 

Step 1. For every p and q E V,_1 , p < q do: 

if equation (6.17)orequation (6.21)issatisfied 

otherwise 
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3 -{Coa +coe -Cae 
spq - o 

s = 4 {Cob +Coe - Che 
pq 0 

if equation (18) or equation (22) is satisfied 

otherwise 

if equation (19) or equation (23) is satisfied 

otherwise 

if equation (20) or equation (24) is satisfied 

otherwise 

(6.28) 

(6.29) 

(6.30) 

(6.31) 

If S pq = 0, combining routes RP and Rq is not feasible. In this case, we designate 

the merging of RP with Rq or merging of Rq with RP non-admissible. 

Step 2: Solve the maximum weighted matching problem with V,_1 as its node set using 

Edmonds (1965) algorithm. Stop the algorithm as soon as T matching pairs are 

found. For each matching pair (r, s), combine routes R, and Rs. There are eight 

different methods for combining routes R, and Rs. We choose the method Ml 

to M8 that gives us the maximum value for S pq in equation (6.31) 

Step 3: If all mergers are non-admissible then stop, otherwise, let V, be the set of current 

routes. Let t == t + 1, and go back to step I. 

EPSA3 is similar to PSA3 of Altinkemer and Gavish (1991) and is an 

improvement over EPSA2. In PSA3, a TSP is solved exactly whenever two existing 

routes are combined. Similarly, in EPSA3, whenever the two existing routes are 

combined, the combined route is improved using the 2-opt method of Lin (1965). Unlike 

PSA3, EPSA3 does not use the exact algorithm to obtain TSP tour for the combined 
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route. However, the 2-opt algorithm is usually able to find a good solution in less CPU 

time compare to exact procedures. 

6.5. Numerical Analysis 

This section presents numerical results for the saving based algorithms proposed 

in this chapter and compares them with the existing heuristics for VRPSPD and VRPBM. 

6.5.1 Numerical Analysis for VRPSPD 

The saving based heuristics were coded in C++ and implemented on Intel Xeon 

with 2.4 GHz computer system. As described before the heuristics are: 

SA Saving Heuristics based on Clarke and Wright (1964) saving heuristic 

GSA - Generalized saving heuristic based on Generalized saving of Yellow ( 1970). 

EPSA2 - Extended parallel saving heuristics based on PSA2 heuristics of Altinkemer 

and Gavish ( 1991) 

EPSA3 - Extended parallel saving heuristics based on PSA3 heuristics of Altinkemer 

and Gavish (1991). 

We compare the above new heuristics with the following existing heuristics for which 

there are reported results. 

LC-INS the heuristic algorithm of Salhi and Nagy (1999). 

RCRS the heuristic algorithm of Dethloff (2001), 

ALT the heuristic algorithm of Salhi and Nagy (1999). 
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Benchmark problem instances 

The numerical experiment is performed using two sets of problem instances 

available in the literature for VRPSPD. The first data set is provided by Dethloff (2001) 

and the second data set is provided by Salhi and Nagy (1999). See section 5.3.2 in 

chapter 5 for a detailed description of the two data sets. 

Altogether, we have used 68 problem instances for VRPSPD: 40 instances from Dethloff 

(2001) and 28 instances from Salhi and Nagy (1999). Dethloff (2001) instances are 

referred to as SCA and CON. Salhi and Nagy (1999) instances are referred to as 

CMTX/Y. 

Parameter settings 

Our experiment shows that GSA produces a better solution when 'A is set between 

1 and 2. We generate 5 solutions in GSA using 'A of 1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6 and 1.8 and report the 

best solution out of these 5 solutions. In our experiment, when we increased /.. in steps of 

0.1, we got the same solutions most of the times for consecutive /... 

In EPSA2 and EPSA3, parameter T determines the rate of merging process. The 

larger the value of T, the larger the number of routes that are merged in a given iteration. 

Note, when T = 1, EPSA2 is equivalent to SA. Altinkerner and Gavish (1991) have 

found that T greater than 13 seems to reduce the solution quality. Hence, they varied T 

from 2 to. 12 in their study and reported the best solution. In our experiment with 

VRPSPD problem instances, we found that T greater than 6 did not contribute 

significantly to the solution quality. Hence, we vary T from 2 to 6 in steps of 1 and report 

the best results out of the 5 solutions generated with EPSA2 and EPSA3. 
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Computational results and performance analysis of the algorithm 

The average costs for the problem instances obtained by different algorithms are 

presented in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 for Dethloff (2001) and Salhi and Nagy (1999) 

problem instances, respectively. The detailed solutions for VRPSPD problem instances 

using different algorithms are presented in Tables 6.3 and 6.4. 

The results reported in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 indicate that all saving based algorithms 

designed in this chapter, perform better than the existing insertion based heuristics. 

Among the four new heuristics designed in chapter, EPSA3 gives the lowest average 

solution cost. The order in terms of decreasing performance is EPSA3, EPSA2, GSA, SA, 

ALT, RCRS and LC-INS. As seen from Table 6.1 and Table 6.2, the order of 

performance is the same for both data sets. 

Out of the four heuristics developed in this chapter, the lowest performance (i.e., 

the highest average cost) is obtained by SA. However, the CPU time for SA is the lowest. 

Note also that on average, the solution produced by SA is better than the solution 

produced by the existing heuristics. For Dethloff (2001) problem instances, the average 

cost for SA is 796.61 while the average cost for RCRS is 842.72. In Salhi and Nagy 

(1999) problem instances, ALT is the nearest competitor to SA. The average cost for SA 

is 975.96 whereas the average cost for ALT is 990. 
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Table 6.1: Average tour length obtained by different heuristics and the corresponding 

CPU time for 40 VRPSPD instances of Dethloff ( 2001) 

LC-INS RCRS ALT SA GSA EPSA2 EPSA3 
Average cost - 842.72 - 796.61 787.63 785.67 779.00 
Average time - - - 0.04 0.187 0.218 2.98 
(sec.) 

Table 6.2: Average tour length obtained by different heuristics and the corresponding 

CPU time for 28 VRPSPD instances of Salhi and Nagy ( 1999) 

LC-INS RCRS ALT SA GSA EPSA2 EPSA3 
Average cost 1087.00 1010.79 990.00 975.96 964.12 959.87 953.24 
Average time 
(sec.) 4.80 - 3.60 0.46 2.27 2.13 2.43 

Table 6.3: Total tour length obtained by different heuristics and the corresponding CPU 

time for 40 VRPSPD instances of Dethloff ( 2001) 

RCRS SH GSH EPSA2 EPSA3 
No Inst. 

Cost Cost Time Cost Time Cost Time Cost Time 

l SCA3-0 689.00 684.72 0.04 658.27 0.19 684.72 0.22 651.55 0.40 
2 SCA3-I 765.60 701.98 0.04 701.98 0.19 709.00 0.21 701.86 0.42 
3 SCA3-2 742.80 706.83 004 675.74 0 19 684.58 0.22 670.62 0.41 
4 SCA3-3 737.20 726.47 0.04 709.63 0.19 710.11 0.22 683.11 0.41 
5 SCA3-4 747.10 796.99 0.04 711.91 0.19 766.13 0.21 762.74 0.39 
6 SCA3-5 784.40 753.62 0.04 709 68 0.19 671.03 0.23 671.03 0.42 
7 SCAJ-6 720.40 717.45 0.04 689.28 0.19 687.46 0.22 687.46 0.39 
8 SCA3-7 707.90 688.55 0.04 675.83 0.19 681.14 0.21 671.34 0.41 
9 SCA3-8 807.20 746.35 0.04 746.35 0.19 761.97 0.21 748.39 0.41 
10 SCA3-9 764.iO 704.94 0.04 704.94 0.19 710.16 0.21 700.98 0.39 
II SCA8--0 1132.90 1017.79 0.04 1017.79 0.18 1017.87 0.21 1015.06 0.32 
12 SCA8-l 1150.90 l 129.43 0.04 l 125.25 0.18 1100.92 0.21 1098.91 0.30 
13 SCA8-2 1100.80 1079.30 0.04 1079.30 0.19 1073.l l 0.21 1064.54 0.30 
14 SCA8-3 1115.60 1049.34 0.04 1047.74 0.18 i036.30 0.22 1021.61 0.32 
15 SCA8-4 1235.40 l I 12.03 0.04 1089.14 0.18 l 112.03 0.18 1114.50 0.28 
16 SCA8-5 1231.60 1085.68 0.04 1081.79 0.18 1060.60 0.21 1060.43 0.31 
17 SCA8-6 1062.50 1003.49 0.04 1003.49 0.19 1004.66 0.21 1004.66 0.32 
18 SCA8-7 1217.40 1087.86 0.04 I 080.86 0.18 1080.17 0.20 1080. 17 0.28 
19 SCAS-8 1231.60 1120.17 0.04 I 105.30 0.19 1130.23 0.21 1098.02 0.32 
20 SCA8-9 1185.60 1135.72 0.04 l 135.72 0.19 1126.18 0.20 1123.55 0.28 
21 CON3-0 672.40 639.82 0.04 635.53 0.19 639.82 0.24 635.96 0.41 
22 CON3-l 570.60 581 .44 0.04 577.05 0.19 568.98 0.23 559.02 0.45 
23 CON3-2 534.80 534.67 0.04 530.58 0.19 534.24 0.25 526.81 0.43 
24 CON3-3 656.90 611.21 0.04 611.21 0.19 604.68 0.22 598.49 0.40 
25 CON3-4 640.20 619.94 0.04 613.23 0.19 609.46 0.21 598.37 0.43 
26 CON3-5 604.70 608.69 0.04 592.55 0.19 569.52 0.22 565.78 0.41 
27 CON3-6 521.30 521.92 0.04 521.92 0.19 520.67 0.22 506.32 0.43 
28 CON3-7 602.80 603.41 0.04 599.25 0.19 595.27 0.24 582.49 0.43 
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29 CON3-8 556.20 603.41 0.04 599.25 0.19 541.82 0.23 540.55 0.42 
30 CON3-9 612.80 600.67 0.04 600.64 0.19 595.84 0.22 593.55 0.41 
31 CON8-0 967.30 857.17 O.Q4 857.17 0.19 857.17 0.25 857.17 0.33 
32 CONS-I 828.70 762.26 0.04 762.26 0.19 744.87 0.23 742.41 0.31 
33 CON8-2 770.20 734.84 0.04 734.84 0.18 716.18 0.22 715.17 0.31 
34 CON8-3 906.70 818.72 0.04 818.72 0.18 815.59 0.21 815.59 0.31 
35 CON8-4 876.80 802.00 0.04 799.00 0.18 789.13 0.21 789.13 0.31 
36 CON8-5 866.90 766.02 0.04 766.02 0.18 758.90 0.22 759.09 0.30 
37 CON8-6 749.10 704.06 0.04 704.06 0.19 709.10 0.25 707.83 0.32 
38 CON8-7 929.80 824.72 0.04 824.72 0.19 834.64 0.21 834.64 0.32 
39 CON8-8 833.10 791.08 0.04 791.08 0.19 792.83 0.21 787.43 0.31 
40 CON8-9 877.30 829.92 0.04 816.14 0.19 819 87 0.22 813.84 0.31 

Aver~ 842.72 796.62 0.04 787.63 0.19 785.67 0.22 779.00 0.36 

Table 6.4: Total tour length obtained by different heuristics and the corresponding CPU 

time for 28 VRPSPD instances of Salhi and Nagy ( 1999) 

LC-INS RCRS SA GSA EPSA2 EPSA3 
No Inst. 

Cost Cost Cost Time Cost Time Cost Time Cost Time 

l CMTIX 601 501 501.22 0.04 493.66 0.20 484.47 0.20 490.74 0.30 
2 CMT2X 903 782 732.57 0.10 739.11 0.51 730.32 0.55 726.43 0.69 
3 CMT3X 923 847 818.04 023 779.79 1.12 769.32 109 769.21 1.40 
4 CMT4X 1178 1050 965.86 070 973.11 3.48 951.73 3.06 947.10 3.62 
5 CMT5X 1509 1348 1195.59 t.55 1153.70 7.78 1143.99 6.66 1126.07 7.41 
6 CMT6X 594 584 618 39 003 597 35 0.18 598.61 0.19 587.48 0.27 
7 CMT7X 961 953.05 0.10 944.82 0.51 943.00 0.53 939.18 063 
8 CMT8X 923 928 977.17 0.23 954.02 11 I 963.23 l.09 955.27 1.32 
9 CMT9X 1215 1299 1287.64 070 1234.45 3.41 1287.64 309 1286.92 3.36 
10 CMTIOX 1573 1571 1509.04 1.55 1483.88 7.68 1490.40 6.78 1481.00 7.27 
11 CMTllX 1500 959 937.28 0.37 881.35 1.82 934.85 2.03 917.11 2.57 
12 CMT12X 831 804 72004 0.23 711.59 l.10 712.12 1.22 70636 1.45 
13 CMT13X 1613 1576 1592.26 0.38 1647.20 1.81 1575.40 2.05 l 564.67 2.27 
14 CMT14X 954 871 853.15 0.23 903.64 l.12 853.15 l.20 847.83 1.44 
15 CMTIY 603 501 501.22 0.04 493.66 0.19 484.47 0.20 490.74 0.31 
16 CMT2Y 924 782 732.57 0.11 739.ll 0.51 730.32 0.55 726.43 0.68 
17 CMT3Y 923 847 818.04 0.23 779.79 1.12 769.32 l.10 769.21 1.39 
18 CMT4Y 1178 1050 970.18 0.71 973.l l 3.45 951.73 3.10 947.10 3.63 
19 CMT5Y 1477 1348 1195.59 1.56 1153.70 7.69 1143.99 6.72 1126.07 7.40 
20 CMT6Y 609 584 618.39 0.04 597.35 0.18 59861 0.20 587.48 0.27 
21 CMT7Y - 961 953.05 0.10 944.82 0.51 943.00 0.53 939.18 0.62 
22 CMT8Y 927 936 977.17 0.23 954.02 1.13 963.23 1.09 955.27 1.31 
23 CMT9Y 1215 1299 1287.64 0.69 1234.45 3.39 1287.64 3.07 1286.92 3.37 
24 CMT!OY 1527 1571 1509.04 t.56 1483.88 7.64 1490.40 6.81 1481.00 7.17 
25 CMTllY 1500 1070 937.28 0.37 881.35 l.86 934.85 2.04 917.11 2.62 
26 CMT12Y 873 825 720.04 0.23 711.59 1.12 712.12 1.21 706.36 1.46 
27 CMT13Y 1589 1576 1592.26 0.37 1647.20 181 1575.40 2.03 1564.67 2.28 
28 CMT14Y 920 871 853.15 0.23 903.64 1.13 853.15 1.20 847.83 1.41 

Average 109931 1010.79 975.96 0.46 964.12 2.27 959.87 2.13 953.24 2.43 

6.5.2 Numerical Analysis for VRPBM. 

The cumulative net-pickup approach was mainly designed for VRPSPD. Since 

VRPBM is a special case of VRPSPD, the cumulative net-pickup approach was also 

applied to VRPBM problem instances. In VRPSPD, each customer is a linehaul as well 
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as a backhaul customer while in VRPBM a customer is either a linehaul customer or a 

backhaul customer. The parameter settings for VRPBM problem instances are the same 

as described in sub-section 6.1.2. We compare our heuristics with the following existing 

heuristics for which there are reported results. 

LC-INS the heuristic algorithm of Salhi and Nagy (1999). 

ALT the heuristic algorithm of Nagy and Salhi (2005). 

Benchmark problem 

The numerical experiment is performed using the data set of Salhi and Nagy 

(1999) for VRBPM. They generated three sets of problem instances referred as sets T, Q 

and H using the 14 benchmark problem instances given by Christofides et al. (1979). In 

set T, every tenth customer is declared as a backhaul customer and is assigned pickup 

demand equal to the original demand. Hence, in set T, 10% customers are declared 

backhaul customers. Similarly, in set Q, 25% of customers are declared backhaul 

customers and in set H, 50% of customers are declared backhaul customers. We refer to 

the above VRPBM problem instances as CMTT, CMTQ and CMTH, respectively in our 

comparison. 

Computational results and performance analysis of the algorithm 

The average results obtained by different algorithms are presented in Table 6.5. 

The detailed solutions obtained by different algorithms are presented in Table 6.6. The 

results reported in Tables 6.5 and 6.6 show that the saving based algorithms designed in 

this chapter work well for VRPBM problem instances. The order of performance is 
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similar to the one observed for VRPSPD problem instances. EPSA3 gives the lowest 

average cost followed by EPSA2, GSA, SA, ALT and LC-INS. 

The performance of SA is the lowest among the four saving based heuristics designed in 

this chapter. The average cost produced by SA is 976.03 while the average costs for the 

existing heuristics ALT and LC-INS are 994.67 and 1037.77, respectively. Note again 

that SA requires the least CPU time in each case. 

Table 6.5: Average tour length obtained by different heuristics and the corresponding 

CPU time for 42 VRPBM instances of Salhi and Nagy ( 1999) 

% of LC- ALT SA GSA EPSA EPSA 
backhaul INS 2 3 
customers 
50 % Average cost 1047.0 991.00 955.80 939.00 942.13 933.64 

Average time (sec.) 3.60 3.90 0.43 2.31 2.12 3.20 
25 % Average cost 1035.0 998.00 976.06 962.97 963.64 957.71 

Average time (sec.) 3.10 3.60 0.36 1.80 1.68 2.51 
10% Average cost 1011.0 995.00 981.19 996.21 981.13 975.00 

Average time (sec.) 2.80 3.10 0.47 2.30 2.13 3.18 

Table 6.6: Total tour length obtained by different heuristics and corresponding CPU time 

for 42 VRPBM instances of Salhi and Nagy ( 1999) 

No Inst. 
LC-INS SA GSA EPSA2 EPSA3 

Cost Cost Time Cost Time Cost Time Cost Time 
1 CMTIH 594 503.02 0.04 473.05 0.19 470.94 0.20 470.94 0.32 
2 CMT2H 900 719.73 0.1 l 709.99 0.53 722.00 0.54 711.19 0.82 
3 CMT3H 918 804.31 0.24 751.0l 1.13 750.95 110 745.60 1.71 
4 CMT4H 1164 920.62 0.70 892.32 3.48 89786 3.09 887.48 4.73 
5 CMT5H 1509 1067.28 159 1067.28 7.84 1067.28 6.72 1061.56 1023 
6 CMT6H 594 618.39 0.04 594.67 0.18 598.61 0.19 58748 031 
7 CMTIH 953.05 0.11 937.82 0.52 934.22 0.52 930.40 0.76 
8 CMT8H 915 977.17 0.23 967.90 1.14 963.23 1.09 955.27 1.66 
9 CMT9H 1164 1287 64 0.71 1236.24 3.46 1287.64 3.05 1286.92 4.55 
10 CMTlOH 1509 1509.04 1.62 1496.33 7.92 1490.40 6.72 1481.00 9.93 
11 CMTIIH 1120 891.45 038 891.45 1.83 889.90 2.03 870.88 3.25 
12 CMT12H 850 684.08 0.23 684.08 1.12 688.22 1.21 669.74 1.86 
13 CMTl3H 1546 1592.26 0.38 1592.26 l.85 1575.40 2.05 1564.67 2.9 
14 CMT14H 866 853.15 0.23 853.15 1.14 853.15 1.21 847.83 1.77 
15 CMTIQ 557 547.17 0.04 521.28 0.19 524.32 0.19 517.88 0.33 
16 CMTZQ 860 792.18 0.11 778.44 0.53 768.43 0.56 763.78 0.83 
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17 CMT3Q 918 803.20 0.23 803.20 1.13 794.17 !.09 794.06 1.76 
18 CMT4Q 1164 1014.86 0.71 1003.55 3.54 982.96 3.09 982.90 4.71 
19 CMT~ 1477 957.49 0.11 935.53 0.52 955.70 0.54 954.51 0.76 
20 CMT~ 600 618.39 0.04 594.67 0.19 598.61 0.20 587.48 0.32 
21 CMT7Q - 957.49 0.10 935.53 0.53 955.70 0.52 954.51 0.76 
22 CMT8Q 918 969.34 0.23 968.74 1.12 963.23 I.I I 955.27 1.67 
23 CMT9Q 1178 1287.64 0.70 1236.24 3.50 1287.64 3.06 1286.92 4.55 
24 CMTIOQ 1477 1509.04 1.60 1496.33 7.97 1490.40 6.70 1481.00 10.01 
25 CMTl!Q: 1087 984.97 0.38 984.97 !.83 982.20 2.03 964.72 3. I 
26 CMTIZQ 853 777.73 0.24 777.73 !.13 759.03 l.21 752.45 1.79 
27 CMTl& 1613 1592.26 0.38 1592.26 1.87 1575.40 2.03 1564.67 2.87 
28 CMTl4Q 873 853.15 0.23 853.15 1.11 853.15 1.23 847.83 1.73 
29 CMTJT 541 547.17 0.04 52!.28 0.18 524.32 0.19 517.88 0.32 
30 CMT2T 839 792.18 0.11 778.44 0.52 768.43 0.55 763.78 0.82 
31 CMT3T 903 803.20 0.23 803.20 I 13 794.17 110 794.06 1.75 
32 CMT4T 1111 1014.86 0 70 1003.55 3.43 982.96 3.14 982.90 4.68 
33 CMT5T 1423 1239.57 1.59 1189.76 7.80 1201.46 6.69 1196.60 10.11 
34 CMT6T 571 618.39 0.04 594.67 0.18 598.61 0.20 587.48 0.31 
35 CMT7T - 957.49 0.11 935.53 0.52 955.70 0.54 954.51 0.76 
36 CMT8T 911 969.34 0.23 968.74 1.14 963.23 !.09 955.27 1.64 
37 CMT9T 1164 1287.64 0.71 1236.24 3.47 1287.64 3.06 1286.92 4.62 
38 CMTIOT 1418 1509.04 1.59 1496.33 7.92 1490.40 6.69 1481.00 10.01 
39 CMTllT 1075 984.97 0.38 984.97 1.88 982.20 2.03 964.72 3.09 
40 CMTl2T 827 777.73 0.23 777.73 1.13 759.03 1.21 752.45 1.78 
41 CMT13T 1600 1592.26 0.38 1592.26 1.83 1575.40 2.05 1564.67 2.85 
42 CMT14T 866 853.15 0.23 853.15 l.l I 853.15 1.22 847.83 1.76 

Aver~ 1037.77 976.03 0.44 961.07 2 14 962.32 1.98 955.45 2.96 

6.5.3 Comparisons among saving algorithms 

The better performance of EPSA3 in comparison to EPSA2 is attributed to the 

local search. The use of 2-opt in EPSA3 increase the CPU time. The gap of CPU time 

between EPSA3 and EPSA2 seems to increase with the problem size. Note that GSA 

would give better solution than SA for each problem instance since we let 'A = 1. Since we 

allow five values for 'A in GSA, the CPU time for GSA is almost 5 times the CPU time of 

SA. 

The saving algorithms (SA and GSA) and parallel saving algorithms ( EPSA2 and 

EPSA2) are competitive. The performance (in terms of the average cost) of the algorithm 

from best to worst is in the order EPSA3, EPSA2, GSA and SA. The order however is 

exactly the opposite in terms of CPU time. 
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6.5.4 Comparison of saving algorithms with metaheuristics 

In comparison to heuristics, metaheuristic invariably use more CPU time to find a 

better solution. We compare our saving algorithms with metaheuristics mainly to see how 

close our solution is in comparison to the metaheuristics. We compare the saving 

algorithm with the following two metaheuristics. 

ACS Ant colony system presented in chapter 5. 

LNS large neighborhood search by Ropke and Pisinger (2006) 

The summary results of different algorithms are presented in Table 6.7, Table 6.8 

and Table 6.9. The summary results for Dethloff ( 2001) VRPSPD problem instances 

reported in Table 6. 7 show that our best algorithm EPSA3 produces a solution that is on 

average 2.54 % away from the best known solution and it took on average 2.98 seconds 

of CPU time. The LNS solution is 0.31 % away from the best known solution but it took 

on average 58.12 seconds. The best results are obtained by ACS, which produces the best 

known solution for all instances. It took on average 9.29 seconds. It should be noted that 

the size of all problem instances in Dethloff (2001) data set is only 50. 

The summary results for Salhi and Nagy (1999) VRPSPD problem instances 

reported in Table 6.8 show that the solution produced by EPSA3 is on average 6.82 % 

away from the best known solution and it took 2.43 seconds to produce it. LNS solution 

is 3 .54 % away from the best known solution but it took 299 .31 seconds. ACS solution is 

0.01 % away from best known solution but it took 151.54 seconds. 

The summary results for Salhi and Nagy (1999) VRPBM problem instances 

reported in Table 6.9 show that the solution produced by EPSA3 is on average 4.17 % 
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away from the best known solution and it took 2.96 seconds. LNS solution is just 0.09 % 

away from the best known solution but it took 55.86 seconds. ACS solution is 0.1 % 

away from best known solution and it took 151.38 seconds of CPU time. Thus, overall 

EPSA3 produces a solution that is close to the best known solution with significantly less 

CPU time. 

Table 6.7: Summary results of heuristics and metaheuristics algorithm for 40 VRPSPD 

instances of Dethloff ( 2001) 

SA GSA EPSA2 EPSA3 LNS ACS 
Average cost 796.6 787.63 785.67 779 761.07 758.64 

% deviation from the 
5.15 3.86 3.51 2.54 0.31 0 

best known solution 
Average CPU time 0.04 0.187 0.218 2.98 157.93 9.29 
Average Scaled CPU 

0.04 0.187 0.218 2.98 58.12 9.29 
time 

Table 6.8: Summary results of heuristics and metaheuristics algorithm for 28 VRPSPD 

instances of Salhi and Nagy (1999) 

SA GSA EPSA2 EPSA3 LNS ACS 
Average cost 975.96 964.12 959.87 953.24 932.62 893.22 

% deviation from the 
9.52 7.99 7.53 6.82 3.54 0.01 

best known solution 
Average CPU time 0.46 2.27 2.13 2.43 813.33 151.54 

Average Scaled CPU 
0.46 2.27 2.13 2.43 299.31 151.54 

time 

Table 6.9: Summary results of heuristics and metaheuristics algorithm for 42 VRPBM 

instances of Salhi and Nagy (1999) 
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SA GSA EPSA2 EPSA3 LNS ACS 
Average cost 976.03 961.07 962.32 955.45 919.59 919.57 

% deviation from the 
6.64 4.90 5.02 4.17 0.09 0.1 

best known solution 
Average CPU time 0.44 2.14 1.98 2.96 151.48 151.38 
Average Scaled CPU 

0.44 2.14 1.98 2.96 55.86 151.38 
time 

6.6. Conclusions 

The problem of VRPSPD is important given the new emphasis on integrating the 

forward and reverse flows in supply chains. Although the saving heuristic of Clarke and 

Wright (1964) is used widely in VRP, no such heuristics exist for VRPSPD. In this 

chapter, we have filled the gap and designed four saving based heuristics (SA, GSA, 

EPSA2 and EPSA3) for VRPSPD. All four heuristics involve creating a new route by 

merging two existing routes. We have also proposed the cumulative net-pickup approach 

to checking the feasibility of a route that is obtained by merging two existing routes. 

Computational experiment with benchmark problem instances has shown that all four 

saving based heuristics perform better than the existing insertion based heuristics. Out of 

the four heuristics developed in this chapter, SA yields the highest average cost but it also 

requires the least amount of CPU time. Comparing EPSA3 with metaheuristics, we found 

that EPSA3 produces a solution that is close to the solutions found by the metaheuristics. 

However, it did so in significant less CPU time. 
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CHAPTER7 

Saving based algorithm for multi-depot version of Vehicle routing 

problem with simultaneous pickup and delivery 

7.1 Introduction 

In multi-depot vehicle routing problem, goods are delivered from several depots 

to a set of geographically dispersed customers. Multi-depot vehicle routing problem 

(MDVRP) is encountered in a large number of real life situations. Some of the real life 

examples of MDVRP are the delivery of meals (Cassidy and Bennett (1972)) , delivery 

of packaged food (Pooley (1994) ). Other examples are distribution of chemical products 

(Ball et al. (1983 )), distribution of petroleum products (Brown et al. (1987)), distribution 

of industrial gases (Bell et al. (1983) ), distribution of soft drinks (Golden and Wasil 

(1987)), supply of machines (Fisher et al. (1981; Magnanti (1981)), etc. The classical 

MDVRP works independently for delivery and pickup of materials from a customer. In 

the multi-depot version of vehicle routing problem with pickup and delivery (VRPSPD), 

a customer requires a given shipment to be delivered as well as a given load to be 

delivered. Complete service (i.e., delivery and pickup) is provided by a vehicle to a 

customer in a single stop. The vehicle starts from one of the several depots. A multi

depot VRPSPD instance is defined in terms of the following data. 

m the number of depots; 

n the number of customers; 
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M the set of depots, numbered 1, ... ,m; 

N the set of customers to be visited, numbered m+ 1, ... ,m + n; 

G(V, A) a complete graph where V = M U N is the vertex set and A is the arc set; 

P; non-negative pickup demand for customer i where i E N; 

d; non-negative delivery demand for customer i where i E N; 

cij non-negative cost associated with each arc (i, j) E A satisfying the triangular 

inequality (i.e., cu ~ cik + cki) for each k = 1,2, .. . n; k * i; k * j. 

Q vehicle capacity. 

The objective is to determine the minimum cost routes of vehicles so that 

• each vehicle starts and ends at the same depot; 

• each customer is visited by exactly one vehicle; 

• complete service (i.e., delivery and pickup) is provided by a vehicle in a single 

stop; 

• the load of a vehicle never exceeds its capacity Q anywhere in the route. 

Multi-depot VRPSPD has not received much attention in literature. Salhi and 

Nagy (1999) and Nagy and Salhi (2005) have applied the heuristic designed for single-
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depot VRPSPD to multi-depot VRPSPD. Min et al. (1992) provide a heuristic for multi

depot vehicle routing with backhauls and mixed load. 

The saving based algorithm of Clarke and Wright (1964) has been modified by a number 

of authors to solve MDVRP (Tillman (1969), Tillman and Hering (1971), Tillman and 

Cain (1972), Golden et al. (1977), Wren and Holliday (1972)). Despite the successful 

application of saving based algorithms to MDVRP, no attempts have been made so far to 

apply them to multi-depot VRPSPD. This chapter describes the saving based algorithms 

that fill the above gap in the literature. We present four algorithms for the problem. Since 

multi-depot VRPBM is a special case of multi-depot VRPSPD, we extend the algorithms 

to multi-depot VRPBM. The algorithms are presented in the next four sections. 

7.2 Partition based algorithm (PBA) 

This algorithm is based on the idea of borderline customers as used by Salhi and 

Sari (1997) for the multi-depot vehicle fleet mix problem. Salhi and Nagy (1999) and 

Nagy and Salhi (2005) also used the idea of borderline customers to extend their 

heuristics designed for the single depot VRPSPD to multi-depot VRPSPD. In PBA, 

customers are divided into border and non-borderline customers. Non-borderline 

customers are first assigned to their nearest depot and the problem is then solved as a 

single depot VRPSPD for each depot. Borderline customers are then inserted into the 

vehicle routes. A borderline customer is defined as a customer who is situated 

approximately halfway between two depots. Consider customer i with his nearest depot p 

and his second nearest depot q. Let c,." be the distance between customer i and depot p 
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and c be the distance between customer i and depot q, thus, c. < c . Customer i is 
~ ~ ~ 

called a borderline customer if c;p / c;q 2': p, where p is a parameter between 0.5 and I. 

We use the saving algorithm described in chapter 6 for solving a single depot VRPSPD. 

The complete algorithm for multi-depot VRPSPD is described below. 

1. Divide the customers into borderline and non-borderline customers; 

2. Assign the non-borderline customers to their nearest depot; 

3. For each depot, solve the single depot VRPSPD problem consisting of non-

borderline customers assigned to the depot. 

4. Insert the borderline customers into one of the vehicle routes obtained in step 3. 

Borderline customers are inserted in a route for which the increase in the route 

length is minimum (Borderline customers are inserted in to each vehicle route 

obtained in step 3 to check the route for which the increase in the route is 

minimum). 

In the last step of the algorithm, a customer is inserted in one of the routes 

obtained in step 3. We use cumulative net-pickup approach for checking the feasibility of 

a route while inserting a customer into the route. We use lemmas 4.9 to 4.14 from chapter 

4 to check the feasibility of an insertion operation. 
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7.3 Nearest depot algorithm 

This algorithm is similar to the partition-based algorithm described in the 

previous section. The algorithm first assigns each customer to his nearest depot. Then a 

single depot VRPSPD is solved for each depot using the saving algorithm described in 

chapter 6. The nearest depot algorithm becomes a special case of the partition based 

algorithm when we divide the customers into borderline and non-borderline customers 

using p = 1,. Setting p = 1, makes all customers non-borderline customers. Thus, all 

customers are assigned to their nearest depot. 

7.4 Saving algorithm 

We modify the saving algorithm of Clarke and Wright (1964) and make it 

applicable to multi depot VRPSPD. The saving algorithm for single depot works on the 

principle of the maximum saving achieved when two routes are combined and served by 

a single vehicle instead of two different vehicles. In the case of single depot, the saving 

value of combining customers b and c is calculated as 

(7.1) 

Equation (7.1) is not suitable for Multi-depot vehicle routing problems because customers 

b and c might be served by vehicles originating from different depots. Thus, we modify 

the saving value defined above to make it applicable to multi-depot VRPSPD. We use the 

following notation to describe the saving algorithm for multi-depot VRPSPD. 

Rr route of vehicle r 
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n, total number of customers served by vehicle r 

D, total demand to be delivered by vehicle r 

er, (i) i1h customer in route R, (i.e., the customer in the i1h position in the route of 

vehicle r) 

d r (i) quantity of product to be delivered to customer a',(i) 

p,(i) quantity of product to be picked up from customer er,(i) 

f,(i) = p,(i)-d,(i) net-pickup of customer er,(i) 

F, (i) cumulative net-pickup by vehicle rafter visiting customer er, (i) 

X, maximum cumulative net-pickup encountered by vehicle r 

Y, minimum cumulative net-pickup encountered by vehicle r 

The complete route of vehicle r is R, = { er, (0), CJ, (1) , ... , O', (n,), <J, (n, + 1) } . 

Here, customers CJ, (0) and <J, (n, + 1) both represent the depot. In multi-depot case, each 

vehicle starts and finishes the tour at the same depot, so that <J, (0) = <J, (n, + 1). Now 

consider combining routes R, = { <J, (0), <J, (1) , ...... , <J, (n,) , <J, (n, + 1) } and R, = 

{ <J, (0), O',(l) ,. . ., <Js (n,), <J,(n, + 1) } . With respect to routes R, and R, , we use the 

following additional notation. 

u the depot associated with route R,, i.e., <J, (0) =CJ, (n, + 1) = u. 

v the depot associated with route R, i.e., <J, (0) =CJ, (n, + 1) = v. 

a first customer to be served by vehicle r, i.e., <J, (1) = a. 
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b last customer to be served by vehicle r, i.e., Cir (nr) = b. 

c first customer to be served by vehicles, i.e., cr, (1) = c. 

d last customer to be served by vehicles, i.e., cr, (n,) = d. 

When Rr and R, are combined and served by single vehicle q, vehicle q can start and 

finish the tour either from depot u or from depot v. In addition, depending on the 

sequence of customers in the combined route, Rr and R, can be combined in 8 different 

ways. Hence, routes Rr and R, can be merged into Rq in the following 16 ways. 

M 1. Rq = R, UR,= {Cir (0), Cir (I), ... , Cl, (n, ), Cf, (1),. . ., Cf, (n,), Cir (nr + 1)} 

M2. Rq = Rr UR,= {Cf, (0), Cir (1), ... , Cir (n, ), Cf, (1), ... , Cf, (n,), Cf, (n, + 1)} 

M3. Rq = Rr UR,= {Cir (0), Cf, (1), ... ,Cf, (n, ), a=, (1), ... ,a=, (n,), Cf, (n, + 1)} 

M4. Rq = Rr UR,= {Cf, (0), Cir (I), ... , Cf, (nr ), O', (1), .. ., O', (n, ), Cf, (n, + 1)} 

MS. Rq = R, UR,= {Cf, (0), O',(l), ... ,a=, (nr ), Cls (1), ... ,Cf, (n,), Cf, (n, + 1)} 

M6. Rq =R, uR, ={crs(0),0',(1), ... ,0',(n,),cr,(1),. .. ,Cfs(n,),cr,(n, +1)} 

M7. Rq =R, uR, ={cr,(0),0',(1), ... ,a=,(n,),a=,(1), .. .,a=,(ns),cr,(n, +l)} 

MS. Rq = R, u R, = { a',(O), O',(l), ... ,a=, (n,), a', (1), ... ,O's (n,), cr, (n, + 1)} 

M9. Rq = R, U Rr = {Cir (0), O's (1),. .. , O's (n,), O'r (1),. .. , O', (nr), Cf, (n, + 1)} 

MIO. Rq = R, u J{ = { cr,(O), a', (1),. . ., a', (n,), a', (1), .. ., O'r (nr ), cr,(n, + 1)} 

M 11 Rq = R, UR, = {Cf, (0), Cf, (1),. . ., Cf, (n, ), O'r (1),. . ., O'r (n,), Cir (n, + 1)} 

M 12 Rq =Rs u Rr = {Cf, (0), Cf, (1), .. ., Cl,(n,), a', (1), ... , a', (nr), Cfs (n, +I)} 
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(7.14) 

(7 .1 S) 

MIS. Rq =R, uR, ={a,(O),a,(1), ... ,a,(n,),a,(1), ... ,a,(n,),a,(n, +l)} (7 .16) 

M 16. Rq = R, u R, = {a, (0), a,(1), ... , a, (n, ), a, (1), ... , a, (n, ), a, (n, + 1)} . (7.17) 

Here route Rq obtained by method M9 is the reverse of the route obtained by method M 1. 

We consider routes obtained both by M 1 and by M9 because it is possible that one of the 

two routes is feasible whereas the other is not. Similarly route Rq obtained by methods 

MIO, MIO, M12, Ml3, M14, MIS and M16 are the reverse of the routes obtained by 

M2, M3, M4, MS, M6, M7 and M8, respectively. 

The sequence of customers in Rq obtained by methods Ml and M2 is the same but 

vehicle q starts and finishes its tour at depot u in M 1 and at depot v in M2, respectively. 

Similarly, the sequence of customers in Rqobtained by method M3, MS, M7, M9, Ml I, 

M13 and MIS is same as the sequence of customers in Rqobtained by methods M4, M6, 

M8, MIO, M12, M14 and M16 respectively. The saving values resulting from different 

methods are summarized below. 

Ml and M9: 5 1 =c +c -c +c -c rs bu. vc be dv du (7 .18) 

M2 and MIO: (7 .19) 

M3 and Mll: (7 .20) 

M4 and M12: (7.21) 
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MS and M13: s;s =cau +eve -Gae+ Cdv - Cdu (7.22) 

M6 and Ml4: S! =cub -cvb +Gau+ eve -cac (7.23) 

M7 and MIS: s1 = c + c - c + c - c rs au vd ad cv cu (7.24) 

MS and Ml6 s:, =cub - Cvb +Gau + Cvd - Cad (7.2S) 

The maximum cumulative net-pickup, Xq and the minimum cumulative net-

pickup, Yq of route Rq obtained by above 16 methods can be derived using the lemmas 

from chapter 6. The expressions for the maximum cumulative net-pickup obtained by 16 

different methods are presented below. 

(7.26) 

M3 and M4. Xq =Max{X,, F,(n,)+ Fs(ns)-Y,} (7.27) 

MS and M6. Xq=Max{F,(n,)-Y,., F,(n,)+X.} (7.28) 

M7 and MS. X,=Max{F,(n,)-Y,, F,(n,)+F,(n,)-Y,} (7.29) 

M9andM10. X,=Max{Fs(n,)-Y,, Fs(n,)+F,(n,)-Y,} (7.30) 

Mll andM12. X,=Max{Xs, Fs(ns)+F,(n,)-Y,} (7.31) 

Ml3 andM14. X,=Max{Fs(nJ-Ys, F,(n,)+X,} (7.32) 

M15 and Ml6. X, =Max{X,, F,(n,)+ X,} (7.33) 

The expressions for the minimum cumulative net-pickup obtained by 16 different 

methods are presented below. 

Ml and M2. Yq =Min{Y,,F,(n,)+Ys} (7.34) 
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M3 andM4. Yq=Min{Y,,F,(n,)+F,(n,)-X,} 

MS and M6. Yq =Min{F,(n,)-X,, F,(n,)+Y,} 

M7 and MS. Y, =Min{ F, (n,) -Y,, F, (n,) + F, (n,)- Y,} 

M9andM10. Y,=Min{F,(n,)-Xs, Fs(nJ+F,(n,)-X,} 

M11 andM12. Y,=Max{Y,, Fs(n,)+F,(n,)-X,} 

M13 and M14. Y,=Min{F,(nJ-X,, F,(n,)+Y,} 

MIS and M16. Y,=Max{Y,, Fs(nJ+Y,} 

(7.3S) 

(7 .36) 

(7.37) 

(7.3S) 

(7.39) 

(7.40) 

(7.41) 

The cumulative net-pickup of the last customer in Rq obtained by any of the above 

methods is calculated as. 

(7.42) 

The feasibility of route Rq obtained by any of the above combinations is checked using 

the following conditions. 

Ml and M2. D, + Ds +Max{X,, F,(n,) + Xs}::; Q 

M3 and M4. D, +D, +Max{X,,F,(n,)+ Fs(nJ-Y,}::; Q 

MS andM6. D,+D,+Max{F,(n,)-Y,, F,(n,)+X,}::;Q 

M7 and MS. D, + D, +Max{F,(n,)-Y,, F,(n,) + F,(n,)-Y,}::; Q 

M9 and MlO. D, +D, + Max{F,(nJ-Y,, Fs(n,) + F,(n,)-Y,}::; Q 

Mll andM12. D,+D,+Max{X,, F,(n,)+F,(n,)-Y,}::;Q 

M13 andM14. D,+D,+Max{F,(nJ-Y,, F,(n,)+X,}::;Q 

1S8 

(7.43) 

(7.44) 

(7.4S) 

(7.46) 

(7.47) 

(7.4S) 

(7.49) 
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MIS and Ml6. Dr +D, +Max{X,, F,(n,)+Xr} ~ Q (7.50) 

We use the expressions (7 .18) to (7 .25) to calculate the saving value, expressions (7 .26) 

to (7.41) to calculate Xqand Yq and expressions (7.43) to e7.49) to check the feasibility 

of the combined route. The saving algorithm for multi-depot VRPSPD works as follows 

Step 0: (Initialization) Assign each customer to a separate vehicle to create routes Rm= 

{O, O"m(l), O}; m = 1,2, ... ,n. Make all m vehicles as active vehicles. 

Step I. Consider each combination of active vehicles r and s, r < s and calculate the 

saving as follows: 

maxes:,. s~, 0) if equation (7.43) is satisfied 

maxes:,, s~' 0) if equation (7.44) is satisfied 

max(s;,, S!,O) if equation (7.45) is satisfied 

max(s;,, S~,,O) if equation (7.46) is satisfied 

srs =max maxes;,, s:~ ,0) if equation e7.47) is satisfied (7.51) 

maxes::' s:.: ,0) if equation (7.48) is satisfied 

maxes:;, s:: ,0) if equation (7.49) is satisfied 

maxes::. s::.o) if equation (7 .50) is satisfied 

0 otherwise 

Note that Srs = 0 when merging of routes Rr and R, is either not feasible or not 

beneficial because doing so does not decrease the total tour length for the 

problem. Therefore, in this case, we make the merging of route Rr with R, or 

merging of route Rr with R, non- admissible. 

Step 2: Suppose s pq =max ( srs) v r, s. Combine routes RP with Rq and assign vehicle q 

to serve the customers of the combined route. Label vehicle p as an inactive 
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vehicle, i.e., RP={¢}. Update Xq, Yq and Fq(nq). There are 16 different 

methods for combining routes RP with Rq . We choose the method that gives us 

the same value for S pq as given by equation (7 .51) and then update X q, Yq and 

Fq (nq) using the corresponding formulas. 

Step 3: If all mergers are non admissible then stop; else go to step 1. 

7.5 Tillman's saving algorithm (TSA) 

Tillman (1969) was the first to adopt the saving algorithm for MDVRP. He 

realized that the saving value calculated using expression (7 .1) does not reflect the true 

saving for MDVRP. He modified the distance between the customers and the depots. Let 

v be the nearest depot for customer a. Then the distance between customer a and some 

depot u is modified as 

Gau = C av - ( C au - C av ) (7.52) 

Using the above expression, Tillman (1969) used the following equation to calculate the 

saving value between customers a and b with respect to depot u. 

(7.53) 

Tillman's saving algorithm proposed for multi-depot VRPSPD is similar to single 

depot VRPSPD described in chapter 6 with few modifications. In case of multi-depot 

VRPSPD, saving for each combination of customers is calculated for each depot u E M. 

When two routes are combined and assigned to vehicle q, route Rq starts and finishes the 

tour from the same depot for which s;b is maximum. 
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7.6 Numerical Analysis 

This section presents the numerical results for the saving based algorithms 

proposed in this chapter and compares them with the existing heuristics for the problem. 

The algorithms presented in this chapter are mainly designed for multi-depot VRPSPD. 

We implement the algorithms to multi-depot VRPBM since multi-depot VRPBM is a 

special case of multi-depot VRPSPD. 

7.6.1 Numerical Analysis for multi-depot VRPSPD 

The saving based algorithms proposed in this chapter were coded in C++ and 

implemented on Intel Xeon with 2.4 GHz computer system. The four algorithms are 

defined as. 

PBA - Partition based algorithm 

NBA - Nearest depot based algorithm 

SA - Saving algorithm based on Clarke and Wright (1964) saving algorithm 

TSA - Tillman (1969) algorithm based on saving algorithm for multi-depot VRP 

We compare the above new heuristics with the following existing heuristics for which 

there are reported results. 

LC-INS the heuristic algorithm of Salhi and Nagy (1999). 

ALT the heuristic algorithm of Nagy and Salhi (2005). 

Benchmark problem 

The numerical experiment is performed using two sets of problem instances. The 

first data set for multi-depot VRPSPD is provided by Salhi and Nagy (1999). They 
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generated instances from I I benchmark problems of Gillett and Johnson (1976). Let Xa 

and Ya denote the co-ordinates of customer a and let d;'; denote the demand for customer 

a in the original problem. The distance matrix in the new problem is generated using the 

original co-ordinates. However, d;'; is split into delivery demand da and pickup demand 

way, a set of 11 instances referred as set A is generated. Another set of 11 instances 

referred as set B is generated by exchanging the pickup and delivery demands in problem 

instances of set A. 

We generate the second data-set from the multi-depot VRP data set provided by 

Chao et al. (1993 ). This data set contains customers whose x or y co-ordinate is equal to 

0. Therefore, the method used by Salhi and Nagy (1999) for splitting the original demand 

into pickup and delivery demand is not applicable. We use a random number to split the 

original demand. Consider customer a with original demand d;" . For each customer a, 

generate a uniform random number ra in the range of [O, 1]. Then the new delivery 

demand of customer a is calculated as da::: rx d;'; and the new pickup demand, Pa, is 

calculated as Pa =(1- r)xd;';. In this way a set of 12 instances referred as set X is 

generated. Another set of 12 instances referred as set Y is generated from set X by 

exchanging the pickup and delivery demand. 

Altogether we use 46 problem instances for VRPSPD: 22 instances from Salhi 

and Nagy (1999) and 24 instances created from the I2 benchmark problem instances of 
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Chao et al. (1993). Instances of Salhi and Nagy (1999) are referred to GJX/Y and the 

instances of Chao et al. (1993) are referred as CGWX/Y. 

Computational results and performance analysis of the algorithm 

The detailed results obtained by different algorithms for multi-depot VRPSPD 

problem instances are presented in Table 7.1 for Salhi and Nagy (1999) problem 

instances and in Table 7.2 for Chao et al. (1993) problem instances. The average 

solutions for different algorithms for the multi-depot VRPSPD problem instances are 

presented in Table 7.3 and Table 7.4. 

The results reported in Table 7 .3 show that the performance of the four saving 

based algorithms developed in this chapter is better than the performance of existing 

algorithms. For Salhi and Nagy (1999) problem instances, SA gives the lowest average 

solution cost followed by NBA, TSA and PBA, respectively. The trend of relative 

performance of the four algorithms for Chao et al. (1993) problem instances is 

completely different than the trend for Salhi and Nagy (1999) problem instances. It seems 

that the change is due to the special characteristics of the data set by Chao et al. (1993). 

This data set is based upon five concentric squares in each block. A depot is situated at 

the center of each block and all customers are situated on either the X axis or the Y axis 

or in the middle of X and Y axis (see Chao et al. (1993) for the figure). It is intuitive that 

in this case, the partition based algorithms will perform better than the non-partition 

algorithms. Note that NBA and PBA are partition based algorithms while SA and TSA 

are construction based algorithm. Thus, the better performance of NBA and PBA over 
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SA and TSA seen in Table 7.4 for Chao et al. (1993) problem instances supports our 

intuition. 

The companson of CPU times shows that the CPU time of partition based 

algorithms PBA and NBA is much less than the CPU time of the construction based 

algorithms SA and TSA. The less CPU time of the partition based algorithms is due to 

the partitioning of the problem. In a partition based algorithm, a number of smaller 

problems with subsets of customers are solved. Solving a small size problem with fewer 

number of customers reduces the complexity of the problem which in turn reduces the 

CPU time. 

There is a considerable difference in CPU time for SA and TSA. As seen in 

Tables 7.3 and 7.4, the CPU time taken by SA is much less than the CPU time taken by 

TSA. In TSA, the saving value is calculated for each pair of customers in combination 

with each depot. Thus, the size of the saving value matrix is mxnxn compared to the 

size of the saving value matrix of nx n for SA. The increase in the size of the saving 

value matrix for TSA increases the CPU time in step 1 of the algorithm where we 

initialize and store the saving values in non-decreasing order. 

Table 7.1: Total tour length obtained by different heuristics and corresponding CPU time 

for 22 multi-depot VRPSPD instances of Salhi and Nagy ( 1999) 

LC-INS PBA NBA SA TSA 
No Inst. 

Cost Cost Time Cost Time Cost Time Cost Time 

1 GJlX 674 600.33 0.01 544.21 0.01 541.32 0.08 545.84 0.25 
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2 GJ2X 569 482.2 0.01 481.88 0.01 491.96 0.08 488.85 0.25 

3 GJ3X 734 650.06 0.02 632.41 0.02 637.73 0.26 652.13 1.04 

4 GJ4X 1193 1082.78 0.1 931.28 0.11 931.83 0.61 972.77 1.11 

5 GJ5X 909 760.33 0.11 777.77 0.11 750.58 0.62 775.11 1.15 

6 GJ6X 954 852.59 0.06 860.24 0.07 885.58 0.6 935.97 1.55 

7 GJ7X 973 989.16 0.04 833.56 0.05 878.39 0.6 903.24 1.94 

8 GJ8X 5326 4458.41 1.25 3797.5 1.53 3750.63 9.56 3793.39 17.67 

9 GJ9X 4426 4103.72 0.74 3459.09 0.81 3398.46 9.47 3554.52 24.77 

10 GJlOX 4446 4142.56 0.45 3361.87 0.54 3310.98 9.5 3440.19 31.3 

11 GJllX 4323 3545.45 0.38 3264.38 0.42 3262.8 9.42 3460.16 39.2 

12 GJIY 614 582.36 0.01 544.21 0.01 541.32 0.08 545.84 0.25 

13 GJ2Y 519 482.2 0.01 481.88 0.01 491.96 0.08 488.85 0.26 

14 GJ3Y 737 651.45 0.02 632.41 0.02 637.73 0.26 652.13 1.03 

15 GJ4Y 1162 1075.14 0.1 931.28 0.11 931.83 0.63 972.77 1.14 

16 GJ5Y 912 760.33 0.11 777.77 0.11 750.58 0.63 775.11 1.15 

17 GJ6Y 1003 852.59 0.06 860.24 0.07 885.58 0.61 935.97 1.68 

18 GJ7Y 973 934.98 0.05 833.56 0.05 878.39 0.61 903.24 1.98 

19 GJ8Y 4804 4470.82 1.23 3797.5 1.53 3750.63 9.6 3793.39 17.52 

20 GJ9Y 4501 4205.61 0.76 3459.09 0.81 3398.46 9.54 3554.52 24.5 

21 GJlOY 4183 3963.82 0.44 3361.87 0.54 3310.98 9.6 3440.19 32.07 

22 GJllY 4357 3532.57 0.38 3264.38 0.42 3262.8 9.57 3460.16 39.69 

Average 2195.09 1965.7 0.29 1722.2 0.33 1712.75 3.73 1774.74 10.98 
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Table 7.2: Total tour length obtained by different heuristics and corresponding CPU time 

for 24 multi-depot VRPSPD instances of second data set 

No Inst. PBA NBA SA TSA 

Cost Time Cost Time Cost Time Cost Time 

1 CGWlX 1366.84 0.06 1360.83 0.06 1365.01 0.32 1317.57 0.58 

2 CGW2X 1414.41 0.06 1365.69 0.06 1417.72 0.32 1547.56 0.59 

3 CGW3X 1436.40 0.06 1365.69 0.06 1538.65 0.32 1564.50 0.58 

4 CGW4X 2781.21 0.15 2715.81 0.16 2652.55 2.51 2677 .75 8.26 

5 CGW5X 2754.95 0.15 2731.37 0.16 2808.47 2.52 3219.29 8.49 

6 CGW6X 2796.94 0.15 2731.37 0.16 3080.37 2.54 3214.07 8.31 

7 CGW7X 4021.79 0.33 4076.64 0.34 3976.49 8.51 4037.29 41.86 

8 CGW8X 4083.33 0.33 4097.06 0.34 4149.26 8.46 4897.74 41.98 

9 CGW9X 4162.63 0.34 4097.06 0.34 4585.52 8.55 4890.51 41.48 

10 CGWlOX 6106.75 0.88 6135.46 0.83 5956.60 29.51 6677.16 210.06 

11 CGWllX 6085.17 0.87 6145.58 0.83 6168.58 29.30 7450.62 206.56 

12 CGW12X 6211.16 0.87 6145.58 0.83 6867.90 29.49 7452.03 204.06 

13 CGW1Y 1366.84 0.05 1360.83 0.06 1365.01 0.32 1317.57 0.59 

14 CGW2Y 1414.41 0.05 1365.69 0.06 1417.72 0.32 1547.56 0.58 

15 CGW3Y 1436.40 0.06 1365.69 0.06 1538.65 0.32 1564.50 0.59 

16 CGW4Y 2772.76 0.15 2715.81 0.16 2652.55 2.52 2677.75 8.23 

17 CGW5Y 2754.57 0.15 2731.37 0.16 2808.47 2.52 3219.29 8.58 

18 CGW6Y 2796.56 0.15 2731.37 0.16 3080.37 2.53 3214.07 8.18 

19 CGW7Y 4180.73 0.32 4076.64 0.34 3976.49 8.56 4037.29 41.14 
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20 CGW8Y 4082.95 0.33 4097.06 0.34 4149.26 8.46 4897.74 41.45 

21 CGW9Y 4162.25 0.33 4097.06 0.34 4585.52 8.50 4890.51 41.04 

22 CGW10Y 6360.75 0.87 6135.46 0.84 5956.60 29.08 6677.16 206.96 

23 CGW11Y 6084.79 0.87 6145.58 0.83 6168.58 29.04 7450.62 218.43 

24 CGW12Y 6210.78 0.88 6145.58 0.84 6867.90 29.54 7452.03 210.37 

Average 3618.56 0.35 3580.68 0.35 3713.93 10.17 4078.84 64.96 

Table 7 .3: Average tour length obtained by different heuristics and corresponding CPU 

time for 22 multi-depot VRPSPD instances of Salhi and Nagy ( 1999) 

LC-INS ALT PBA NBA SA TSA 

Average cost 
2195.09 1993 1962.7 1722.2 1712.75 1774.74 

Average time ( sec.) 
27.15 12.4 0.29 0.3 3.73 10.98 

Table 7.4: Average tour length obtained by different heuristics and corresponding CPU 

time over 24 multi-depot VRPSPD instances of second data set 

PBA NBA SA TSA 

Average cost 3618.56 3580.68 3713.93 4078.84 

Average time ( sec.) 0.35 0.35 10.17 64.96 

7.6.2 Numerical Analysis for multi-depot VRPBM. 

Our proposed algorithms are mainly designed for multi-depot VRPSPD. In 

VRPSPD, each customer is a linehaul as well as backhaul customer while in VRPBM a 

customer is either a Iinehaul customer or a backhaul customer. Since multi-depot 
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VRPBM is a special case of multi-depot VRPSPD, the algorithms can also be applied to 

multi-depot VRPBM. Thus, we tested PBA, NBA, SA and TA on multi-depot VRPBM 

problem instances. We compare the four algorithms with the reported results for the 

existing heuristics listed below. 

LC-INS the heuristic algorithm of Salhi and Nagy (1999). 

ALT the heuristic algorithm of Nagy and Salhi (2005). 

Benchmark problem 

Similar to multi-depot VRPSPD, we use two sets of problem instances in the 

numerical experiment on multi-depot VRPBM. The first data set for multi-depot VRPBM 

is provided by Salhi and Nagy (1999). They generated three problem instances referred as 

a T, Q and H from each VRP instance of 14 benchmark problems (Christofides et al. 

(1979)). In set T, every tenth customers is declared as a backhaul customer and is 

assigned pickup demand equal to the original demand. Hence, in total 10% customers are 

declared backhaul. Similarly, for sets Q and H, every fourth and every second customer is 

declared as a backhaul customer thus making 25% and 50% of customers backhaul 

customers, respectively. In our comparison, we refer to the above multi-depot VRPBM 

instances of Salhi and Nagy (1999) by GJT, GJQ and GJH, respectively. 

We generate the second data-set for multi-depot VRPBM from the 12 multi-depot 

VRP problem instances provided by Chao et al. (1993). Similar to the first data set, we 

generated three problem instances referred as T, Q and H. In set T, every tenth customer 

is declared as a backhaul customer and is assigned the pickup demand equal to the 

original demand. In set Q and H, 25% and 50% of customers are declared backhaul 
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customers, respectively. We refer to the above multi-depot VRPBM instances by CGWT, 

CGWQ and CGWH, respectively. 

Computational results and performance analysis of the algorithm 

The detailed results obtained by different algorithms for multi-depot VRPBM 

problem instances are presented in Table 7.5 for Salhi and Nagy (1999) problem 

instances and in Table 7.6 for Chao et al. (1993) problem instances. The average 

solutions for different algorithms for multi-depot VRPSPD problem instances are listed 

in Table 7 .7 and Table 7 .8. 

The average results reported in Table 7.7 and Table 7.8 show that the algorithms 

designed in this chapter work equally well for multi-depot VRPBM problem instances. 

The trend of solution quality for different algorithm is similar to the trend for VRPSPD 

problem instances. For Salhi and Nagy (1999) problem instances, SA gives the lowest 

average solution cost followed by NBA, PBA and TSA. For Chao et al. (1993) problem 

instances, NBA gives the lowest average solution cost followed by PBA, SA and TSA. 

Table 7.5: Total tour length obtained by different heuristics and corresponding CPU time for 

33 multi-depot VRPBM instances of Salhi and Nagy ( 1999) 

LC-INS PBA NBA SA TSA 
No Inst. 

Cost Cost Time Cost Time Cost Time Cost Time 

1 GJIH 619 601.074 0.01 615.12 0.01 601.236 0.07 656.519 0.23 

2 GJ2H 562 529.005 0.01 515.161 0.01 509.183 0.08 521.345 0.24 
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3 GJ3H 662 684.142 0.02 661.272 0.02 668.242 0.25 692.859 0.99 

4 GJ4H 1055 1098.94 0.09 1041.11 0.1 1041.11 0.59 1094.48 1.06 

5 GJ5H 853 892.308 0.1 832.66 0.11 818.659 0.61 812.173 1.12 

6 GJ6H 1034 923.405 0.06 912.799 0.06 922.948 0.59 970.504 1.45 

7 GJ7H 932 1032.37 0.04 920.443 0.05 920.415 0.57 949.053 1.85 

8 GJ8H 5188 5138.23 1.22 4443.77 1.49 4291.12 9.26 4377.19 17.38 

9 GJ9H 4087 4466.71 0.73 3984.86 0.79 3933.79 9.21 3977.44 23.99 

10 GJlOH 4166 4780.29 0.44 3819.9 0.53 3704.93 9.33 3871.92 31.28 

11 GJllH 3933 4089.48 0.38 3695.99 0.42 3708.16 9.23 3885.18 37.98 

12 GJlQ 666 672.57 0.01 582.399 0.01 564.242 0.07 583.206 0.23 

13 GJ2Q 550 518.98 0.01 493.433 0.01 490.091 0.08 507.191 0.25 

14 GJ3Q 670 674.241 0.02 648.978 0.02 651.53 0.27 671.949 1.05 

15 GJ4Q 1168 971.783 0.09 933.899 0.11 938.918 0.6 957.532 1.1 

16 GJ5Q 828 816.187 0.1 795.739 0.11 757.979 0.62 752.698 1.15 

17 GJ6Q 988 912.587 0.06 866.8 0.07 855.515 0.59 959.412 1.49 

18 GJ7Q 940 909.656 0.05 879.099 0.05 883.844 0.58 929.145 2 

19 GJ8Q 4877 4536.12 1.23 4063.33 1.51 4071.01 9.33 4091.4 18.01 

20 GJ9Q 4087 4336.96 0.74 3704.63 0.8 3638.17 9.29 3775.45 24.41 

21 GJlOQ 3931 4065.83 0.44 3644.01 0.53 3546.96 9.6 3631.3 30.94 

22 GJllQ 3840 3856.29 0.39 3546.95 0.42 3527.19 9.25 3665.43 38.26 

23 GJlT 614 551.288 0.01 537.681 0.01 529.403 0.08 548.892 0.25 
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24 GJ2T 497 481.264 0.01 481.879 0.01 496.409 0.08 488.852 0.26 

25 GJ3T 662 635.798 0.02 631.861 0.02 629.917 0.26 646.699 1.05 

26 GJ4T 1055 903.534 0.1 877.313 0.11 867.608 0.62 867.075 1.17 

27 GIST 794 751.43 0.11 749.325 0.11 741.905 0.63 763.204 1.16 

28 GJ6T 914 821.696 0.06 803.237 0.07 817.516 0.61 865.774 1.6 

29 GJ7T 992 833.824 0.04 803.564 0.05 824.304 0.6 866.354 2.11 

30 GJ8T 4647 4354.74 1.26 3758.58 1.53 3653.97 9.75 3738.27 17.71 

31 GJ9T 4087 3674.28 0.74 3307.39 0.81 3206.24 9.61 3505.4 24.81 

32 GJIOT 4002 4121.3 0.44 3373.54 0.54 3258.92 9.61 3316.39 31.56 

33 GJllT 3794 3453.45 0.39 3250.37 0.43 3263.79 9.77 3369.08 38.54 

Average 2051.33 2033.02 0.29 1823.55 0.33 1798.04 3.69 1857.86 10.81 

Table 7.6: Total tour length obtained by different heuristics and corresponding CPU time 

for 36 multi-depot VRPBM instances of second data set 

PBA NBA SA TSA 
No Inst. 

Cost Time Cost Time Cost Time Cost Time 

1 CGWlH 1399.2 0.06 1365.69 0.06 1421.45 0.32 1534.59 0.58 

2 CGW2H 1414.41 0.05 1365.69 0.06 1417.72 0.32 1553.65 0.59 

3 CGW3H 1436.4 0.05 1365.69 0.06 1558.65 0.32 1564.5 0.58 

4 CGW4H 2717.85 0.15 2731.37 0.16 2755.62 2.53 3250.25 8.21 

5 CGW5H 2754.57 0.15 2731.37 0.16 2834.98 2.51 3233.43 8.29 
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6 CGW6H 2796.56 0.15 2731.37 0.16 3086.22 2.53 3242.36 8.35 

7 CGW7H 4029.18 0.32 4097.06 0.34 4108.49 8.51 4960.5 40.88 

8 CGW8H 4082.95 0.33 4097.06 0.34 4185.62 8.55 4911.88 40.53 

9 CGW9H 4162.25 0.33 4097.06 0.34 4608.95 8.43 4918.79 40.4 

10 CGWlOH 6005.2 0.87 6145.58 0.83 6155.24 29 7520.22 207.77 

11 CGWllH 6084.79 0.87 6145.58 0.83 6204.21 28.9 7476.36 210.95 

12 CGW12H 6210.78 0.88 6145.58 0.83 6879.62 29.37 7488.6 210.83 

13 CGWlQ 1373 .35 0.06 1365.69 0.06 1363.23 0.33 1488.06 0.58 

14 CGW2Q 1414.41 0.05 1365.69 0.06 1417.72 0.32 1547.56 0.58 

15 CGW3Q 1436.4 0.05 1365.69 0.06 1558.65 0.32 1564.5 0.58 

16 CGW4Q 2706.62 0.15 2731.37 0.16 2683.13 2.57 3005.8 8.35 

17 CGW5Q 2754.57 0.15 2731.37 0.16 2808.47 2.5 3233.43 8.4 

18 CGW6Q 2796.56 0.15 2731.37 0.16 3080.37 2.5 3228.22 8.26 

19 CGW7Q 4035 0.33 4097.06 0.34 4009.49 8.49 4525.3 41.27 

20 CGW8Q 4082.95 0.32 4097.06 0.34 4149.26 8.43 4911.88 41.69 

21 CGW9Q 4162.25 0.34 4097.06 0.34 4585.52 8.43 4904.65 42.83 

22 CGWlOQ 6011.02 0.88 6145.58 0.83 6005.17 28.85 6980.71 206.95 

23 CGWllQ 6084.79 0.86 6145.58 0.84 6180.29 29.08 7476.36 219.7 

24 CGW12Q 6210.78 0.87 6145.58 0.83 6867 .9 29.49 7460.31 210.27 

25 CGWlT 1352.7 0.06 1349.12 0.06 1350.87 0.35 1313.36 0.59 

26 CGW2T 1414.41 0.05 1365.69 0.06 1417.72 0.32 1547.56 0.58 
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27 CGW3T 1436.4 0.05 1365.69 0.06 1538.65 0.32 1564.5 0.58 

28 CGW4T 2660.64 0.15 2698.23 0.16 2650.77 2.53 2680.81 8.48 

29 CGW5T 2754.57 0.15 2731.37 0.16 2808.47 2.5 3219.29 8.38 

30 CGW6T 2796.56 0.15 2731.37 0.16 3080.37 2.54 3214.07 8.45 

31 CGW7T 3955.4 0.33 4047.35 0.34 3962.35 8.48 4235.71 41.31 

32 CGW8T 4082.95 0.33 4097.06 0.34 4149.26 8.39 4906.02 41.59 

33 CGW9T 4162.25 0.33 4097.06 0.34 4585.52 8.46 4890.51 41.46 

34 CGWlOT 5929.23 0.86 6071.03 0.83 5936.6 29.31 6184.1 208.08 

35 CGWllT 6084.79 0.87 6145.58 0.83 6174.34 29.42 7462.22 206.89 

36 CGW12T 6210.78 0.88 6145.58 0.83 6867.9 29.14 7452.03 203.53 

Average 3584.43 0.35 3580.09 0.35 3734.69 10.12 4184.78 64.93 

Table 7. 7: Total tour length obtained by different heuristics and corresponding CPU time 

over 33 multi-depot VRPBM instances of Salhi and Nagy (1999) 

% of backhaul 
LC-INS ALT PBA NBA SA TSA 

customers 

Average cost 
2099.18 1993 2203.27 1949.37 1919.98 1982.61 

50% 
Average time 13.4 14.80 0.28 0.33 3.62 10.69 

(sec.) 

Average cost 2049.55 2007 2049.55 2024.65 1832.66 1811.40 
25 % 

Average time 8.7 8.6 0.29 0.33 3.66 10.81 
(sec.) 

Average cost 
2005.27 1996 2005.27 1817.15 1688.61 1662.73 

10% 
Average time 10.9 8.1 0.29 0.34 3.78 10.93 

(sec.) 
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Table 7.8: Average tour length obtained by different heuristics and corresponding CPU 

time over 36 VRPBM instances of second data set 

% of backhaul customers PBA NBA SA TSA 

50% Average cost 3591.18 3584.93 3768.06 4304.59 

Average time (sec.) 0.38 0.37 11.00 70.67 

25 % Average cost 3584.93 3584.93 3725.77 4193.90 

Average time (sec.) 0.38 0.37 11.00 71.72 

10 % Average cost 3584.93 3570.43 3710.24 4055.85 

Average time (sec.) 0.38 0.37 11.04 69.94 

7.7 Conclusions 

The problem of multi-depot VRPSPD is important given the need for integrating 

forward and reverse flows of material. The saving heuristics of Clarke and Wright (1964) 

is a the widely used heuristic for solving VRP variants. It is surprising that the saving 

based algorithms have not yet been developed for multi-depot VRPSPD. In this chapter, 

we have designed four saving based algorithms for multi-depot VRPSPD. 

Computational experiment with benchmark problem instances has shown that the saving 

based algorithms presented in this chapter perform better than the existing insertion based 

heuristics for multi-depot VRPSPD. The solutions produced by the four algorithms show 

that the saving based algorithms have an edge over insertion-based algorithms in multi-

depot VRPSPD. 
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Since multi-depot VRPBM is a special case of multi-depot VRPSPD, we tested the four 

algorithms on multi-depot VRPBM as well. The four algorithms designed in this chapter 

works equally well for the multi-depot VRPBM problem instances. 
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CHAPTERS 

Conclusions 

In this thesis, we have focused on the vehicle routing problems with pickup and 

delivery (VRPPD). This problem is becoming an important problem in reverse logistics 

given the recent environmental regulations and the increased incentives for returning and 

reusing products. VRPPD arises in many real life situations whenever the pickup demand 

and the delivery demand is to be satisfied by the same vehicle. We considered three 

variants of VRPPD, namely, the vehicle routing problem with backhauls (VRPB), the 

vehicle routing problem with backhauls and mixed-load (VRPBM) and the vehicle 

routing problem with simultaneous pickup and delivery (VRPSPD). 

The inherent complexity of VRPPD and its variants makes them :N'P -hard 

problems. Therefore, the natural choice of methodology for solving such problems is 

heuristics and/or metaheuristics. In the first part of this thesis, we provided metaheuristic 

solution procedures for the three variants of VRPPD. In the second part, we provided 

heuristic solution procedures for solving the single and multi-depot version of VRPSPD. 

We use ant colony system (ACS) which is a metaheuristic approach inspired by 

the foraging behavior of real ants. In the literature on vehicle routing problems (VRP), 

one finds that Tabu search (TS) has been the widely used metaheuristic approach for 

solving such problems. The motivation to use ant-colony system (ACS) for VRPPD came 

from the observation made by Gendreau et al. (2001). The solution quality reported by 

the existing ant colony systems for VRP was not as good as Tabu search but Gendreau et 
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al. (2001) considered the performance of ACS encouraging. One of the aims of this thesis 

was to investigate the potential of ant colony system to solve vehicle routing problems. 

We have developed ACS algorithms for VRPB, VRPBM and VRPSPD to highlight the 

potential. 

We designed Multi-ant colony system (MACS) for VRPB. Since the number of 

vehicles is fixed, VRPB can be decomposed into an assignment sub-problem and a 

sequencing sub-problem. MACS therefore uses two types of ants to solve the two sub

problems. The performance of MACS was tested using benchmark problem instances 

available in literature. MACS is competitive with existing tabu search heuristics for 

solving VRPB. An interesting feature of MACS is the control of the solution quality and 

the CPU time, which can be done by varying the number of ants. 

An inherent part of any metaheuristic is the local search. We have improved upon 

the existing ant colony systems by using better local search schemes and by adding 

features such as construction rule and the trail updating criteria. Two new multi-route 

local search schemes -- the customer insertion/interchange multi-route scheme and the 

sub-path exchange multi-route scheme -- are designed in this thesis. Although these 

multi-route local search schemes are specially designed for ant colony system, they can 

also be used in other metaheuristic methods with some modification. 

Insuring the feasibility of a route is a major issue in VRPSPD given the 

fluctuating load on the vehicle. We have proposed the cumulative net-pickup approach 

for checking the feasibility of a route during local search. An important property of the 

cumulative net-pickup approach is that it can check the feasibility of the altered route in 
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constant time. Using an appropriate data structure, one can check the effect of a single 

move of local search on the feasibility without examining the entire route. We attribute 

the efficiency of ACS (in terms of the reduced CPU time) to the cumulative net-pickup 

approach. We have provided several lemmas associated with the cumulative net-pickup 

approach in chapter 4. 

We used benchmark problem instances available in literature to evaluate the 

proposed ACS algorithms. The computational experiment has shown that on the whole, 

ACS gives better results than the other metaheuristics. The proposed ACS algorithms 

have produced 5 new best solutions for VRPB problem instances, 6 new best solutions 

for VRPBM problem instances and 31 new best solutions for VRPSPD problem 

instances. 

The second part of the thesis was devoted to the development of heuristic solution 

procedures for VRPSPD. The saving heuristic of Clarke and Wright (1964) is widely 

used in literature for solving capacitated vehicle routing problem (CVRP). However, no 

such heuristic exists for VRPSPD or VRPBM. We have designed saving based heuristics 

for the single depot version of VRPSPD in chapter 6 and for the multi-depot version of 

VRPSPD in chapter 7. Since VRPBM is a special case of VRPSPD, we have applied the 

same heuristic to VRPBM without any modification. 

The saving heuristics designed in chapters 6 and 7 involve creating a new route by 

merging two existing routes. We have applied the cumulative net-pickup approach for 

checking the feasibility of such a route. We have provided several lemmas associated 

with the cumulative net-pickup approach in chapters 6 and 7. 
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We used benchmark problem instances available in literature to evaluate the 

proposed saving based heuristics. We have also created new problem instances for the 

multi-depot version of VRPSPD and VRPBM. The computational experiment has shown 

that on the whole, the proposed saving heuristics perform better than the existing 

insertion based heuristics. 

Scope for Future Work 

This thesis has illustrated the potential of ant colony system for solving the three 

version of VRPPD. It will be interesting to examine the performance of ACS in solving 

other variants of VRPPD. For example, ant colony system can be used to solve the 

vehicle routing problem with backhauls when demand can be picked up only after a 

certain percentage of total customer demand is delivered. ACS has potential to produce 

better solutions for the dynamic version of VRPB, VRPBM and VRPSPD. 

Local search is an important part of ACS. Further research can be done to design 

better local search schemes for ACS. It seems that a hybrid version of local search can 

make the ant-colony approach more effective for the variants of the vehicle routing 

problem. The cumulative net-pickup approach designed in this thesis can also be 

extended to other pickup and delivery problems. 

From a practitioner point of view, the heuristics and metaheuristics algorithms 

developed in this thesis can be embedded into commercial vehicle routing software. We 

tested the perfonnance of the proposed algorithms using the hypothetical problem 
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instances used in literature. Studies need to be conducted to see if the proposed 

algorithms are equally effective in solving real life problems. 
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